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Preface to the Revised Version

Pulmonary hypertension remained an unexplained intractable disease with poor prognosis. In the last 2 decades, however, the diagnosis and treatment methods for this disease changed markedly. Depending on the location of lesions, this disease is divided into Group 1 to Group 5, and each group is subdivided according to the etiology and other factors. The genes responsible for this disease were investigated in patients with heritable pulmonary arterial hypertension. Regarding the treatment of this disease, development of prostaglandin I2 resulted in remarkable hypertension. Other factors. The genes responsible for this disease were lesions, this disease is divided into Group 1 to Group 5, disease changed markedly. Depending on the location of pulmonary hypertension have been held at intervals of 5 years, and guidelines on diagnosis and treatment of this disease have begun to be prepared on the basis of the results and data from the large-scale case registration and randomized multicenter comparative studies available at a given point of time. The latest one of such guidelines is the Pulmonary Hypertension Diagnosis/Treatment Guidelines prepared by the European Society of Cardiology (ESC) and the European Respiratory Society (ERS) on the basis of the Fifth World Symposium on Pulmonary Hypertension held in Nice, France in 2013 (Nice Conference). Our Guidelines on Treatment of Pulmonary Hypertension (revised version 2017) are fundamentally based on these latest Western guidelines, thereby incorporating much recent evidence and adding the latest treatment methods employed during clinical practice, so that these guidelines can be considerably advanced guidelines. For this reason, the statements constituting these guidelines are not always based on randomized comparative study data or objective evidence comparable to randomized comparative study data, and there are many statements that should be used only as “reference information related to treatment.” These limitations need to be considered when these guidelines are utilized.

In recent years, guidelines have tended to be prepared in accordance with “Minds Handbook for Clinical Practice Guideline Development” These guidelines assumed a form consistent with the conventional guidelines prepared by the Japanese Circulation Society and adopted the “evidence levels” (Table 1) and “recommendation classes” (Table 2) based on the ESC/ERS Guidelines. The evidence levels and the recommendation classes were judged by the authors on
the basis of the previous domestic and overseas papers and such a judgment was finally adopted by consensus among the group members and outside evaluation committee members. The revised version consists of two parts (Outline and Descriptions). Outline (Chapter I) includes explanation about the definition of pulmonary hypertension, clinical classification, symptoms/physical findings, and diagnosis methods. Descriptions (Chapter II) include explanation about the epidemiology, etiology, diagnosis methods, treatment methods, prognosis, and future perspective concerning each clinical class of pulmonary hypertension. After these two chapters, Definition of Pulmonary Hypertension Expert Referral Center (Chapter III) and Pulmonary Hypertension under the measures against intractable diseases (Chapter IV) have been added to facilitate smooth treatment of pulmonary hypertension in Japan.

Although these guidelines present standard treatment methods for pulmonary hypertension, clinical features of this disease vary among individual cases and treatment is provided under various restrictions. Therefore, treatment is not always done in accordance with these guidelines, and the statements given in the guidelines should be regarded as the “greatest common divisor” for treatment of pulmonary hypertension. The attending physician should judge a treatment method tailored to the conditions of individual cases and, if treatment is judged difficult, the patients should be referred to the hospitals affiliated with the Pulmonary Hypertension Center without delay. Furthermore, since pulmonary hypertension is an intractable orphan disease still at present, it is not easy to conduct its differential diagnosis or to select an appropriate treatment method. Treatment of this disease should be performed by or jointly with specialists having adequate experience.

Major modifications made for this version in comparison to the previous version (revised version 2012) are listed below.

1) Regarding treatment of pulmonary artery hypertension and chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension, we have prepared a chart of therapeutic strategy tailored to the current status of treatment in Japan on the basis of the latest evidence and treatment alternatives.

2) “Pulmonary Hypertension in Children” (Chapter II 6.) has been set as a large section, containing all descriptions related to the pediatric field.

3) Descriptions about pathology had been made in the section on each disease in the Chapter Descriptions.

4) After the last revision of the guidelines, the number of drugs available in the treatment of pulmonary hypertension has increased. Reflecting such a change, the descriptions have been improved. Also regarding lung transplantation, the descriptions have been improved, reflecting the experience of lung transplantation in Japan accumulated after the last revision of the guidelines.

These guidelines have been prepared by cooperation of pulmonary hypertension specialists in many specialties, including not only the department of cardiology but also the departments of respirology, rheumatology/collagen disease, pediatrics, cardiovascular surgery, and transplantation as well as the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare “Intractable Respiratory Disease/Pulmonary Hypertension Study Group under the Intractable and Other Disease Policy Study Program,” and Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare “Autoimmune Disease Study Group under the Intractable Disease Policy Study Program”. We hope that these guidelines will be utilized by clinicians of all specialties engaged in the management of pulmonary hypertension.

During the Sixth World Symposium on Pulmonary Hypertension held in Nice, France (Nice Conference 2018), immediately before publication of these guidelines, numerous discussions were made about the diseases added or deleted to/from pulmonary hypertension although the clinical classification (5 groups) of this disease remained unchanged. Furthermore, during the symposium, a proposal was made to reduce the mean pulmonary artery pressure for the diagnostic criteria of pulmonary hypertension from ≥25mmHg to ≥20mmHg. However, the mean pulmonary artery pressure for diagnosis of Group 4 is to be kept unchanged at ≥25mmHg. Considering that no consensus has yet been reached about the proposals (including the one on the diagnostic criteria for pulmonary hypertension) made during the Nice Conference 2018, their reflection into these guidelines was avoided on the basis of consensus among the leader and all members of this committee.

I. Outline

1. Definition of Pulmonary Hypertension

In Western countries, a large-scale symposium on pulmonary hypertension has been held at intervals of 5 years (Table 3). During the Dana Point Conference in 2008, pulmonary hypertension was defined as mean pulmonary artery pressure (mean PAP) ≥25mmHg when measured at...
rest by right heart catheterization. This definition was adopted also at the Nice Conference in 2013. According to the previous definition, mean PAP ≥30 mmHg at exercise was also included in pulmonary hypertension. The definition at and after the Dana Point Conference, however, did not adopt this criterion. Furthermore, among all cases of pulmonary hypertension, those presenting with pulmonary artery wedged pressure (PAWP) ≤15 mmHg were defined as pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) at and after the Dana Point Conference. Healthy individuals at rest have been reported to have mean PAP of 14 ± 3 mmHg, with the upper limit of the normal range being 20 mmHg. The clinical significance of cases showing mean PAP between 21 and 24 mmHg remains to be clarified. Due to recent advances in echocardiography, it is now possible to conduct morphological evaluation of the right and left ventricles as well as estimation of the PAP and cardiac output by Doppler echocardiography. Echocardiography allows simple and noninvasive estimation of the presence of pulmonary hypertension and may be considered as a tool quite useful in the diagnosis of this disease. However, the Dana Point Conference proposed a view that direct measurement of pulmonary hemodynamics by right heart catheterization is needed at least at the time of first diagnosis or modification of treatment methods. This view now prevails as a global standard.

2. Clinical Classification of Pulmonary Hypertension

At the Second World Symposium on Primary Pulmonary Hypertension in 1998 co-sponsored by the World Health Organization (WHO), it was proposed to summarize cases of pulmonary hypertension resembling in etiology and pathophysiology into 5 groups (Evian Clinical Classification). This classification was later modified slightly at the Third World Symposium on Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension (PAH) held in 2003 with the support of National Institutes of Health, USA (NIH), to yield the Venice Classification. At the Fifth World Symposium on Pulmonary Hypertension in 2013 (Nice Conference), the Dana Point Classification was revised again, although slightly (reassigning neonatal persistent pulmonary hypertension to Group 1 subtype and chronic hemolytic anemia to Group 5). This classification was established in the form of Revised Clinical Classification of Pulmonary Hypertension (Dana Point Classification) at the Fourth World Symposium on Pulmonary Hypertension (Dana Point Conference) in 2008. To date, this classification has been adopted in the Pulmonary Hypertension Diagnosis and Treatment Guidelines prepared by the European Society of Cardiology (ESC)/European Respiratory Society (ERS) and also in the classification of pulmonary hypertension among the intractable respiratory diseases officially listed by the Japanese Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare. Furthermore, on the basis of this classification, a large number of clinical studies have been conducted, leading to accumulation of numerous papers and findings. Because understanding of the classification is important to understand pulmonary hypertension, this revised version of the Clinical Classification of Pulmonary Hypertension (Nice Classification [2013]) (Table 4) is presented in detail below.

### Table 3. World Symposia on Pulmonary Hypertension

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Place (Country)</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>Geneva (Switzerland)</td>
<td>International Expert Conference on Primary Pulmonary Hypertension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Evian (France)</td>
<td>The Second World Symposium on Pulmonary Hypertension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Venice (Italy)</td>
<td>The Third World Symposium on Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Dana Point (USA)</td>
<td>The Fourth World Symposium on Pulmonary Hypertension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Nice (France)</td>
<td>The Fifth World Symposium on Pulmonary Hypertension</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4. Clinical Classification of Pulmonary Hypertension (Nice Classification [2013])

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Pulmonary arterial hypertension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.1 Idiopathic PAH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2 Heritable PAH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2.1 BMPR2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2.2 ALK-1, ENG, SMAD9, CAV1, KCNK3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2.3 Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3 Drug and toxin induced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4 Associated with:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4.1 Connective tissue disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4.2 HIV infection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4.3 Portal hypertension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4.4 Congenital heart diseases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4.5 Schistosomiasis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1”. Persistent pulmonary hypertension of the newborn (PPHN)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2. Pulmonary hypertension due to left heart disease</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.1 Left ventricular systolic dysfunction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2 Left ventricular diastolic dysfunction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3 Valvular disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4 Congenital/acquired left heart inflow/outflow tract obstruction and congenital cardiomyopathies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3. Pulmonary hypertension due to lung diseases and/or hypoxia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.1 Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2 Interstitial lung disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3 Other pulmonary diseases with mixed restrictive and obstructive pattern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4 Sleep-disordered breathing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5 Alveolar hypoxemia disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.6 Chronic exposure to high altitude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.7 Developmental lung diseases</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4. Chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension (CTEPH)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5. Pulmonary hypertension with unclear multifactorial mechanisms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.1 Hematologic disorders: chronic hemolytic anemia, myeloproliferative disorders, splenectomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.2 Systemic disorders: sarcoidosis, pulmonary histiocytosis, lymphangioleiomyomatosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.3 Metabolic disorders: glycogen storage disease, Gaucher disease, thyroid disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.4 Others: tumor obstruction, fibrosing mediastinitis, chronic renal failure, segmental PH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Source: Simonneau G, et al. 2013)
2.1 Revised Clinical Classification of Pulmonary Hypertension

According to the Dana Point classification, pulmonary hypertension is divided into five groups: Group 1 (PAH), Group 2 (pulmonary hypertension due to left heart disease), Group 3 (pulmonary hypertension due to lung disease or hypoxia), Group 4 (chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension; CTEPH), and Group 5 (pulmonary hypertension due to unclear multifactorial mechanisms). This basic structure of classification was maintained also in the subsequent revised version of the Clinical Classification of Pulmonary Hypertension (Nice Classification 2013).

2.1.1 Group 1: PAH

This is a disease group presenting with most typical clinical features of pulmonary hypertension. PAH is subdivided into idiopathic PAH (IPAH), heritable PAH (HPAH), drug- and toxin-induced PAH, PAH due to various diseases (associated PAH), pulmonary veno-occlusive disease (PVOD) and/or pulmonary capillary hemangiomatosis (PCH), and persistent pulmonary hypertension in newborn. Associated PAH can be subdivided into connective tissue disease (CTD), human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection, portopulmonary hypertension (PoPH), congenital heart disease, and schistosomiasis.

a. IPAH/HPAH

The disease concept “PAH” was first introduced at the Evian Conference in 1998. At the Venice Conference in 2003, patients with no underlying disease began to be called cases of IPAH, and patients with family history of PAH began to be called cases of familial PAH. At the next conference in Dana Point, “familial PAH” was renamed as “HPAH.” This change of name was based on the detection in 2000 of cases of familial PAH with BMPR2 gene mutation as well as the detection in 2001 of patients with mutation of ACVR1I gene (ALK1) of the transforming growth factor (TGF)-β superfamily (identical to the family to which BMPR2 gene belongs). At present, a diagnosis of HPAH is made in cases newly found to have gene mutation (BMPR2, ACVR1I, ENG, SMAD9) among cases clinically diagnosed as having IPAH or in cases of familial PAH according to the old classification (regardless of the presence/absence of gene mutation found). The Dana Point Conference Report is accompanied by a comment that the new category “HPAH” does not require implementation of genetic diagnosis in cases of IPAH or other cases of PAH with family history.

b. Drug- and Toxin-Induced PAH

Although the mechanism for onset of PAH remains to be clarified, cases of PAH due to some specific risk factors are known. Drugs, such as appetite suppressors, are also a risk factor. According to a report in 2006 from France, about 10% of all cases of PAH were associated with appetite suppressors, whereas the percentage of such cases is not high according to reports in Japan. Aminorex and fenfluramine derivatives are highly probable to trigger the onset of PAH.

c. PAH Due to Connective Tissue Disease (CTD-PAH)

The description “PAH due to collagen disease” in the Evian Classification and Venice Classification was changed to “CTD-PAH” in the Dana Point Classification. The number of patients with CTD-PAH is considered to be particularly large in Japan, making this a clinically important PAH subgroup. In Western countries, PAH due to systemic scleroderma (SSc) is predominant, with its prevalence reported to be 7–12% and with poor prognosis known in comparison to IPAH. In Japan, on the other hand, a high incidence of complication by pulmonary hypertension is found not only in cases of SSc but also in cases of mixed connective tissue disease (MCTD) or systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE). CTD-PAH can be characterized by the involvement of pulmonary hypertension attributable to pulmonary fibrosis, pulmonary thrombosis, or left ventricular diastolic dysfunction in addition to PAH. Because CTD-PAH cannot be considered as pure PAH in all cases, careful pathophysiological evaluation is needed to determine treatment methods.

d. PAH Due to HIV Infection

According to a report from France, PAH due to HIV infection accounts for about 6% of all PAH cases. The prevalence of PAH among patients with HIV is estimated to be about 0.5%, indicating that the likelihood for HIV patients to develop PAH is not low.

e. PoPH

In foreign countries, the percentage of PoPH among all cases of PAH is reported to be 10% or less. About 5% of the patients indicated for liver transplantation have pulmonary hypertension. There are many unresolved questions about the mechanism for onset of PoPH. The presence of portal hypertension has been considered as a more decisive factor for onset of pulmonary hypertension than the presence of an underlying liver disease.

f. PAH Due to Congenital Heart Disease

PAH due to congenital heart disease of systemic/pulmonary shunt type is now better understood than in the past. According to the reports from Europe and North America, the frequency of complication by PAH among patients with congenital heart disease (congenital heart disease-PAH; CHD-PAH) is 1.6–12.5 out of one million population, and 25–50% of the patients with this complication are estimated to lead to the severest form of CHD-PAH, i.e., Eisenmenger’s syndrome. In patients with Eisenmenger’s syndrome, right-to-left shunt is usually seen as a result of increased pulmonary vascular resistance (PVR), and the features of this disease differ from those of simple PAH.

g. PAH Due to Schistosomiasis

This is a disease added as a subgroup of PAH to the Dana Point Classification. Its similarities to IPAH in terms of clinical and pathological features have been reported. In countries where schistosomiasis is endemic, PAH due to schistosomiasis accounts for a high percentage of all patients with PAH, but there are few reports of this condition in Japan.

h. PVOD and/or PCH

Clinical features of these two conditions are common in many aspects with PAH, but there are some differences. In the Nice Classification (2013), PVOD and PCH were classified as a subtype of Group 1 (Group 1'). There are many histological similarities between PCH and PVOD, and some investigators consider them as two different phenotypes of one disease. Response to medical treatment and
The most characteristic symptom of pulmonary hypertension is shortness of breath on exertion. This symptom appears early and is visible even at the stage of pulmonary vascular disease without pulmonary hypertension. Fatigue, chest pain, and syncope are also seen. Palpitation, cough, and hemoptysis are seen occasionally. If accompanied by right-sided heart failure, this condition presents with gastrointestinal symptoms, such as abdominal swelling (due to hepatic congestion or gastrointestinal edema), premature feeling of abdominal fullness, and anorexia, as well as lower leg edema.

Physical findings include accentuated pulmonary second sound, parasternal pulsation pansystolic murmur at the lower part of the left sternal edge (associated with tricuspid insufficiency; occasionally showing Rivero-Carvallo sign in which the murmur increases during inspiration), early diastolic murmur at the left sternal edge (Graham Steel murmur, associated with pulmonary valve insufficiency), and fourth right heart sound. Of these findings, accentuated pulmonary second sound and the appearance of fourth right heart sound have been reported to be seen particularly frequently. In the presence of right-sided heart failure, jugular vein distention, third right heart sound, hepatomegaly, lower leg edema, and ascites are observed. Physical findings associated with the diseases responsible for pulmonary hypertension include clubbed finger (seen in cases of Eisenmenger’s syndrome, pulmonary veno-occlusive disease, pulmonary disease), various physical findings of each collagen disease or hepatic disease, and pulmonary artery stenotic murmur (seen in cases of CTEPH).
Table 5. Echocardiographic Probability of Pulmonary Hypertension in Symptomatic Patients With a Suspicion of Pulmonary Hypertension

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peak tricuspid regurgitation velocity</th>
<th>Presence of other echo “PH signs”</th>
<th>Probability of pulmonary hypertension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>≤2.8 m/sec or not measurable</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤2.8 m/sec or not measurable</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.9–3.4 m/sec</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.9–3.4 m/sec</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;3.4 m/sec</td>
<td>Present/Absent</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


4.2 Electrocardiography

Electrocardiography (ECG) provides information useful in the evaluation of the severity of pulmonary hypertension. In mild cases, a normal ECG pattern is not uncommon. In severe cases, changes in ECG due to right ventricular loads appear. These changes include pulmonary P wave, right axis deviation, right ventricular hypertrophy (increased R wave amplitude with V1, R/S ratio >1), right ventricular strain (ST depression toward right from V1 to V3), and corrected QT (QTC) interval elongation. If right ventricular strain, QRS width enlargement, or QTC elongation are present, pulmonary hypertension may become severe. If the pulmonary artery pressure can be reduced by treatment, the load on the right ventricle/right atrium will alleviate, and this change can be used for judgment of the patient’s response to treatment. Patients with pulmonary hypertension may develop supraventricular tachycardia such as atrial flutter or fibrillation. Atrial flutter or fibrillation develops in 25% of all patients with pulmonary hypertension in 5 years. These arrhythmias reduce cardiac output triggering exacerbation of hemodynamics. In patients complaining of palpitation, the diagnosis of arrhythmia needs to be established by Holter ECG.

4.3 Chest X-Ray

Common findings include dilatation of the central segment of pulmonary artery, marked narrowing of the peripheral pulmonary artery, and cardiomegaly associated with right atrium/ventricular enlargement. Abnormal chest X-ray findings include protrusion of the left second arch associated with dilatation of the main trunk of the pulmonary artery and protrusion of the left fourth arch due to right ventricular enlargement. When the right ventricular pressure increases, the right ventricular outflow tract dilates, resulting in protrusion of the left third arch. The right atrium leads to protrusion of the right second arch. When the peripheral pulmonary arteries undergo thinning towards the tip (tapering), permeability through the peripheral lung field is increased. Pleural effusion can be detected in association with severe pulmonary hypertension. However a normal chest X-ray does not exclude pulmonary hypertension.

4.4 Echocardiography

Echocardiography, which provides noninvasive estimation of the pulmonary artery pressure, is used as a gate keeper for the diagnosis of pulmonary hypertension. It is recommended to perform echocardiography in patients suspected of having pulmonary hypertension or who may develop pulmonary hypertension. However, a definite diagnosis of pulmonary hypertension is not possible with echocardiography alone. Right heart catheterization is indispensable to establish the diagnosis of pulmonary hypertension and to consider subsequent treatment. Pulmonary artery systolic pressure can be estimated from the peak flow rate of tricuspid regurgitation, using simplified Bernoulli equation.

Estimated pulmonary artery systolic pressure= 4×(tricuspid regurgitation peak flow rate)+ estimated right atrial pressure

In the past, a fixed value (5 or 10 mmHg) of estimated right atrial pressure was used for this equation. To increase the accuracy of estimated right atrial pressure, it is now recommended to estimate the right atrial pressure from the inferior vena cava diameter and its respiration-related change. Thus, if the inferior vena cava diameter is less than 21 mm and its diameter is reduced by 50% or more during sniffing, the estimated right atrial pressure is 3 mmHg (normal right atrial pressure). If the inferior vena cava diameter is 21 mm or more and its sniffing-related change is 50% or less or its respiration-related change at rest is less than 20%, the estimated right atrial pressure is 15 mmHg. In other cases falling under none of these cases, the intermediate level (8 mmHg) is adopted as the estimated right atrial pressure.

However, the estimated pulmonary artery pressure involves problems related to measurement of tricuspid regurgitation peak flow rate, error arising from squaring the peak flow rate, and error in estimation of the right atrial pressure. To reduce these errors, it has been recommended to use the tricuspid regurgitation peak flow rate itself for screening (Table 5). If this flow rate exceeds 3.4 m/sec, pulmonary hypertension is suspected.

In cases in which tricuspid regurgitation is mild and the peak flow rate is difficult to measure, one possible solution is intravenous infusion of a contrast material to enhance the Doppler signals. There are also problems in the step of diagnosing pulmonary hypertension from the tricuspid regurgitation flow rate. The flow rate tends to be underestimated if the continuous wave Doppler beam and the
Among cases of pulmonary hypertension associated with left ventricular failure, attention is needed to the fact that cases of heart failure with preserved ejection fraction (HFP EF) have been recently increasing, and echocardiography is used for evaluation of left ventricular diastolic function. Also in such cases, right-sided cardiac catheterization is indispensable for a definite diagnosis and pathophysiological evaluation of pulmonary hypertension.

The indicators that can be evaluated by echocardiography, such as right atrial area index and indicators of right ventricular function (reduction of right ventricular function (tricuspid annular plane systolic excursion: TAPSE) and right ventricular free wall strain), are useful also as prognostic factors for pulmonary hypertension.38 Because drug therapy for pulmonary hypertension has advanced rapidly, improvement in these indicators are expected following alleviation of pulmonary hypertension by treatment even when the indicators are poor before the start of treatment. Therefore, treatment should not be discontinued even when the indicators rated by echocardiography are unfavorable. Although rarely, there are cases in which the echocardiographic indicators poorly improve despite reduction in the pulmonary artery pressure in response to treatment. Such cases need careful follow-up and management.

### 4.5 Respiratory Function Test

Respiratory function tests are useful in the differential diagnosis of pulmonary hypertension or ruling out other lung diseases. Among cases of pulmonary hypertension accompanied by lung disease (Group 3), respiratory function tests are useful in identification of cases in which the degree of pulmonary artery lesions is estimated to be large. In cases of mild idiopathic/congenital pulmonary arterial hypertension, spirometric parameters (vital capacity and forced expiratory volume one second percent: FEV1%) are often normal. In the other cases of Group 1 pulmonary hypertension and all cases of Groups 2 to 5, various abnormalities are noted, ranging from restrictive disorders to obstructive disorders and from mild to severe abnormalities. In cases of combined pulmonary fibrosis and emphysema (CPFE), spirometric findings remain normal or mildly abnormal by off-setting the influence on pulmonary function between the pulmonary emphysema (of upper lung field) and interstitial lesions (of lower lung field), but frequent complication by pulmonary hypertension occurs.31

Carbon monoxide (CO) diffusing capacity (DLCO) test is designed not only to determine the capacity of diffusing CO gas from alveoli to capillary blood in the narrower sense of the term but also to assess the process of CO gas-hemoglobin binding in the capillaries.32 This parameter depends on the magnitude of the intrapulmonary capillary bed area and blood volume. In the presence of many diseases responsible for pulmonary hypertension, the capillary blood volume decreases and DLCO is thus reduced, with its level associated with poor prognosis according to a report.33 In cases of pulmonary hypertension having complicated pulmonary veno-occlusive disease (PVOD) or scleroderma and cases of pulmonary hypertension accompanied by parenchymal lung disease, DLCO is often low. In cases of disease involving left-to-right shunt, on the other hand, DLCO increases, reflecting the increase in pulmonary blood flow.

---

**Table 6. Echocardiographic Signs Suggesting Pulmonary Hypertension**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site observed</th>
<th>Sign</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Right and left ventricles</td>
<td>Right ventricle/left ventricle basal diameter ratio &gt;1.0 (particularly left ventricular eccentricity index at systole &gt;1.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right atrium</td>
<td>End-systolic right atrium area (apical four-chamber cross-section) &gt;18 cm²*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inferior vena cava</td>
<td>Inferior vena cava diameter &gt;21 mm with decreased inspiratory collapse (&lt;50% with a sniff or &lt;20% with quiet inspiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pericardial effusion</td>
<td>Pool present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulmonary artery</td>
<td>Right ventricular outflow tract systolic acceleration time &lt;105 msec or two-peak pattern Early diastolic pulmonary regurgitation velocity &gt;2.2 m/sec Pulmonary artery diameter &gt;25 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Data in Western countries; possible difference in the criterion level for Japanese with smaller physiques. (Source: Prepared based on Galé N, et al. 2016)”

---

regurgitation jet are angled. In cases of severe tricuspid regurgitation, the pressure gradient related to the regurgitation flow rate is occasionally underestimated or overestimated. The echocardiographic findings following increases in pulmonary hypertension are also useful in the diagnosis. For example, the echocardiographically demonstrated right ventricular dilatation, compression of the ventricular septum by the dilated right ventricle, enlargement of the right atrium size, and pulmonary artery blood flow rate pattern are useful (Table 6).33 If a judgment of “low” is made on the basis of general assessment of these echocardiographic findings, pulmonary hypertension can be basically ruled out (Table 5). However, even in such cases, follow-up by echocardiography is recommended if the risk for CTD or CTEPH is present. In cases in which the probability of pulmonary hypertension is rated as “intermediate,” detailed examination is needed about the underlying disease as the risk factor for pulmonary hypertension (e.g., collagen disease and CTEPH), and follow-up by echocardiography should be performed. For a more accurate diagnosis, it is advisable to perform additional examination tailored to individual patients, such as exercise echocardiography, and, if its results suggest pulmonary hypertension, to conduct detailed examination including right heart catheterization. Exercise echocardiography is useful in the diagnosis of early stage pulmonary hypertension or pulmonary hypertension occurring only during exertion or exercise, but there are no established criteria for such diagnosis. If the probability for pulmonary hypertension is rated as “high,” right heart catheterization is recommended for a definite diagnosis.

For patients with heart disease complicated by pulmonary hypertension, echocardiography is useful also in the diagnosis of the underlying heart disease. Care is needed to avoid overlooking shunt-involving heart disease among congenital heart diseases. If pulmonary arteriovenous shunt is suspected, a definite diagnosis by multiple-detector CT (MDCT) or MRI is needed. If these noninvasive modalities do not allow a definite diagnosis of pulmonary hypertension, catheterization should be performed.
### 4.6 Arterial Blood Gas Analysis

Because patients with pulmonary hypertension usually develop mild hypoxemia due to an abnormal ventilation/blood flow ratio, arterial blood gas analysis is an indispensable test. Evaluation of hypoxemia is particularly important for diagnosis of Group 3 pulmonary hypertension such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and interstitial pneumonia. Because hypoxemia of any type can be an aggravating factor for pulmonary hypertension mediated by pulmonary artery constriction, long-term oxygen therapy is indicated in cases in which arterial oxygen tension (PaO2) at rest <60 mmHg. Furthermore, since even mild hypoxemia can cause tissue hypoxia if cardiac output is reduced, long-term oxygen therapy is covered by health insurance in Japan even when the requirement of PaO2 at rest <60 mmHg is not satisfied. Depending on the patient, it is necessary to evaluate hypoxemia during sleep or exercise using a pulse oximeter. In cases presenting with hypercapnia due to low alveolar ventilation, complication by pulmonary hypertension is often seen.

### 4.7 Ventilation/Perfusion Lung Scan

A ventilation/perfusion lung scan is useful to clarify the etiology of pulmonary hypertension, particularly in diagnosing acute pulmonary thromboembolism and CTEPH. Although ventilation/perfusion lung scans are useful for detecting impaired blood flow and diagnosing the site of such disturbance, blood flow defects can occur also in lung parenchyma affected by atelectasis, pulmonary emphysema, or pneumonia. For this reason, it is recommended to conduct ventilation scan simultaneously or to use some other modalities of diagnostic imaging (chest X-ray, CT) to detect lung parenchymal lesions. In patients with sepsis or obstruction of pulmonary blood vessels (e.g., cases of CTEPH, angitis, vasculitis), only the area of impaired blood flow is visualized as a wedged blood flow defective area, and no abnormality is visible on images other than ventilation/perfusion lung scan. In cases of pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH), the ventilation/perfusion lung scan is often normal, but small peripheral blood flow defects (accompanied by ventilation-blood flow mismatch) or uneven mottled patterns of blood flow are occasionally visible.

### 4.8 MDCT

Contrast-enhanced MDCT has been reported to have a diagnostic ability comparable to pulmonary angiography (PAG) also in the diagnosis of CTEPH and has been shown to be useful in detection of segmental thrombus or larger thrombus needed for determination of the indications for surgery according to the results of meta-analysis in comparison to ventilation/perfusion lung scans or pulmonary angiography. Contrast-enhanced MDCT is useful also in evaluation of the cardiovascular system in patients with pulmonary hypertension associated with congenital heart disease and in detection of pulmonary arteriovenous shunt. Thin slice MDCT without contrast material, on the other hand, allows the visualization of very small lesions in the lung field. A characteristic of CTEPH is the mosaic pattern (a pattern consisting of a mixture of ground glass opacity and low density areas). This mosaic pattern is absent in cases of PAH. In patients with pulmonary hypertension associated with lung disease, characteristic features of individual lung diseases may be observed. In patients with PVOD or pulmonary capillary hemangiomatosis (PCH), ground glass opacity, interlobular septal thickening, and mediastinal lymph node enlargement are characteristic findings. The pulmonary artery diameter is used for evaluation of pulmonary hypertension. It has been reported that the inner diameter of the pulmonary artery trunk ≥29 mm (when determined on contrast-enhanced CT) and its outer diameter ≥33 mm (on non-contrast CT) is useful in the diagnosis of PAH, and that a correlation is noted between the ratio of pulmonary artery to aortic diameter and the severity of pulmonary hypertension or prognosis in patients with COPD. In cases of pulmonary emphysema, a decrease in pulmonary small vessels can predict pulmonary hypertension and, for this reason, the percentages of total cross sectional area of small pulmonary vessels less than 5 mm² (%CSA <5) to the total lung area have been shown to have a close inverse correlation with mean PAP.

### 4.9 MRI

With MRI, it is possible to measure the volume of right and left ventricles (end-diastolic volume, end-systolic volume), myocardial weight of right and left ventricles, and the short-axial area of the pulmonary artery. From these parameters, stroke volume, cardiac output, right/left ventricular ejection fraction, and pulmonary artery stiffness can be calculated. These parameters are useful in judging the response of pulmonary hypertension to treatment and predicting the outcome. The visualization of pulmonary vessels by MR angiography and evaluation of lung field blood flow by perfusion MRI are useful in the diagnosis of CTEPH. They are useful also in morphological evaluation of the cardiovascular system in patients with congenital heart disease.

Contrast-enhanced MRI using gadolinium occasionally reveals late gadolinium enhancement (LGE) at the right ventricle insertion points. This has been reported to correlate closely with right ventricular dilatation/hypertrophy, increased pulmonary artery pressure (PAP), and clinically aggravating events in cases of pulmonary hypertension. Recently, new methods of myocardial strain evaluation, such as T1-mapping based right ventricular histological diagnosis, displacement encoding with stimulated echoes (DENSE), and strain encoded (SENc) method, have been developed and have begun to be performed for evaluation of right ventricular function.

### 4.10 Abdominal Ultrasonography

Abdominal ultrasonography is used to detect complication by liver cirrhosis or portal hypertension when clarifying the etiology of pulmonary hypertension. This examination is indispensable in patients suspected of having portopulmonary hypertension (PoPH). In cases complicated by liver cirrhosis, abdominal ultrasonography reveals morphological changes in the liver (right lobe atrophy, compensatory hypertrophy of the left lobe and caudate lobe, liver surface irregularities, and nodular changes). In cases complicated by portal hypertension, this examination reveals splenomegaly, well-developed collaterals, and ascites. Doppler abdominal ultrasonography of these cases revealed portal regurgitation and blood flow through the left gastric vein, paraumbilical vein, and splenorenal shunt.
If right-sided heart failure due to pulmonary hypertension progression, signs of hepatic congestion (dilatation of the hepatic vein and the hepatic segment of inferior vena cava, disappearance of respiratory collapsibility) and ascites are revealed by this examination.

### 4.11 Cardiac Catheterization

Cardiac catheterization is required to confirm the diagnosis of pulmonary hypertension (PH), the classification of pulmonary hypertension, and to assess the severity of hemodynamic impairment and the therapeutic efficacy. Although the risk from right heart catheterization (RHC) in expert centers is low, it should be carefully performed especially in patients with symptoms of the New York Heart Association (NYHA)/WHO Functional Class IV. A previous study reported 76 severe complications related to RHC (1.1%) among 7,218 sessions of RHC, including 29 events related to venous puncture, 22 events related to manipulation for RHC, 15 events related to vascular reaction test, and 6 events related to pulmonary angiography. Also, 4 fatal cases (0.055%) have been reported, 2 cases were directly associated with RHC procedures. Recently, the internal jugular vein is frequently used for RHC in patients with pulmonary hypertension, in which 1.7% (6/349 sessions) of complications have been reported as follows: carotid artery puncture in 3 cases, sinus bradycardia in 2 cases, complete atrioventricular block in 1 case. In addition, the risk from catheterization is higher in children than in adults. It has been reported that cardiopulmonary resuscitation is required in 6% (4/70) of the pediatric patients with pulmonary hypertension when undergoing RHC under general anesthesia. The threshold to perform left heart catheterization in addition to RHC varies depending on the magnitude of risk for coronary artery disease or heart failure with preserved ejection fraction (HFpEF). Especially in patients with echocardiographic signs of left ventricular systolic and/or diastolic dysfunction, left heart catheterization to measure left ventricular end-diastolic pressure is required to avoid misclassification of PH.

It is important to understand that cardiac catheterization is an invasive method for hemodynamic evaluation, and should be performed after sufficient evaluation by other non-invasive modalities (diagnostic imaging) to avoid excess risk.

The important points on performing RHC and interpretation of hemodynamic parameters, and acute pulmonary vascular reaction tests used for decision of therapeutic strategy will be described below.

#### 4.11.1 Right Heart Catheterization

Zero value should be decided by setting a pressure transducer at midpoint between precordial level and bed surface level in the supine position. PAP, pulmonary arterial wedge pressure (PAWP), right ventricular pressure (RVP), and right atrial pressure (RAP) should be measured for comprehensive evaluation of hemodynamics. A balloon catheter should be used for pressure measurement during RHC, and the balloon should be inflated during advancement of the catheter. Repeated balloon deflation and inflation within pulmonary artery should be avoided, because this has been associated with rupture of pulmonary arteries.

#### 4.11.2 PAP

As definition of pulmonary arterial hypertension, mean PAP at rest ≥25 mmHg has been used. Although the upper limit of the normal range for mean PAP is 20 mmHg, there is no sufficient evidence on the clinical significance of the PAP range from 21 to 24 mmHg. In the high risk group for PAH including family members of heritable PAH patients or those with connective tissue disease, careful follow-up is required even if their mean PAP is 21–24 mmHg.

In CTEPH patients, the value of PAP can vary by the measuring sites, therefore, measuring PAP at several sites, such as bilateral main pulmonary arteries or main trunk of pulmonary artery, should be considered.

#### 4.11.3 PAWP

Although the term “pulmonary capillary wedge pressure (PCWP)” had been previously used, the term pulmonary artery wedge pressure (PAWP) has been used uniformly since the Nice Conference in 2013. PAWP is 15 mmHg or less in patients with pre-capillary pulmonary hypertension (Groups 1, 3, 4, and 5 of the Clinical Classification of Pulmonary Hypertension), and higher than 15 mmHg in Group 2 (pulmonary hypertension associated with left heart disease: LHD). However, in patients with pulmonary hypertension, accurate pressure measurement is sometimes difficult, because pulmonary arteries dilated by pulmonary hypertension lead to incompletely wedging into the pulmonary artery, resulting in overestimation of PAWP and abnormal pressure patterns. In these patients, accurate PAWP can be obtained with balloon size adjustment by gas volume reduction in the balloon catheter and wedging into the segmental pulmonary artery or more peripheral pulmonary artery. In CTEPH patients, it is occasionally difficult to obtain accurate PAWP at the stenotic pulmonary arterial lesions; therefore, PAWP should be measured by selecting a less severely affected vessel. It is necessary to understand that inaccurate values of PAWP lead to inappropriate clinical judgments, and make efforts to determine the accurate value of PAWP. It is recommended to measure PAWP at the end-expiratory phase and to calculate the average of three measurements.

To interpret obtained PAWP values sufficiently, we need to consider the influence of other clinical factors. For example, in patients with LHD, PAWP is often <15 mmHg because of the use of diuretics, in which differential diagnosis from PAH is important. It has been reported that rapid intravenous infusion of 500 mL normal saline is useful to distinguish LHD-associated pulmonary hypertension from PAH.

#### 4.11.4 Cardiac Output

The gold standard for cardiac output measurement is the direct Fick method using practical measurement of oxygen consumption (VO2) and calculation based on the Fick principle. However, this method is not commonly used, because the process of VO2 measurement is complicated. In clinical practice, the indirect Fick method using estimated VO2 or the thermodilution method has been used as simplified methods. In the ESC/ERS Guidelines 2015, the thermodilution method is recommended based on the reports that the cardiac output measured by the thermodilution method in various settings significantly correlated with the value measured by the direct Fick method. However, several previous studies indicated that the cardiac output measured by the thermodilution method is misestimated in patients with low cardiac output or severe tricuspid insufficiency, in whom careful interpretation with reference to clinical symp-
toms is required. Also, the cardiac output measured by the thermodilution method is incorrect in patients with intra-cardiac shunt. Basically, cardiac output is equal to pulmonary blood flow (Qp). However, in patients with intra-cardiac shunt, cardiac output is not equal to Qp. Therefore, Qp is usually used to evaluate hemodynamic parameters of the pulmonary circulation in the field of pediatrics.

### 4.11.5 Pulmonary Vascular Resistance (PVR)
Wood units calculated from pressure (mmHg) divided by flow rate (L/min) or the meter unit dynes・second・cm$^{-5}$ (Wood units$\times80$) have been used as a unit of pulmonary vascular resistance (PVR). At the Nice Conference in 2013, use of the Wood unit was recommended. Mean PAP is vascular resistance (PVR). At the Nice Conference in 2013, use of the Wood unit was recommended. Mean PAP is used for the definition of pulmonary hypertension, whereas the definition of pre-capillary PH employs PVR >3.0 Wood units in addition to PAWP. PVR can be sensitively affected by both blood flow and pressure, and may not accurately reflect pulmonary circulation. On the other hand, the diastolic pressure gradient (DPG; pulmonary artery end-diastolic pressure−PAWP) is less affected by blood flow and pressure and may be more suitable for evaluation of pulmonary circulation in patients with LHD-associated pulmonary hypertension. However, the usefulness of DPG to predict outcome is still controversial.

### 4.11.6 Oxygen Saturation
According to the Fick principle, when arterial oxygen saturation (SaO$_2$) and VO$_2$ are constant, mixed venous oxygen saturation (SvO$_2$) correlates with cardiac output, and SvO$_2$ decreases with a reduction in cardiac output. Therefore, SvO$_2$ has been used as a surrogate marker to estimate cardiac output, and has been used for risk classification of IPAH/HPAH patients (see Table 8). SvO$_2$ is basically determined by measurement of blood oxygen saturation in pulmonary artery. In patients with left-to-right intra-cardiac shunt, SvO$_2$ is higher than the normal value. If SvO$_2$ is higher than 75%, blood oxygen saturation of superior vena cava, inferior vena cava, and pulmonary artery needs to be measured to clarify the cause of SvO$_2$ elevation.

### 4.11.7 Acute Pulmonary Vasoreactivity Test
The acute pulmonary vasoreactivity test is recommended to determine the indications of treatment with high-dose calcium (Ca) channel blockers in patients with IPAH, HPAH, or drug-induced PAH. The usefulness of the acute pulmonary vasoreactivity test in other types of pulmonary hypertension remains unclear. For the acute pulmonary vasoreactivity test, inhaled nitroglycerin monoxide (NO) (10–20 ppm, 5 minutes) is recommended. Also, epoprostenol serial intravenous infusion (2–12 ng/kg/min, dose increasing by 2 ng/kg/min at intervals of 10 minutes), adenosine intravenous infusion (50–350 μg/kg/min, dose increasing by 50 μg/kg/min at intervals of 2 minutes), and iloprost inhalation (5–20 μg, 15 minutes) are recommended as alternatives in the ESC/ERS Guidelines. In the acute pulmonary vasoreactivity test, a positive response is defined as a reduction of the mean PAP ≥10 mmHg and decreasing absolute value of the mean PAP ≤40 mmHg with an increased or unchanged cardiac output. The patients who meet these criteria are rare. According to the ESC/ERS Guidelines, the positive cases can be treated with Ca channel blockers, which are lower in price than other pulmonary vasodilators. Furthermore, this test is potentially useful to predict the response to other pulmonary vasodilators prior to initiation of treatment.

### 4.12 Pulmonary Angiography
Pulmonary angiography (PAG) is performed for a definite diagnosis of CTEPH and determination of indications for pulmonary endarterectomy (PEA) or balloon pulmonary angioplasty (BPA). It is also useful in distinction from pulmonary artery disease originating from Takayasu’s disease (a disease analogous to CTEPH) or from peripheral pulmonary artery stenosis. However, PAG is not generally indicated in PAH.

#### 4.12.1 Venous Puncture
Puncture sites include the internal jugular vein, femoral vein, brachial vein, and subclavicular vein. Of these veins, the right internal jugular vein or the right femoral vein is often selected. Venous puncture under ultrasound guidance can reduce complications such as hematoma, erroneous arterial puncture, and pneumothorax.

#### 4.12.2 Catheter Manipulation
The pigtail catheter or the balloon-tip catheter is advanced into the proximal segment of the right and left pulmonary arteries to separately conduct angiography. The French size of the catheter is important in achieving catheter stability and high-quality imaging. The guide wire is inserted into the pulmonary artery main trunk and along this wire the pigtail catheter is advanced into the pulmonary artery main trunk. As a precaution in this step, if the guide wire is inserted too deeply into the peripheral pulmonary artery, injury may be occur, resulting in reduced oxygenation due to bloody sputum/hemoptysis, occasionally requiring non-invasive positive airway pressure ventilation (NPPV) or mechanical ventilation. There are also cases in which the guide wire erroneously enters the coronary sinus instead of the right ventricle via the right atrium.

#### 4.12.3 Imaging
After the pigtail is advanced into the proximal segment of bilateral pulmonary arteries and its position is adjusted, digital subtraction angiography (DSA) or digital angiography (DA) is performed during deep inhalation. If respiration can be adjusted appropriately, DSA provides high resolution imaging with a small volume of contrast material, and the consistency rate of diagnosis among different examiners has also been reported to be high. In comparison to DSA, DA requires approximately 20–30% more contrast material and more experience of imaging but is superior in terms of spatial and temporal resolution, and judging the texture of pulmonary artery lesions and the delay in contrast enhancement. Because DA can be a reference for BPS, an increasing number of facilities have adopted DA after introduction of BPA as a new treatment alternative. Imaging is often performed in two directions, i.e., frontal and lateral (90 degrees). As needed, oblique imaging is added to these directions to isolate the segmental branches of the pulmonary artery. The volume of contrast material used for DA is 12–15 mL per second and about 30–35 mL in total.

Selective PAG can reduce the load on the heart caused by the contrast material and is therefore considered for
There is a view that the pathological findings from lung biopsy are valuable in determining the indications. In Japan, Yamaki et al. in 1976 devised the “index of pulmonary vascular disease (IPVD)” as an indicator of pathological findings of pulmonary arterioles correlating with the severity of pulmonary hypertension on the basis of the pathological findings of pulmonary arterioles in autopsied cases of complete transposition of the great arteries and ventricular septal defect. This index differs from the severity grading of pulmonary arterioles associated with congenital heart disease proposed by Heath and Edwards in 1958. Yamaki et al. found that, there was no difference in clinical severity among Grades 4 to 6 of the Heath-Edwards Classification and conflicting evaluation was performed on the most advanced lesion in patients with a mixture of lesions at different grades, and then demonstrated the usefulness of using IPVD, an average score calculated on the basis of pathological findings of pulmonary arterioles, for evaluation of the indications for surgery in borderline cases of severe pulmonary hypertension. They also reported results using IPVD of pulmonary vascular changes in left-to-right shunt diseases such as ASD, PDA and complete atrio-ventricular septal defect, and several CHDs associated with Down’s syndrome. In 1987, they showed the usefulness of evaluation by IPVD to decide the indications for surgery in ASD with severe pulmonary hypertension. In Japan, even at present, the pediatric cardiologists and pediatric cardiovascular surgeons often perform lung biopsy for borderline cases and make a final judgment from pathological findings of pulmonary arterioles when determining the indications of radical surgery for children with congenital heart disease associated with shunt and severe pulmonary hypertension.

### 4.14 Exercise Testing

Many clinical studies demonstrated that the improvement of exercise capacity is associated with the improvement of prognosis. Therefore, exercise capacity has been examined as a noninvasive surrogate indicator of the conventional hemodynamic parameters.

#### 4.14.1 6-Minute Walk Test

It has been reported that the 6-minute walk distance (6MWD) is closely related to hemodynamic parameters at the baseline, and has been used as a primary endpoint in many clinical studies. This is a very simple indicator and the method for measurement is standardized; it remains to be one of the major variables even at present. However, meta-analysis of the data from 22 clinical studies demonstrated that changes in 6MWD following treatment have not predicted the occurrence of clinical events. Evaluation of the therapeutic effects using the changes in 6MWD is insufficient in patients with preserved exercise capacity at baseline because of low sensitivity of 6MWD. It is also known that 6MWD is affected by learning effects, patient’s characteristics, willingness, and comorbidities, thus, careful attention to interpret the values of 6MWD is required. Currently, the cut-off value of 6MWD>440 m, which is proposed based on the results of REVEAL registry, has been used as a treatment goal, because it included the largest patients number among this kind of registry studies. However, this value may be inappropriate for young patients. Furthermore, since previous studies indicated several different cut-off values for prediction of the out-

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 7. Functional Classification of Pulmonary Hypertension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>NYHA Functional Classification</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class IV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WHO Functional Classification of Pulmonary Hypertension**

| Class I | Patients with pulmonary hypertension in whom there is no limitation of usual physical activity; ordinary physical activity does not cause increased dyspnea, fatigue, chest pain, or presyncope |
| Class II | Patients with pulmonary hypertension who have mild limitation of physical activity. There is no discomfort at rest, but normal physical activity causes increased dyspnea, fatigue, chest pain, or presyncope |
| Class III | Patients with pulmonary hypertension who have a marked limitation of physical activity. There is no discomfort at rest, but less than ordinary activity causes increased dyspnea, fatigue, chest pain, or presyncope |
| Class IV | Patients with pulmonary hypertension who are unable to perform any physical activity at rest and who may have signs of right ventricular failure. Dyspnea and/or fatigue may be present at rest and symptoms are increased by almost any physical activity |

come, it might be difficult to decide which values are appropriate as a prognostic indicator.\textsuperscript{74-76}

### 4.14.2 Cardiopulmonary Exercise Testing

It has been reported that patients with maximum oxygen consumption ≤10.4 mL/min/kg and maximum systolic blood pressure ≤120 mmHg in the cardiopulmonary exercise testing (CPX) showed poor prognosis.\textsuperscript{77} It has also been reported that the appearance of right-to-left shunt during exercise affects the prognosis.\textsuperscript{78} Various reports have demonstrated that CPX is useful to predict the outcome of patients with pulmonary hypertension. At the Nice Conference (2013), maximum oxygen consumption >15 mL/min/kg and VE/VCO\textsubscript{2} at the anaerobic threshold <45 were proposed as the goals of treatment.\textsuperscript{79}

### 4.15 Functional Classification of Pulmonary Hypertension

Both the NYHA Heart Functional Classification and the WHO Functional Classification of Pulmonary Hypertension\textsuperscript{80} shown in Table 7 have been used for severity grading based on clinical symptoms of pulmonary hypertension. Individual severity levels are approximately consistent between these two classifications. In these guidelines, the NYHA Heart Functional Classification was combined with the WHO Functional Classification of Pulmonary Hypertension to yield “NYHA/WHO Functional Class” which was then used as a functional classification of pulmonary hypertension, as in the previous guidelines.

### 4.16 Diagnostic Algorithm

The diagnosis of pulmonary hypertension begins when pulmonary hypertension is suspected on the basis of disease history and physical findings (Figure 1). Echocardiography, which is noninvasive and simple, is used to examine the possibility of pulmonary hypertension (see 4.4 Echocardiography for Detailed Findings).

If the probability of pulmonary hypertension is suggested to be high by echocardiography, examinations, such as blood tests, electrocardiography, chest X-ray, blood gas...
tests, lung function tests (including DLco), high-resolution computed tomography (HRCT), ventilation/perfusion lung scan, and contrast-enhanced chest CT (including pulmonary angiography (PAG) by CT; CTPA), are carried out (see another section for details of test findings).

Subsequently, hemodynamics is evaluated by right heart catheterization to make a definite diagnosis of pulmonary hypertension. If mean PAP at rest is ≥25 mmHg, a diagnosis of pulmonary hypertension is made. For the diagnosis of PAH, the requirement PAWP ≤15 mmHg needs to be additionally satisfied. If Group 4 pulmonary hypertension (CTEPH) is suspected on the basis of the results of ventilation/perfusion lung scan, pulmonary angiography is performed at the time of right heart catheterization and if it yields characteristic radiographic findings on PAG, a definite diagnosis is possible. In addition, the therapeutic strategy, such as indications for surgical treatment, is determined from the location and morphology of the lesions.

In addition to the results of right heart catheterization, the results of echocardiography (in case of Group 2 pulmonary hypertension) or lung function test including DLco (in case of Group 3 pulmonary hypertension) are additionally used to make a definite diagnosis.

For Group 1 pulmonary hypertension (PAH), differential diagnosis for distinction from the underlying disease is conducted as well. The diagnosis of CTD-PAH is possible on the basis of disease history, physical findings, and blood tests (various specific autoantibodies). The diagnosis of CHD-PAH is possible on the basis of echocardiography, transesophageal echocardiography, contrast-enhanced chest CT, and chest MRI. The diagnosis of PAH and other disease associated with portal hypertension is possible on the basis of abdominal ultrasonography. In addition, medication history and HIV testing are needed for differential diagnosis of PAH. In cases in which the above-mentioned diseases have been ruled out, detailed family history is taken and genetic tests (BMPR2) are carried out for diagnosis of HPAH, and a diagnosis of IPAH is made if no underlying disease as a cause is found.

The possibility of Group 1 PVOD/PCH (a subtype of PAH) also needs to be considered. PVOD/PCH exhibits hemodynamics similar to PAH, but DLco is low and characteristic features are also visualized by HRCT. Although a definite diagnosis is based on histopathological findings, the clinical diagnosis is important since PVOD/PCH differs from PAH in terms of therapeutic strategy.

Pulmonary hypertension complicating hematological disease (e.g., myeloproliferative disease, systemic disease (e.g., sarcoidosis and vasculitis), or metabolic disease is classified as Group 5. Further differential diagnosis of each group is discussed in the itemized statements.

### II. Descriptions

#### 1. Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension

##### 1.1 Idiopathic Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension (IPAH)/ Heritable Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension (HPAH)

**Summary**

Idiopathic pulmonary arterial hypertension (IPAH) and heritable pulmonary arterial hypertension (HPAH) are quite rare diseases without an apparent underlying disease and are characterized by severe pulmonary hypertension. They are seen more frequently in females, with the male/female ratio being 1:1.7. The age upon their onset is young and they frequently develop in females at childbearing age. The incidence of these diseases is 1 to 2 out of 1 million population. In patients receiving no therapeutic intervention, the mean survival period after diagnosis was 2.8 years, indicating very poor prognosis.

There was no established means of treatment in the past. In the 1990s, however, prostaglandin analogues began to be administered clinically, and new drugs for treatment were developed one after another after 2005. At present, three drugs with different mechanisms are available, and the prognosis of patients with these diseases has been improved by treatment of one or a combination of these drugs. In cases in which drug resistance has developed, however, lung transplantation needs to be considered at an appropriate timing. Among all types of pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH), HPAH is the only type showing known genetic mutations or familial onset, and is thus classified as a disease with genetic involvement. On the other hand, the etiology remains unknown for IPAH.9,10,83-85

---

**1.1.1 Epidemiology and Etiology**

**a. Epidemiology**

In Japan, the disease previously called “primary pulmonary hypertension” (corresponding to IPAH/HPAH according to the current nomenclature) was listed as a disease covered by the specific disease treatment study program (so-called “intractable disease”) in 1998, and an epidemiological survey using the clinical survey form for individual cases was started in that year. This survey is the only source of official and nationwide epidemiological information in Japan. “Primary pulmonary hypertension” listed as a disease covered by the specific disease treatment study program was renamed in October 2009 as PAH (a disease concept of global standard). At that time, registration as cases of intractable disease PAH was started to include not only patients with IPAH/HPAH but also patients with PAH associated with other PAH such as connective tissue disease, congenital heart disease. According to the statistics in 2015, the number of registered patients with PAH was 2,999. If the disease responsible for PAH in these cases is analyzed over time, the number of patients with IPAH/HPAH in Japan will be clarified.

Regarding the overseas epidemiological information, the first attempt of registration of cases of primary pulmonary hypertension in the United States reported the incidence of this disease to be 1 to 2 out of 1 million population. According to a study of national registration in France, 674 patients with PAH aged 18 and over were registered in 2002, including 290 patients with IPAH/HPAH (43% of all PAH cases). This allowed a calculation that the prevalence of PAH was 15.0 out of 1 million population, including 5.9 cases of IPAH. According to the REVEAL registry study in the United States, 2,525 cases of PAH were registered during the 1.5-year period from 2006 to 2007, including...
1,166 cases of IPAH (46% of all PAH cases). Because the entire population in the USA at that time was about 300 million, the prevalence of PAH was calculated to be 8.4 out of 1 million population, including 3.9 cases of IPAH.

b. Etiology
Factors reported to date to be possibly associated with IPAH include inflammation, growth factor, Ca signaling, bone morphogenetic protein (BMP) receptor/transforming growth factor β (TGF-β) pathway abnormality, neuroendocrine abnormality, abnormal angiogenesis, abnormal vascular metabolism, abnormal mitochondrial function, abnormal extracellular matrix, and vasoactive material anomaly. A question is whether these abnormalities are the cause or outcome of IPAH. In cases of IPAH/HPAH, abnormality of the genes encoding the BMP receptor/TGF-β pathway has been reported, and it has been shown that a decrease in BMP matrix can be a cause for IPAH/HPAH even in the absence of abnormal extracellular matrix, and vasoactive material matrix abnormality.

### Diagnosis

Diagnosis of IPAH/HPAH follows the procedure described in the Outline (see Figure 1). Briefly, the diagnosis of pulmonary hypertension consists of three factors (presence diagnosis, differential diagnosis, and severity rating). In many cases, IPAH/HPAH develops with initial symptoms of dyspnea on exertion, generalized malaise, chest pain, and syncope.

If the presence of pulmonary hypertension is suspected on the basis of ECG and/or chest X-ray, echocardiography/Doppler ultrasonography is carried out to make a definite diagnosis and semi-quantitative evaluation of pulmonary hypertension. For distinction among different types of pulmonary hypertension, the presence of left heart disease and lung disease (including hypoxemia) is first examined. If these diseases are ruled out, the probability for the presence of Group 1 (PAH) or Group 4 (chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension: CTEPH) is judged to be high. For evaluation of the latter possibility, ventilation/perfusion lung scan is useful, whereas accurate judgment is difficult with conventional contrast-enhanced CT. If the possibility of PAH is high, blood tests and diagnostic imaging are used to rule out PAH due to connective tissue disease (CTD-PAH), portopulmonary hypertension (PoPH), PAH due to congenital heart disease (CHD-PAH), and pulmonary veno-occlusive disease (PVOD)/pulmonary capillary hemangiomatosis (PCH). Interpretation of the results of these tests is often difficult and it is necessary to obtain an accurate diagnosis at well-experienced facilities.

Pulmonary hemodynamics are measured by right heart catheterization for the purpose of a definite diagnosis and severity rating of PAH. To determine therapeutic strategy, evaluation of exercise tolerance is also useful. For distinction between IPAH and HPAH, detailed disease history is first taken during clinical practice. Regarding genetic diagnosis, there are several facilities that conduct tests for this purpose in Japan and a definite diagnosis is also possible at these facilities. However, since the finding of carrier (without disease onset) status may trigger anxiety about disease onset in the patient, genetic diagnosis should be carried out after arranging a system for providing genetic counseling.

Regarding the PAH diagnostic criteria and the criteria for official registration of intractable diseases, reference should be made to “IV. Pulmonary hypertension under the measures against intractable diseases; (1) Pulmonary arterial hypertension (Listed Intractable Disease No. 86)” (see Document 1) of these guidelines.

### Prognosis/Severity Rating

#### a. Prognosis

The natural course of IPAH/HPAH is quite poor. According to a report from the United States before 2000 when no effective drug for treatment was available, the mean survival period after onset of these diseases was 2.8 years in untreated adults, with the frequent cause of death being sudden death, right-sided heart failure, and hemoptysis.

According to the nationwide data in Japan concerning the natural course of IPAH/HPAH, the 5-year survival rate of the 201 patients registered between 1980 and 1990 was 42.5%. According to the results of recent analyses of
large-scale case registry data in Western countries, the prognosis has been improving, with the one-year, three-year, and five-year survival rates of patients with IPAH/HPAH/drug-induced PAH being 89%, 77%, and 69%, respectively, in a report from France and the one-, three-, five-, and seven-year survival rates being 91%, 74%, 65%, and 59%, respectively, in the REVEAL registry study in the USA. In a recent multicenter retrospective study in Japan, the one-, three-, five-, and ten-year survival rates of patients with IPAH/HPAH were 97.9%, 92.1%, 85.8%, and 69.5%, respectively, higher than the rates reported from other countries. This difference may be attributable to the recent development of specific pulmonary vasodilators, rapid and sufficient dose increase of epoprostenol, and other reasons.

**b. Severity/Prognosis Rating**

In the past, the rating of severity/prognosis of IPAH/HPAH laid emphasis on pulmonary hemodynamic parameters, and an equation for prediction of the outcome based on these parameters was proposed. In recent years, however, a predominant approach to severity/prognosis rating and therapeutic strategy determination involves severity evaluation and therapeutic efficacy judgment based on general assessment of the degree of disease progression, presence/absence of clinical symptoms (history of syncope, right-sided heart failure), New York Heart Association (NYHA)/World Health Organization (WHO) Functional Classification of Pulmonary Hypertension, exercise testing (6-minute walk test/cardiopulmonary exercise testing), physiological indicators, such as the right atrial pressure, cardiac index, and pulmonary vascular resistance, and biomarkers such as brain natriuretic peptide (BNP) and blood uric acid level.

The Guidelines for the Diagnosis and Treatment of Pulmonary Hypertension 2015 prepared by the European Society of Cardiology (ESC)/European Respiratory Society (ERS) refer to these parameters and information when determining the severity, prognosis, and therapeutic strategy (Table 8), classifying the prognosis into low risk, medium risk, and high risk (in the descending order of the number of parameters known as favorable prognostic indicators). Furthermore, in the REVEAL registry study in the USA, a new risk score calculation method for prediction of the outcome of PAH was published. Concerning indicators of pulmonary circulation, these approaches of evaluation lay greater emphasis on the right atrial pressure, cardiac index, and pulmonary vascular resistance than on the pulmonary arterial pressure itself, and mixed venous oxygen saturation (SvO₂) may be useful in the evaluation of severity. In Japan, however, the relationship between mean pulmonary arterial pressure and prognosis has been given importance, and the prognosis has been improved markedly by adopting this as an indicator of treatment. In practice, it has been shown that lower mean pulmonary arterial pressure is associated with more favorable prognosis.

### 1.1.4 Genetics in PAH

The plexiform lesion seen in the pathological specimens of the lungs from PAH patients shows signs of proliferation of apoptosis-resistant vascular wall cells. Factors reported to underlie such abnormal proliferation of cells include abnormality of the cell proliferation regulation pathway, such as the gene BMPR2 encoding the BMP receptor type II (a member of the TGF-β receptor superfamily), the gene ACVRL1 encoding the activin receptor-like kinase (ALK)-1, and the gene encoding the intracellular signal transmitter SMAD, as well as abnormal gene polymorphism of the promoter region of serotonin transport protein (5-HTT) (a modifying gene) and of the angiotensin-convertase enzyme (ACE) or endothelial nitrogen monoxide synthetase (eNOS). Furthermore, in cases of PAH accompanied by hereditary hemorrhagic telangiectasia (HHT), mutation of gene ACVRL1 or ENG has been reported, and mutation of these genes has been found also in PAH patients without HHT symptoms or family history. These findings suggest that a vasoproliferative disease in which mutation of the gene encoding BMPR2 or ALK1 causes monoclonal proliferation of cells, resulting in resistance to apoptosis.

In PAH patients with a family history, mutation of either BMPR2 gene or ACVRL1 gene is often detected. In patients with no mutation of these genes, mutation of SMAD9 gene has been detected. In recent years, reports have been published concerning the association of cavelolin-1 (CAV1) gene mutation and onset of PAH and onset of PAH triggered by Notch3 signals. There is a report also concerning the mechanism for cell proliferation following increased Ca²⁺ levels in vascular smooth muscle cells due to mutation of the transient receptor potential canonical 6 (TRPC6) channel. The theory attributing this disease to human herpes virus 8 (HHV-8) has been negatively considered.

Regarding BMPR2 gene mutation, numerous studies have been published since the report of the association with PAH onset in 2000, including a report that BMPR2 gene mutation is present in about 70–80% of all patients with familial PAH and about 20–30% of patients with solitary PAH. In Japan, the prevalence of BMPR2 gene mutation in Japanese patients is comparable to that found in overseas reports. It has also been reported that BMPR2 gene mutation is not limited to the one inherited from parents but can also develop as a new mutation despite absence in the parents, leading to onset of PAH.

According to the meta-analysis in Asia, Europe, and North America reported in 2016, BMPR2 gene mutation was seen in about 30% of PAH patients, and the group of patients possessing this mutation was lower in terms of the age upon diagnosis of the disease and severer in terms of hemodynamics, accompanied by the finding that the incidence of events (lung transplantation or death after diagnosis) was significantly higher in the BMPR2 gene mutation group than in the mutation-free group of patients if the age upon diagnosis was less than 50. However, according to a report in Japan, the analysis limited to cases requiring continuous treatment with prostacyclin (PGI₂) after 2005 (the year when multiple-drug combination therapy became predominant for PAH treatment) revealed significantly better prognosis after the start of treatment in the group with BMPR2 gene mutation. This result appears contradictory to the finding from the above-mentioned meta-analysis in Asia, Europe, and North America (higher incidence of events in the group with BMPR2 gene mutation), but it may reflect the influence of various factors, including ethnic difference between Japan and other countries and difference in the timing of start and dose level of continuous PGI₂ preparations. Thus, it is necessary to manage of this disease tailored to individual patients based on clinical differences related to the presence/absence of gene mutation by accumulation of further
evidence.

Care needs to be taken of the fact that a genetic test is not indispensable and should not be required. This test should not be carried out in a careless manner because its results can affect the life course of the patients and their families. Performing this test should be considered after preparing for its implementation, involving a specialist team consisting of a physician specializing in genetics and a genetic counselor.

1.1.5 Therapy

a. General Measures

General measures for IPAH/HPAH patients is summarized in Table 9. For patients with IPAH/HPAH, appropriate advice about daily living is needed, and support for their family members and patient support groups are also important.

In the ESC/ERS Guidelines for the Diagnosis and Treatment of Pulmonary Hypertension 2015, supervised exercise training is considered to treat physical deconditioning of PAH patients. This recommendation was adopted on the basis of the randomized controlled trials (RCTs), which demonstrated significant improvement or alleviation of exercise capacity, physical activity, and fatigue in the group having received rehabilitation primarily consisting of exercise training. Other than these RCTs, there are a few reports on the effectiveness of exercise training, although most of them are based on small-scale evaluation. Adverse events arising from exercise training reported to date include syncope, presyncope, and supraventricular tachycardia. In an animal study using a rat model of severe pulmonary hypertension, exercise resulted in inflammatory cell infiltration of the right ventricle and remodeling of the pulmonary artery, leading to a lower survival rate. Further studies are needed about the long-term influence of exercise training on pulmonary circulation and prognosis (survival). Furthermore, none of the appropriate style, frequency, intensity, and duration of the exercise training for patients has been established. In patients who have been hemodynamically stable with drug therapy, it is reasonable to consider exercise training.

However, exercise training should be carried out carefully while monitoring vital signs at facilities well experienced with treatment and rehabilitation of patients with pulmonary hypertension.

The mortality rate during pregnancy or delivery is still high (although showing a tendency for reduction) in well-controlled IPAH/HPAH patients, indicating that pregnancy is still a contraindication. Elective surgery for IPAH/HPAH involves a high risk (mortality rate 3.5%) and, when such surgery is performed, epidural anesthesia rather than general anesthesia is recommended. Furthermore, the risk factors for death from this surgery have been shown as 6-minute walk distance (6MWD) less than 400 m, and emergency surgery. Because pneumonia affects the prognosis of PAH patients, prior vaccination (influenza vaccine and pneumococcal vaccine) is recommended. Consideration is also needed about psychosocial supports, genetic counselling, and advice as to medication and travel for IPAH/HPAH patients.

There is no study concerning the need for supplemental oxygen during prolonged flight in IPAH/HPAH patients. However, the physical influence of hypoxemia is evident, and in-flight oxygen supply should be considered for IPAH/HPAH patients of NYHA/WHO Functional Class III/IV with arterial oxygen pressure less than 60 mmHg.

b. Supportive Therapy

Supportive therapy is summarized in Table 10 and is outlined below.

i. Anticoagulant Therapy

In three retrospective studies of IPAH/HPAH, as well as PAH patients receiving appetite-suppressants, the prognosis was better in the patients receiving warfarin than in the patients without warfarin treatment. For this reason, anticoagulant therapy with warfarin may be considered for IPAH/HPAH patients. In Japan, the warfarin dosage is often set at a level achieving the prothrombin time-international normalized ratio (PT-INR) in 1.5 to 2.5 range.
However, all of the results were obtained in an era when epoprostenol was not available. When continuous intravenous infusion of epoprostenol is performed, thrombosis of a catheter origin may arise, and the risk for hemorrhagic complication due to the marked suppression of platelet aggregation also needs to be considered. A study of Japanese patients by Ogawa et al. demonstrated poorer prognosis following a combination epoprostenol and warfarin therapy.

For this reason, in Japan the use of warfarin for IPAH/HPAH patients receiving epoprostenol is not recommended. Usefulness of direct oral anticoagulants (DOAC) in IPAH/HPAH patients remains unknown.

ii. Diuretics
Right-sided heart failure causes fluid retention, and diuretics are used for its control. Loop diuretics, thiazide diuretics and aldosterone antagonists are used alone or in combination. When these drugs are used, adequate care needs to be taken of electrolyte anomalies and hypotension possibly arising from intravascular dehydration as well as lowering cardiac output. In recent years, the usefulness of tolvaptan in the management of IPAH/HPAH was reported in Japan.

iii. Long-Term Oxygen Therapy (Ambulatory Oxygen Therapy)
In patients with PAH, oxygen supply has an acute effect in reducing mean pulmonary arterial pressure and pulmonary vascular resistance. With the expectation of prognosis-improving effects similar to those demonstrated in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, oxygen therapy is usually performed with a goal set at maintaining arterial oxygen pressure at 60 mmHg or higher. However, in the only randomized comparative study performed to date in patients with CHD-PAH, the mortality rate was not reduced in the group that received 2-year nocturnal oxygen therapy.

iv. Digitalis Preparations
Digitalis has been shown in an animal study to exert weak pulmonary vasoconstrictive activity. In evaluation of the acute effects in PAH patients, cardiac output increased but pulmonary vascular resistance remained unchanged. However, chronic effects of digitalis preparations remain obscure, and digitalis is thus positioned as a drug to be considered when heart rate control in the presence of atrial fibrillation is needed.
v. Other Cardiotonic Agents and Cardiovascular Agonists

Catecholamines are sometimes used in the treatment of severe right-sided heart failure and the introduction of drug therapy for treatment of pulmonary hypertension. Dobutamine is selected for cases in which systemic blood pressure is relatively preserved. In cases in which systemic blood pressure is not preserved, dopamine is used alone or in combination with dobutamine. Before weaning from catecholamines, oral drugs for treatment of heart failure, such as pimobendan, doacarpine, and denopamine, are sometimes useful. There are no reports on the usefulness of such agents as pimobendan in cases in which systemic blood pressure is relatively preserved. In cases in which systemic blood pressure is not preserved, dopamine is used alone or in combination with dobutamine. Before weaning from catecholamines, oral drugs for treatment of heart failure, such as pimobendan, doacarpine, and denopamine, are sometimes useful. There are no reports on the usefulness or safety in IPAH/HPAH patients concerning ACE inhibitors, angiotensin II receptor antagonists (ARB), or β-blockers.

vi. Anemia and Iron Status

Iron deficiency is often seen in IPAH/HPAH patients, and may be associated with reduction of exercise tolerability and increased mortality regardless of the severity of anemia. For this reason, regular monitoring of iron status should be considered in IPAH/HPAH patients and, if iron deficiency is detected, potential abnormalities should be clarified. Because oral iron absorption is sometimes reduced in IPAH/HPAH patients, the intravenous administration of iron should also be considered.

c. Specific Drug Therapy

The strategy for IPAH/HPAH treatment is outlined in Figure 2. First, a definite diagnosis of IPAH/HPAH and its severity rating are carried out. Accuracy is essential in the diagnosis of PAH and IPAH/HPAH, and referral to a specialist is necessary at this step because diagnosis may be inaccurate when made at a facility without specialists. Then, the aforementioned general management/supportive therapy are started. In parallel to this step, it is recommended to perform an acute pulmonary vasoreactivity test using nitrogen monoxide (NO) inhalation or intravenous epoprostenol injection at the time of right heart catheterization for IPAH/HPAH patients. Details of the acute vasoreactivity test are given in the Section “Diagnosis/evaluation of Pulmonary Hypertension” of Chapter I.

Historically, the acute pulmonary vasoreactivity test has been conducted for the purpose of determining the indications of Ca channel blockers in individual cases. According to the recent study by Sitbon et al., which analyzed the percentage of patients with IPAH, HPAH, or drug-induced PAH testing positive for this test, 12.6% of all patients with IPAH were positive. About half of the positive cases (6.8% of all subjects) showed stabilization of clinical symptoms in response to Ca channel blockers treatment for one year or longer, suggesting a longer survival period. In Japan, the percentage of patients with IPAH or HPAH testing positive in this test has been reported to be quite low, but there are some positive cases. In positive cases, treatment with Ca channel blockers should be first considered. If the vasoreactivity test is positive, pulmonary vasodilators should be administered in combination with Ca channel blockers.

In cases testing negative for acute vasoreactivity, treatment with pulmonary vasodilators should be started immediately. At present, pulmonary vasodilators of three different families are available, i.e., prostacyclin and its derivatives (belonging to the prostacyclin pathway), endothelin receptor antagonists (ERA) belonging to the endothelin pathway, and phosphodiesterase type-5 inhibitors (PDE5) and guanylate cyclase stimulators belonging to the NO family.

In Western countries, many clinical studies were carried out before and after marketing of these drugs concerning their effects as pulmonary vasodilators. At the Dana Point World Symposium in 2008, preparations were made for Pulmonary Hypertension Treatment Guidelines summarizing the evidence related to treatment in those days. At the Nice Conference in 2013, the Guidelines were completed by the addition of data on many other drugs, and published as the ECS/ERS Pulmonary Hypertension Diagnosis and Treatment Guidelines 2015. In Japan, however, no large-scale clinical study of pulmonary vasodilators has been carried out, and it is difficult to prepare PAH treatment guidelines unique to Japanese patients on the basis of evidence in Japanese. For this reason, although these guidelines were prepared based on these Western guidelines as a rule, the drugs used in Western countries but not yet marketed in Japan were excluded from the Guidelines, reflecting the evidence and experience in Japan.

In these guidelines, therapeutic strategy is shown pri-
mPAP 40 mmHg), upfront combination therapy (mentioned from mild cases, oral-dose or inhalational drugs are selected rated severity level. For low-risk cases and medium-risk therapeutic strategy is determined on the basis of the thus considered. NYHA/WHO functional Class IV is indicated for epoprostenol. 

In cases in which the acute vasoreactivity test is negative, the severity is graded in accordance with Figure 2, and the therapeutic strategy is determined on the basis of the thus rated severity level. For low-risk cases and medium-risk mild cases, oral-dose or inhalational drugs are selected from Table 1, taking into consideration possible complications. Depending on severity level and degree of improvement, drugs are used alone or in combination. For medium-risk severe cases (NYHA Class III, presenting with shortness of breath while walking on level ground or mPAP 40 mmHg), upfront combination therapy (mentioned later) is performed with priority given to intravenous or subcutaneous injection of prostaglandins. Because experience is needed for intravenous or subcutaneous use of prostaglandins and for upfront combination therapy, it is necessary to refer the patient to a facility with specialists. For high-risk cases, upfront combination therapy is performed with priority given to intravenous epoprostenol treatment and, if intravenous injection is difficult, subcutaneous injection is included in the upfront combination therapy. If such treatment does not lead to satisfactory improvement, lung transplantation is considered. In Figure 2, addition of some other drugs to the combined treatment is shown as an alternative for cases poorly responding to the upfront combination therapy. This alternative refers primarily to cases finally referred to a facility with specialists because of unsatisfactory improvement in response to the insufficient upfront combination therapy provided at a facility without specialists. In such cases, it is not uncommon that the treatment at the facility with specialists dealing with the referred patient involves difficulties. The therapeutic strategy mentioned above has been actually adopted at Japanese facilities specializing in pulmonary hypertension. It is still a strategy unique to Japan, without being supported by strong evidence. However, the survival rate analyzed as an outcome measure was superior to that in Western countries where different strategies have been adopted. For this reason, this strategy was adopted in these guidelines.

After publication of the previous version “Pulmonary Hypertension Treatment Guidelines 2012 Revised Version,” the following pulmonary vasodilators became available in Japan: treprostinil, iloprost, and selexipag (prostaglandins); macitentan (ERA); riociguat (soluble guanylate cyclase stimulator of the NO family). Treprostinil has a half-life longer than epoprostenol and can be administered subcutaneously and intravenously. For this drug to show efficacy comparable to epoprostenol, the dosing level 1.3 times to twice the level of epoprostenol is needed (varying among individual cases). Although the vasodilative potential is higher with epoprostenol, treprostinil is less likely to induce thrombocytopenia. For these reasons, switching epoprostenol to treprostinil has been attempted in cases showing marked adverse reactions (e.g., thrombocytopenia) to epoprostenol despite improvement seen in response to epoprostenol treatment. When treprostinil is administered subcutaneously, local pain needs to be controlled with an analgesic.

Iloprost is the only prostaglandin I2 (PGI2) derivative for inhalational use among the pulmonary vasodilators available at present. It is a preparation for inhalation by the patient using a portable nebulizer. It is to be inhaled 6–9 times a day at intervals of 2 hours or more. Because this is an inhalational drug preparation, there is a limitation in dosing level (i.e., in the efficacy). However, unlike the preparations for intravenous or subcutaneous injection, this preparation is simple to administer.

Selexipag is a drug first demonstrated as effective in a global-scale prospective study among the oral-dose pulmonary vasodilators of the prostaglandin family. Although having a chemical structure (non-prostanoid structure) differing from conventionally available drugs (PGI2 or its analogs), this drug stimulates the PGI2 receptor. In the GRIPHON study, a prospective double-blind study involving 1,156 patients with IPAH, symptom aggravation/death (primary endpoint) was reduced by 40% (incidence: 27.0% in the selexipag group vs 41.6% in the placebo group). Macitentan is the third ERA introduced in Japan (marketed in 2015). It is less likely to cause adverse reactions and reported to have high efficacy. Its structure is a modification of the bosentan’s structure and can be characterized by high tissue transfer and affinity. In a prospective clinical study adopting clinical aggravation as a primary endpoint (different from the design of conventional clinical trials of pulmonary vasodilators), the macitentan 10 mg treatment group showed significant improvement compared to the placebo group and the macitentan 3 mg treatment group. Riociguat is a drug exerting vasodilative activity by stimulating guanylate cyclase and increasing cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP). Its clinical efficacy was confirmed in PATENT-1 and PATENT-2 studies. In the PATENT-1 study, 443 patients were allocated to the placebo group and the drug group (treated with riociguat 2.5 mg three times daily). Three months after the start of treatment, the drug treatment group showed a significant increase in 6MWD to 30 m, accompanied by significant improvement or alleviation of pulmonary vascular resistance (PVR), BNP precursor N-terminal fragment (NT-
Clinical features, and prognosis varied greatly among diseases of the same Group 1 (PAH) such as IPAH/HPAH, CTD-PAH, and CHD-PAH. We may therefore IPAH/HPAH treatment strategy is not equally applicable to all types of PAH and that the treatment of each type of PAH should be designed in a manner tailored to the individual. The step of assessing the disease characteristics of each type of PAH and setting the goal of treatment are assigned at present to individual attending physicians. For this reason, the therapeutic strategy should be decided at facilities with sufficient experience.

**d. Combination Therapy**

There are many cases in which satisfactory responses to treatment cannot be obtained with treatment with a single drug. Combination therapy with 2 or 3 drugs with different action mechanisms is now extensively performed. According to a report from a facility with specialists in Japan, 103 (79.2%) of the 141 patients with IPAH/HPAH who had been started their treatment before August 2012 received combination therapy, and their 5-year survival rate was 85.8%. Combination therapy for PAH includes sequential combination therapy (sequential addition of pulmonary vasodilators to achieve the treatment goal) and upfront combination therapy (use of a combination of multiple drugs from the early stage of treatment with little time lag). In the first study of sequential combination therapy, bosentan was used as the initial drug and sildenafil and iloprost (inhalational, intravenous) were added sequentially as needed, but the 3-year survival rate did not increase over 79.9%, indicating that the outcome of this therapy was not large. It was reported that the etiology, pathophysiology, clinical features, and prognosis varied greatly among diseases of the same Group 1 (PAH) such as IPAH/HPAH, CTD-PAH, and CHD-PAH. However, in cases of IPAH/HPAH, normalization of pulmonary hemodynamics by comprehensive treatment has been achieved in some cases, but it is often quite difficult to achieve in cases of CHD-PAH such as Eisenmenger’s syndrome. Many of the clinical studies described here involved patients with IPAH/HPAH among Group 1 (PAH) cases, and the number of patients with CTD-PAH, or CHD-PAH participating in the studies was not large. It was recently reported that the etiology, pathophysiology, clinical features, and prognosis varied greatly among diseases of the same Group 1 (PAH) such as IPAH/HPAH, CTD-PAH, and CHD-PAH. However, in cases of IPAH/HPAH, normalization of pulmonary hemodynamics by comprehensive treatment has been achieved in some cases, but it is often quite difficult to achieve in cases of CHD-PAH such as Eisenmenger’s syndrome. Many of the clinical studies described here involved patients with IPAH/HPAH among Group 1 (PAH) cases, and the number of patients with CTD-PAH, or CHD-PAH participating in the studies was not large. It was recently reported that the etiology, pathophysiology, clinical features, and prognosis varied greatly among diseases of the same Group 1 (PAH) such as IPAH/HPAH, CTD-PAH, and CHD-PAH. However, in cases of IPAH/HPAH, normalization of pulmonary hemodynamics by comprehensive treatment has been achieved in some cases, but it is often quite difficult to achieve in cases of CHD-PAH such as Eisenmenger’s syndrome. Many of the clinical studies described here involved patients with IPAH/HPAH among Group 1 (PAH) cases, and the number of patients with CTD-PAH, or CHD-PAH participating in the studies was not large. It was recently reported that the etiology, pathophysiology, clinical features, and prognosis varied greatly among diseases of the same Group 1 (PAH) such as IPAH/HPAH, CTD-PAH, and CHD-PAH. However, in cases of IPAH/HPAH, normalization of pulmonary hemodynamics by comprehensive treatment has been achieved in some cases, but it is often quite difficult to achieve in cases of CHD-PAH such as Eisenmenger’s syndrome. Many of the clinical studies described here involved patients with IPAH/HPAH among Group 1 (PAH) cases, and the number of patients with CTD-PAH, or CHD-PAH participating in the studies was not large. It was recently reported that the etiology, pathophysiology, clinical features, and prognosis varied greatly among diseases of the same Group 1 (PAH) such as IPAH/HPAH, CTD-PAH, and CHD-PAH. However, in cases of IPAH/HPAH, normalization of pulmonary hemodynamics by comprehensive treatment has been achieved in some cases, but it is often quite difficult to achieve in cases of CHD-PAH such as Eisenmenger’s syndrome. Many of the clinical studies described here involved patients with IPAH/HPAH among Group 1 (PAH) cases, and the number of patients with CTD-PAH, or CHD-PAH participating in the studies was not large. It was recently reported that the etiology, pathophysiology, clinical features, and prognosis varied greatly among diseases of the same Group 1 (PAH) such as IPAH/HPAH, CTD-PAH, and CHD-PAH. However, in cases of IPAH/HPAH, normalization of pulmonary hemodynamics by comprehensive treatment has been achieved in some cases, but it is often quite difficult to achieve in cases of CHD-PAH such as Eisenmenger’s syndrome. Many of the clinical studies described here involved patients with IPAH/HPAH among Group 1 (PAH) cases, and the number of patients with CTD-PAH, or CHD-PAH participating in the studies was not large. It was recently reported that the etiology, pathophysiology, clinical features, and prognosis varied greatly among diseases of the same Group 1 (PAH) such as IPAH/HPAH, CTD-PAH, and CHD-PAH. However, in cases of IPAH/HPAH, normalization of pulmonary hemodynamics by comprehensive treatment has been achieved in some cases, but it is often quite difficult to achieve in cases of CHD-PAH such as Eisenmenger’s syndrome. Many of the clinical studies described here involved patients with IPAH/HPAH among Group 1 (PAH) cases, and the number of patients with CTD-PAH, or CHD-PAH participating in the studies was not large. It was recently reported that the etiology, pathophysiology, clinical features, and prognosis varied greatly among diseases of the same Group 1 (PAH) such as IPAH/HPAH, CTD-PAH, and CHD-PAH. However, in cases of IPAH/HPAH, normalization of pulmonary hemodynamics by comprehensive treatment has been achieved in some cases, but it is often quite difficult to achieve in cases of CHD-PAH such as Eisenmenger’s syndrome. Many of the clinical studies described here involved patients with IPAH/HPAH among Group 1 (PAH) cases, and the number of patients with CTD-PAH, or CHD-PAH participating in the studies was not large. It was recently reported that the etiology, pathophysiology, clinical features, and prognosis varied greatly among diseases of the same Group 1 (PAH) such as IPAH/HPAH, CTD-PAH, and CHD-PAH. However, in cases of IPAH/HPAH, normalization of pulmonary hemodynamics by comprehensive treatment has been achieved in some cases, but it is often quite difficult to achieve in cases of CHD-PAH such as Eisenmenger’s syndrome. Many of the clinical studies described here involved patients with IPAH/HPAH among Group 1 (PAH) cases, and the number of patients with CTD-PAH, or CHD-PAH participating in the studies was not large. It was recently reported that the etiology, pathophysiology, clinical features, and prognosis varied greatly among diseases of the same Group 1 (PAH) such as IPAH/HPAH, CTD-PAH, and CHD-PAH. However, in cases of IPAH/HPAH, normalization of pulmonary hemodynamics by comprehensive treatment has been achieved in some cases, but it is often quite difficult to achieve in cases of CHD-PAH such as Eisenmenger’s syndrome. Many of the clinical studies described here involved patients with IPAH/HPAH among Group 1 (PAH) cases, and the number of patients with CTD-PAH, or CHD-PAH participating in the studies was not large. It was recently reported that the etiology, pathophysiology, clinical features, and prognosis varied greatly among diseases of the same Group 1 (PAH) such as IPAH/HPAH, CTD-PAH, and CHD-PAH. However, in cases of IPAH/HPAH, normalization of pulmonary hemodynamics by comprehensive treatment has been achieved in some cases, but it is often quite difficult to achieve in cases of CHD-PAH such as Eisenmenger’s syndrome. Many of the clinical studies described here involved patients with IPAH/HPAH among Group 1 (PAH) cases, and the number of patients with CTD-PAH, or CHD-PAH participating in the studies was not large. It was recently reported that the etiology, pathophysiology, clinical features, and prognosis varied greatly among diseases of the same Group 1 (PAH) such as IPAH/HPAH, CTD-PAH, and CHD-PAH. However, in cases of IPAH/HPAH, normalization of pulmonary hemodynamics by comprehensive treatment has been achieved in some cases, but it is often quite difficult to achieve in cases of CHD-PAH such as Eisenmenger’s syndrome. Many of the clinical studies described here involved patients with IPAH/HPAH among Group 1 (PAH) cases, and the number of patients with CTD-PAH, or CHD-PAH participating in the studies was not large. It was recently reported that the etiology, pathophysiology, clinical features, and prognosis varied greatly among diseases of the same Group 1 (PAH) such as IPAH/HPAH, CTD-PAH, and CHD-PAH. However, in cases of IPAH/HPAH, normalization of pulmonary hemodynamics by comprehensive treatment has been achieved in some cases, but it is often quite difficult to achieve in cases of CHD-PAH such as Eisenmenger’s syndrome. Many of the clinical studies described here involved patients with IPAH/HPAH among Group 1 (PAH) cases, and the number of patients with CTD-PAH, or CHD-PAH participating in the studies was not large. It was recently reported that the etiology, pathophysiology, clinical features, and prognosis varied greatly among diseases of the same Group 1 (PAH) such as IPAH/HPAH, CTD-PAH, and CHD-PAH. However, in cases of IPAH/HPA...
not superior to the outcome reported in Japan.

Evidence for upfront combination therapy was provided by the AMBITION study using ambrisentan and tadalafil. The upfront combination therapy using these two drugs reduced the risk of death/PAH aggravation and hospitalization/disease progression (the composite endpoint) by 50% compared to each mono treatment.\(^{1,44}\) There is also a report that the upfront combination therapy with three drugs (bosentan, sildenafil, and epoprostenol) improved the hemodynamics and exercise tolerance of 19 patients with IPAH/HPAH whose NYHA/WHO Class IV, allowing achievement of a 100% three-year survival rate.\(^ {1,45}\) In Japan, where the regulation of treatment methods under health insurance is minimal, it may be better to select upfront combination therapy rather than sequential combination therapy. However, since the evidence available at present is limited to the extent mentioned above, there is not sufficient reference information when deciding which one of multiple drugs with identical action mechanisms should be selected or how many kinds of drug should be selected. Because treatment of this disease uses multiple high-cost drugs, it is necessary to ask opinion at well-experienced facilities.

e. Drug Interactions
Pulmonary vasodilators are often used in combination with other pulmonary vasodilators or drugs of other categories. Some of the pulmonary vasodilators are degraded by enzymes, such as CYP or induce drug-degrading enzymes, and there are known interactions among these drugs. Sufficient care is needed when using EPA\(^ {1,46}\) and PDE5 inhibitors (closely involved in drug-degrading enzymes) for combination therapy.

Bosentan\(^ {1,47}\) is a derivative of CYP3A4 and CYP2C9. When this drug is used in combination with drugs degraded by these enzymes, the blood level of these drugs can decrease. Furthermore, since bosentan is degraded by CYP3A4 and CYP2C9, its use in combination with drugs degraded by these enzymes can lead to higher bosentan levels. For example, when used in combination with bosentan, sildenafil\(^ {1,49,150}\) (a PDE5 inhibitor degraded by CYP3A4)\(^ {1,48}\) can show a decrease in blood level, requiring care of possible clinical aggravation due to poor drug efficacy. Furthermore, when used in combination with sildenafil, bosentan can exhibit a higher blood concentration.\(^ {1,51}\) Tadalafil\(^ {1,55}\) is also degraded by CYP3A4 and its blood level is reduced by combined use of bosentan, but the interaction is less than that seen following combined bosentan+sildenafil treatment. It is relatively rare that ambrisentan (an ERA)\(^ {1,54}\) affects the drugs that are the substrates for these enzymes.\(^ {1,55,156}\)

Because sildenafil\(^ {1,57}\) is degraded primarily by CYP3A4, drug interactions mediated by CYP3A4 can occur if used in combination with other drugs. Drugs inhibiting CYP3A4, such as erythromycin and cimetidine, can increase the blood sildenafil level. Tadalafil is also degraded by CYP3A4, hence requiring caution when used in combination with drugs involved in degradation by CYP3A4. Riociguat, an sGC stimulator,\(^ {1,58,159}\) has been reported to induce adverse reactions, such as hypotension and syncope, when used in combination with PDE5 inhibitors, and it is contraindicated to use riociguat in combination with PDE5 inhibitors. Table 12 summarizes the drugs contraindicated for combined use and drugs requiring caution in combined use, with emphasis on ERA and PDE5 inhibitors.\(^ {1,}\)

<p>| Table 13. Recommendation and Evidence Levels on Management of Progressive Right-Sided Heart Failure and Lung Transplantation |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Recommendation Class</th>
<th>Evidence Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Management in the ICU for NYHA/WHO functional class IV patients failing under the following conditions:</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Heart rate &gt;110 beats/min</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Systolic blood pressure &lt;90 mmHg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Reduction in urine volume</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Elevation in blood lactate level</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support with inotropic agents for NYHA/WHO functional class III or IV presenting with hypotension</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consultation to implant-providing facilities about indications of lung transplantation for patients with pulmonary arterial hypertension failing under the following conditions:</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Lack of improvement from NYHA/WHO functional class III or IV despite intensified treatment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Rapidly progressive condition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Receiving serial intravenous infusion or subcutaneous infusion of drugs for treatment of pulmonary hypertension regardless of NYHA/WHO functional class</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

f. Management of Progressive Right-Sided Heart Failure
i. Management in the ICU
In cases in which right-sided heart failure has advanced severely, management in the ICU should be considered. According to the ESC/ERS Guidelines for the Diagnosis and Treatment of Pulmonary Hypertension 2015, management in the ICU is recommended if the patient at the WHO Functional Class IV has reached the following conditions.\(^ {1}\) A similar recommendation is made also in these guidelines (Table 13).

- Heart rate >110 beats/min
- Systolic blood pressure <90 mmHg
- Reduction in urine volume
- Elevation in blood lactate level

Patients at WHO functional class III or IV presenting with hypotension should be supported by inotropic agents.

The goal of ICU management should be to achieve a heart rate and systolic blood pressure not falling under any of the above-described ICU admission criteria, accompanied by maintaining sufficient urine volume and achieving central venous oxygen saturation (ScvO₂) >70% or mixed venous oxygen saturation (SvO₂) >65% and blood lactate level <2.0 mmol/L.\(^ {1,60}\) Because the prognosis of PAH patients is known to be poor if the right atrial pressure (RAP) is 15 mmHg or higher, diuretics are used as needed to achieve RAP ≤14 mmHg and control of bodily fluid volume. Volumetric loading should be avoided in patients with increased RAP because it can cause further right ventricular dilation and a shift of the ventricular septum to the left ventricle, resulting in further deterioration of right-
sided heart function and even impaired left ventricular filling. As an inotropic agent, dobutamine is usually used. However, in cases in which tachycardia is aggravated by dobutamine, phosphodiesterase-3 (PDE3) inhibitors (milrinone, olprinone) are sometimes used. PDE3 inhibitors have pulmonary vasodilator effects and can therefore reduce the right ventricular afterload, but care is needed of the frequent need of combined use of vasopressors since they reduce systemic vascular resistance. Dopamine and noradrenaline are primarily used as vasopressors. Although noradrenalin and high-dose dopamine can increase PVR, preservation of systemic blood pressure is important in maintaining blood flow and cardiac function. Vasopressin can increase systemic blood pressure without causing PVR elevation and is sometimes used instead of noradrenaline. However, the experience with its use in PAH patients is insufficient, thus requiring careful judgment as to its use. The accompanying diseases covered by the recommendation and are factors aggravating right-sided heart failure (anemia, infection, arrhythmia) also need to be treated appropriately. Hypoxemia, hypercapnia, and acidosis need to be corrected as much as possible since they can cause PVR elevation. Intrathoracic pressure elevation should also be avoided since it can aggravate pulmonary blood flow. Tracheal intubation should be avoided as much as possible because it often causes collapse of hemodynamics. If it is performed for inevitable reasons, auxiliary circulation (described later) should be available before such a procedure.

ii. Auxiliary Circulation
In cases in which circulation has failed, the use of venoarterial extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (V-A ECMO) should also be considered. Veno-venous (V-V) ECMO is usually not performed because it does not lead to reduction of right ventricular loads. The purpose of ECMO is to provide either a bridge to recovery (BTR) or bridge to transplantation (BTT). In Japan, where the waiting period until transplantation is quite long, the use of ECMO as BTT is not realistic, but this should be considered for patients ranked high on the waiting list, considering the overseas report of cases in which transplantation was performed 30 days or more after ECMO support. Furthermore, since PAH is basically a chronic and progressive disease, patients can be seldom weaned from the ECMO. However, weaning from ECMO is sometimes possible in cases in which the accompanying disease, which is the aggravating factor for right-sided heart failure, has become treatable or cases in which drug therapy for PAH has failed to show satisfactory efficacy, and administration of ECMO should be considered in such cases.

Peripheral ECMO, which is a conventional type of ECMO with an approach from the inguinal region, involves problems such as leg ischemia, insufficient flow rate, bleeding from puncture site, infection, central hypoxia, and increased left ventricular after loads. Central hypoxia is a condition in which due to poor oxygenation by the patient’s own lungs, blood without sufficient oxygenation is released from the left ventricle, entering the coronary artery and the cervical branches. Furthermore, since peripheral ECMO causes an increase in left ventricular after loads, lung edema may be induced, leading to central hypoxia. In such cases, central ECMO, which is conducted under thoracotomy by removing blood from the right atrium and transferring it to the ascending aorta, is used (Figure 3). If a left ventricular apical vent (for guiding

![Diagram of central ECMO. Under thoracotomy, the blood is drained via the right atrium and transferred through the pump and the artificial lung into the ascending aorta. (Source: Pavlushkov E, et al. 2017)](Figure 3)
blood out) is used simultaneously, the left ventricular afterloads can be reduced. Its use should be considered in cases in which lung edema may develop after ECMO administration.

g. Lung Transplantation
Lung transplantation may be indicated in NYHA/WHO functional class III/IV cases failing to respond to every medical treatment. The age for bilateral lung transplantation is less than 55 years at the time of registration and that for unilateral lung transplantation is less than 60 years at the time of registration, as a rule. In cases of pulmonary hypertension, bilateral lung transplantation is usually needed to ensure a sufficient lung vascular bed and ages less than 55 may be considered as indicated. As of the end of 2017, brain-dead donor lung transplantation has become possible at 10 facilities (facilities certified for lung transplantation) in Japan, including Okayama University, Kyoto University, Osaka University, Tohoku University*, National Cerebral and Cardiovascular Center**, Dokkyo Medical University, Fukuoka University, Nagasaki University, Chiba University, and University of Tokyo (in the order of the year of certification) (*simultaneous heart-lung transplantation possible, **only simultaneous heart-lung transplantation possible). Patients are enrolled on the lung transplantation waiting list in the following steps.

First, the indications for lung transplantation are assessed at the facility certified for lung transplantation. This is followed by review at the Central Lung Transplantation Indications Review Committee and, if approved at the Committee, the patient is registered with the Japan Organ Transplantation Network. In cases in which registration with the waiting list is considered, consultation is first sought at the facility providing brain-dead donor lung transplantation. According to the guidelines prepared by the International Society for Heart & Lung Transplantation, consultation should be considered in the following cases (Table 13).

- Lack of improvement from NYHA/WHO functional class III or IV despite intensified treatment
- Rapidly progressive condition.
- Receiving serial intravenous infusion or subcutaneous infusion of drugs for treatment of pulmonary hypertension regardless of NYHA/WHO functional class
- Suspected of having PVOD/PCH

According to the same guidelines, registration with the waiting list is recommended for the following cases.

- Lack of improvement from NYHA/WHO Functional Class III/IV despite at least 3-month combination therapy including non-oral prostanooid
- Cardiac index <2L/min/m²
- Mean RAP >15mmHg
- 6MWD <350m
- Aggravation of hemoptysis, pericardial effusion, increased signs of right-sided heart failure (renal impairment, bilirubin increased, BNP increased, intractable ascites).

For live donor lung transplantation, registration with the Japan Organ Transplant Network is not indispensable. However, because the Guidelines on Live Donor Partial Lung Transplant prepared by the Japan Society for Transplantation recommend to implement this kind of transplantation at facilities providing brain-dead donor lung transplantation, it is advisable to consult a brain-dead donor lung transplantation providing facility also when live donor lung transplantation is considered.

As of end-January 2017, 309 patients were on the lung transplantation waiting list and 76 (24.6%) of these patients had pulmonary hypertension as the underlying disease (the most frequent underlying disease). As of the end of 2015, the mean waiting period for the 283 patients on the lung transplantation waiting list was long, being 1,164 days when calculated including the patients whose registration was temporarily suspended (OFF cases showing improvement or stabilization of the condition in response to medical or other treatment) and 743 days when calculated only for the registration ON cases. Of the total of 1,019 registered patients, including patients with underlying disease other than pulmonary hypertension, 391 patients (38.4%) died during the waiting period. In view of such a current status, it is necessary that patients for whom lung transplantation should be considered are enrolled on the waiting list as soon as possible.

According to the report by the International Society for Heart & Lung Transplantation in 2016, 1,435 (2.9%) of the 50,002 patients having undergone lung transplantation were cases of IPAH. Most of these patients had undergone brain-dead donor bilateral lung transplantation, with the perioperative mortality rate being about 20% and the five-year survival period being about 55%. In Japan, 355 patients underwent lung transplantation by the end of January 2017, including 75 cases of IPAH (14%). The operative procedure for IPAH cases was brain-dead donor bilateral lung transplantation in 48 cases and live donor lung transplantation in 27 cases. The perioperative mortality rate (13.3%) and the five-year survival rate (82.4%) were favorable.

h. Cardiopulmonary Transplantation
i. Criteria for Indications
The indications established by the Cardiopulmonary Transplantation Indications Review Committee of the Japanese Circulation Society are: (1) Lung disease indicated for lung transplantation including pulmonary hypertension accompanied by compromised cardiac function, (2) congenital heart disease accompanied by pulmonary hypertension (Eisenmenger’s syndrome) difficult for surgical repair or accompanied by compromised cardiac function, (3) congenital heart disease accompanied by pulmonary hypoplasia difficult for surgical repair or accompanied by compromised cardiac function, and (4) other conditions acknowledged by the review committee.

The requirements to be satisfied for application of cardiopulmonary transplantation include: (1) cases of advanced lung disease possibly indicated for lung transplantation accompanied by congenital heart disease or severely compromised cardiac function difficult for surgical repair and unable to resolve clinical symptoms (corresponding to NYHA Class III/IV) despite maximum medical treatment, (2) cases of severe heart failure possibly indicated for heart transplantation, accompanied by drug-resistant irreversible pulmonary hypertension (transpulmonary gradient [TPG] ≥15mmHg or PVR ≥8.0 Wood units following nitrogen monoxide inhalation or intravenous prostacyclin injection), (3) age ≤55, and (4) sufficient understanding and cooperation of the patient and family members about/with cardiopulmonary transplantation. In cases of Eisenmenger’s syndrome, transplantation is considered if frequent massive hemoptysis or drug-resistant ventricular arrhythmia/cardiac impairment becomes apparent.

Patients with preserved cardiac function and correctable
congenital heart disease are indicated for bilateral or unilateral lung transplantation combined with surgical repair of congenital heart disease. Cardiopulmonary transplantation is indicated in cases of complex heart malformation (e.g., double outlet right ventricle, complete transposition of great arteries) anticipated to undergo one-hour or longer aortic block during intracardiac repair or cases of congenital heart disease allowing only Fontan operation (e.g., univentricular heart). However, cases of double outlet right ventricle accompanied by subaortic ventricular septal defect may be judged as indicated for bilateral/unilateral lung transplantation and intracardiac repair at the discretion of the surgeon. If the number of donated organs available is ignored, the criteria for indications of this surgery will alter over time, in view of the report that the prognosis of patients with Eisenmenger’s syndrome has been reported to be better following cardiopulmonary transplantation than following lung transplantation even in patients with ventricular septal defect (VSD).

Absolute contraindications against cardiopulmonary transplantation include irreversible liver/kidney dysfunction, local/systemic infection, drug addiction, malignant tumor, and positive HIV antibody test. Relative contraindications include reversible liver/kidney dysfunction, peptic ulcer, complicated insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus, marked thoracic deformation, and extensive pleural ulcer, complicated insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus, marked thoracic deformation, and extensive pleural ulceration/scarring, marked neuromuscular disease, extreme malnutrition or obesity, patient unable to receive rehabilitation expected to have such ability, and critical psychological disorders preventing understanding/cooperation of patient or family members.

ii. Donor-Recipient Compatibility and Selection of Recipients
Because the lungs are often damaged before brain death of the donor or resection of the lungs from the brain-dead donor, only about 1/4 of all heart donors are suitable as the donors for cardiopulmonary transplantation. The acceptable safe storage period of cardiopulmonary grafts is known to be within 4 hours when simply stored by immersion, as is the case with heart grafts. Furthermore, the criteria for both the heart donors and the lung donors need to be satisfied by cardiopulmonary donors.

Patients desiring to receive cardiopulmonary transplantation are registered with both the heart transplantation list and the lung transplantation list. Patients selected as the first-ranked recipient with one of the recipient selection criteria for individual organs are selected as the candidate recipient.

iii. Cardiopulmonary Transplantation in Japan
In April 2003, the application for evaluation of the indications for cardiopulmonary transplantation began to be received by the Japanese Circulation Society. The indications include congenital heart disease (accompanied by Eisenmenger’s syndrome), complex heart malformation (accompanied by pulmonary artery hypoplasia), restrictive cardiomyopathy (RCM) (accompanied by marked pulmonary vascular resistance, including left ventricular hypoplasia), and dilated cardiomyopathy. After that, cardiopulmonary transplantation began to be covered by national health insurance in April 2006 together with national health insurance coverage of heart transplantation, lung transplantation, and other transplantations, although no case had undergone this transplantation by that time. One patient with pulmonary hypertension accompanied by dilated cardiomyopathy is now alive after having undergone heart transplantation in Germany because of reduction in PVR. The presence of this case suggests that the diagnosis of reversibility of pulmonary hypertension originating from heart failure is not always easy.

In January 2009, the first cardiopulmonary transplantation in Japan was performed for a male in his 30s with Eisenmenger’s syndrome and double outlet right ventricle, and the second and third such operations were performed in December 2013 and June 2016, respectively, in patients with RCM/marked pulmonary hypertension (one male and one female in their 20s). As of 2017, all three of these patients are alive.

i. Diagnosis and Management of Complications

i. Arrhythmia
Arrhythmia is a significant clinical problem for PAH patients. Supraventricular tachycardia develops at a frequency of about 2.8% per year. The frequency of atrial flutter and atrial fibrillation is close to this rate, both triggering aggravation of right-sided heart failure. There is a report that maintenance of sinus rhythm is associated with long-term survival of PAH patients and that the two-year mortality rate of PAH patients complicated by persistent atrial fibrillation exceeded 80%. In another study that followed 231 patients with PAH or CTEPH for 6 years, fatal ventricular arrhythmia was not seen in any case. Thus, the frequency of ventricular tachycardia, ventricular flutter, and fatal ventricular arrhythmia, such as ventricular fibrillation, is quite low.

Atrial fibrillation is indicated for warfarin or DOAC treatment as anticoagulant therapy. In treatment-resistant cases, electrical defibrillation or catheter ablation should be considered, but there is no sufficient data supporting their efficacy in PAH patients. Also concerning the efficacy of antiarrhythmic drugs (such as oral-dose amiodarone), further accumulation of evidence is needed.

ii. Hemoptysis
Hemoptysis is a complication that can lead directly to death, with the incidence varying greatly (1–6%) among reports. It is often associated with not only HPAH but also CHD-PAH and CTEPH. Bronchial artery embolization is an urgent measure to treat serious hemoptysis. Anticoagulant therapy should be avoided in patients presenting with hemoptysis.

iii. Mechanical Complications
In patients with advanced PAH, the pulmonary artery can be dilated by chronic exposure to high pressure. This can induce aneurysms, rupture, or dissection of pulmonary arteries, and can mechanically compress the coronary artery, pulmonary vein, and recurrent nerve. These complications can lead to sudden death or various symptoms such as compression-caused chest pain and lung edema. Contrast-enhanced CT scan is recommended for diagnosing pulmonary aneurysm. As a rule, surgical treatment is performed, but there are no well-defined diagnostic criteria or standard treatment methods for pulmonary aneurysm. In cases presenting with symptoms caused by mechanical compression, lung transplantation or cardiopulmonary transplantation should also be considered. If anginal pain due to compression of the left coronary artery develops repeatedly, percutaneous stent therapy should also be considered.
iv. Indwelling Catheter Infection
In patients with PAH receiving serial drip infusion of epoprostenol or treprostinil, infection via the indwelling catheter is a serious problem. In many cases, this kind of infection is detected with symptoms such as subcutaneous redness and pain caused by local infection of the catheter-invaded area. If it progresses to sepsis, there is a risk of death. Thus, early actions are essential. In a follow-up survey of 192 PAH patients, Staphylococcus aureus and Micrococcus spp. were isolated as the pathogens for sepsis at a rate of 0.15 cases/1,000 days of medication. Treatment with antibiotics is a basic approach. In patients developing abscess around the catheter or severe sepsis, debridement around the catheter and catheter withdrawal are needed. If subcutaneous infection has developed following subcutaneous treprostinil treatment, the puncture site is changed and antibiotics are administered. For prevention of this kind of infection, it is necessary to provide education to patients at the start of treatment and assess the catheter-created wounds by the outpatient care team primarily consisting of nurses.

j. Terminal Care and Ethical Consideration
Terminal care for cardiovascular disease is when the patient is facing imminent death despite continuation of appropriate healthcare. Due to advances in drugs specific to PAH treatment and other measures, the prognosis of PAH patients has improved markedly during the past approximately two decades, but PAH remains a disease with poor prognosis, involving major open issues such as how to treat the negative impact of terminal stage painful symptoms on the QOL of patients and how to provide palliative care.

PAH progresses with repeating cycles of aggravation (due to non-compensatory heart failure) and remission, eventually leading to the terminal stage by relatively rapid steps. There is also a risk of sudden death during the course of this disease, making accurate prediction of the outcome very difficult. For this reason, emphasis tends to be put on comprehensive treatment, including invasive treatment, and as a result the chance for discussion with the patient as to the desired manner of daily living during the terminal stage tends to be lost, accompanied by frequent loss of the timing for the patient to receive the benefit of palliative care. In practice, a report from the United States demonstrates that 52–83% of the PAH patients who died at medical facilities died while in the ICU. According to the “Guidelines on the Process of Deciding Healthcare the Terminal Stage of Life” prepared by the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, Japan, healthcare and other care at the terminal stage of life should be based on the patient’s own decision made by discussion with the healthcare providers, and its medical validity and appropriateness should be judged by a multidisciplinary team. It is therefore important that during introduction of palliative care, the course of PAH anticipated is shared by the healthcare team and the patient/family members in advance and the process of repeating dialogues is continues to allow the patient to make a choice best suited to his/her sense of value at the terminal stage (advance care planning: ACP).

Palliative care is not synonymous with terminal care. Unlike the terminal care provided during the last several days to several weeks, palliative care is an approach aimed at alleviating the pain from early stages of care and maintaining/improving the QOL of the patient/family members. Pain should not be considered simply as physical pain but should be assessed also from mental, social, and spiritual aspects. Furthermore, the sense of value, the view of life, and the preferences of individual patients, which vary from individual to individual, should also be understood and respected. To this end, it is necessary to provide support during palliative care by a multidisciplinary team consisting primarily of physicians, nurses, and pharmacists. Because appropriate treatment itself can alleviate symptoms, treatment of PAH should be continued until the end. Effective communication between the healthcare provider and the patient is the base for palliative care, and it leads to the patient’s deeper understanding of the disease knowledge, course of sickness, and awareness of prognosis. Opportunities for discussing prognosis should be arranged at the time of PAH diagnosis and at later appropriate points of time depending on the course of the disease, accompanied by explanation about treatment alternatives and risks involved. It is necessary to make efforts so that ACP is implemented in a manner allowing the patient to make the best possible choice, instead of focusing on the negative image about the prognosis. The survival prediction score, such as the REVEAL risk score, may be useful in judging the timing of palliative care intervention. In cases in which expert judgment is needed depending on the healthcare environments surrounding individual cases, it is necessary to seek consultation with a specialist in palliative care, but this kind of consultation is not covered by health insurance in Japan at present.

PAH causes marked symptoms during the terminal stage, markedly reducing the QOL of patients as seen in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), renal failure, and therapy-resistant cancer. Representative symptoms include dyspnea at rest and on exertion, malaise, tendency to fatigue, chest discomfort, lower leg edema, abdominal flatulence, and depression. In PAH patients at the terminal stage, dyspnea is the most frequent and severe symptom accompanied by the sensation of fear. When intervention is considered, not only physical factors but also psychological and social factors need to be taken into consideration. Low-dose opioids have been reported to alleviate therapy-resistant dyspnea in an effective and safe manner. Because adverse reactions to specific pulmonary vasodilators and problems, such as pain and infection arising from the drug administration route (central vein or subcutaneous tissue for injection), also markedly affect the QOL, palliative care is useful also in achieving best care possible during the course of the disease. At the terminal stage, meal digestion sometimes decreases, but unnecessary intravenous fluid therapy can aggravate the symptoms of congestion, thus requiring caution before its application. PAH causes major mental and socioeconomic burdens on the patient and caregivers, with symptoms of anxiety reported to be experienced by about half of them and depressive symptoms in one-third.

The ESC/ERS Guidelines for the Diagnosis & Treatment of Pulmonary Hypertension 2015 recommend psychological/social support to PAH patients as Class I (Evidence Level C) recommendation, urging a system for providing such support or referral to an expert.

In cases in which complaint of intolerable pain is resistant to every treatment and death is expected within several days to a few weeks, sedation by medications, such as midazolam, should be considered. Sedation provided
under appropriate supervision does not shorten the survival period. Sedation needs to be provided carefully by a multidisciplinary team, on the basis of the wishes of the patient/family members, while avoiding overdose of medication or inappropriate medical measures, such as the use of muscle relaxant, which can shorten the survival period.

**k. Molecule-Targeted Therapy**

Treatment with 3 categories of drugs for PAH treatment (ERA, PGI2, and PDE5 inhibitors) markedly improved the prognosis of PAH patients. However, because the prognosis of advanced PAH remained poor despite treatment with these drugs, a new category of drugs targeting a different molecular mechanism has been developed.

Imatinib, a platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) receptor antagonist, improves the pathologic tissue (i.e., tunica media hypertrophy) of animal models of hypoxia- and monocrotaline-induced disease, thus exerting excellent efficacy against pulmonary hypertension. In an international cooperative clinical study involving 202 PAH patients including 25 Japanese (Imatinib in Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension, a Randomized, Efficacy Study; IMPRES), percent change in PVR at 24 weeks after the start of treatment aggravated to +12 dyne·sec·cm⁻⁵ in the placebo group, but it improved significantly to −366 dyne·sec·cm⁻⁵ in the imatinib group. There was no significant improvement in the NYHA/WHO functional class or survival rate, and epidural hematoma was reported as a serious complication in 8 patients having received imatinib and anticoagulant therapy. Following these results, the regulatory authority in the United States refused approval of the drug, pointing out: “It is difficult to judge that imatinib has appropriate risk-benefit balance when performed for PAH.” Other than this drug, drugs such as vasoactive intestinal peptides, Rho kinase inhibitors, vascular endothelial growth factor receptor inhibitors, angiopoietin-1 inhibitors, and elastase inhibitors have been shown to be effective in many animal models, with their future clinical application for PAH patients promising.

**1.1.6 Pathology**

In cases of PAH, it has been reported that morphological changes in the arterial wall can occur as histological phenotypes of lesions depending on the severity of pulmonary hypertension, instead of corresponding to the etiology of pulmonary hypertension. The lesions of PAH commonly appear in small pulmonary arteries with a diameter 500 μm or less. If PAH persists, arteriosclerotic atheroma can develop also in the main pulmonary artery. For pathological evaluation of pulmonary hypertension, the Grades 1 to 6 of the Heath-Edwards grading system are often used although this is a classical grading system. Grades 1 to 3 lesions are known to be reversible by treatment of pulmonary hypertension, whereas Grades 4 to 6 differ little in terms of clinical severity and lesions of several grades occasionally coexist.

**a. Isolated Medial Hypertrophy**

(Medial hypertrophy: Heath-Edwards grade 1 (Figure 4A), medial hypertrophy accompanied by cellular intimal thickening: corresponding to grade 2 (Figure 4B))

In the muscular arteries with a diameter up to 300–
500 μm, increases in pulmonary arterial pressure causes hypertrophy of medial smooth muscle cells (SMCs) and hypertrophy of the pulmonary artery medial wall due to an increase in SMCs. Furthermore, muscular layers are formed even at the arteriolar level (20–30 μm) at which hardly any smooth muscle layer is normally present (muscularization of arteriole). In the muscular arteries of diameter about 300–500 μm, medial hypertrophy is marked. This hypertrophy of the tunica media is considered to reflect vascular contraction/dilatation adapted to increases in the pulmonary arterial pressure and is reversible if pulmonary hypertension is alleviated.

**b. With Intimal Thickening and Medial Hypertrophy**

(Contemporary to Heath-Edwards grade 3 ([Figure 4C](#), [Figure 4D](#)))

The above-mentioned medial hypertrophy of the pulmonary artery is accompanied by intimal thickening. Depending on the features of tunica intima involved, this change can be divided into: (1) intimal thickening due to an increase in cellular components, such as α-actin positive SMCs and myofibroblasts (cellular intimal thickening), and (2) intimal thickening due to an increase in elastic fibers, collagen fibers, and extracellular matrix (fibrous intimal thickening). Cellular thickening is reversible if pulmonary hypertension is alleviated, whereas fibrous intimal thickening with cellular features having been lost does not completely disappear.

**c. Complex Lesion**

Histological changes seen in advanced case of pulmonary hypertension include not only the above-mentioned medial hypertrophy and intimal thickening but also the following lesions: (1) plexiform lesion (Heath-Edwards grade 4), (2) dilatation lesion (grade 5), (3) and arteritis (grade 6, occasionally accompanied by fibrinoid necrosis). These lesions often appear in combination, rather than separately. In addition, the plexiform lesion is known to be irreversible.

(1) Plexiform lesion: A lesion branching approximately rectangularly from the main trunk of the muscular pulmonary artery at the periphery, with growth of capillaries similar to renal glomeruli in the knob-shaped blood vessel ([Figure 5A](#), [Figure 5B](#)). This is also called an “angioma-like lesion” and is considered as representing the outcome of a pulmonary artery-vein shunt. Cells constituting the plexiform lesion include endothelial cells, smooth muscle cells, and fibroblasts. The plexiform lesion appears in various diseases, including

| Table 14. Recommendation Class and Evidence Level Related to Treatment of CTD-PAH |
|-----------------------------------------------|----------------|------------|
| Recommendation | Recommendation Class | Evidence Level |
| Treatment with pulmonary vasodilators in accordance with the severity-based recommendation for IPAH/HPAH | I | C |
| Immunosuppressive therapy for PAH associated with SLE or MCTD | IIA | C |

![Figure 5](#). Composite vascular lesion. (A, B) Plexiform lesion (Heath-Edwards grade 4); Aneurysm-like or angioma-like branching from the main trunk of pulmonary artery accompanied by glomeruli-like vascular growth at the periphery or vascular dilatation around the tunica externa (HE staining). (C) Dilatation lesion (Heath-Edwards grade 5); Aneurysmal dilatation of capillaries around the abnormal branches of the artery (EVG staining). (D) Arteritis (Heath-Edwards grade 6); Inflammatory cell infiltration of pulmonary artery wall resulting in partial wall destruction (HE staining).
Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension Associated With Connective Tissue Disease (CTD-PAH)

Summary
Patients with connective tissue disease (CTD) have a higher risk for developing pulmonary hypertension compared to the general population. The incidence of pulmonary hypertension is particularly high (2–10%) in patients with systemic sclerosis (SSc), mixed connective tissue disease (MCTD) or systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE). Pulmonary hypertension of diverse clinical classifications is seen in patients with CTD, including not only PAH but also PVOD, pulmonary hypertension due to left heart disease, pulmonary hypertension due to lung disease (e.g., interstitial lung disease), CTEPH, pulmonary hypertension due to pulmonary arteritis, and some patients have a mixed form of these classifications of pulmonary hypertension. For early detection, screening by transthoracic echocardiography is recommended in patients with CTD at risk for PAH. Comprehensive evaluation about the clinical classification of pulmonary hypertension is essential before treatment is begun.

Both supportive therapy and pulmonary vasodilator therapy for CTD-PAH are performed in a manner similar to the therapeutic strategy for IPAH/HPAH. Immunosuppressive therapy is sometimes effective in cases of PAH due to SLE, MCTD, or Sjögren’s syndrome. In patients with the mixed form of pulmonary hypertension due to SSc, immunosuppressive therapy may be tailored to individual cases.

The recommendation class and evidence level related to the treatment of CTD-PAH are shown in Table 14.

1.2.1 Epidemiology and Etiology

a. Prevalence of Pulmonary Hypertension Among Patients With CTD
The prevalence of pulmonary hypertension is higher among patients with CTD than among the general population. According to the survey conducted by “the Mixed Connective Tissue Disease Panel of the Skin/Connective Tissue Survey and Study Group under the Ministry of Health and Welfare Specific Disease Study Program” in 1998 (a survey covering only moderate to severe cases), the prevalence of pulmonary hypertension was 7.0% in MCTD, 5.0% in SSc, and 1.7% in SLE, and pulmonary hypertension was absent in polymyositis (PM) or dermatomyositis (DM). According to reports in which evaluation by right heart catheterization was indispensable, the prevalence of PAH among patients with SSc was 7–12%, and was 9% in the meta-analysis of data from 3,818 patients. The prevalence among patients with SLE is low (about 2–4%). Although no report has been published concerning evaluation of MCTD patients, the above-mentioned Japanese survey data in 1998 suggest a prevalence comparable to or slightly higher than that among SSc patients. PAH is seen also in patients with primary Sjögren’s syndrome, although the actual prevalence is unknown.

The distribution of underlying disease among the patients diagnosed as having CTD-PAH differs between Western countries and Japan. In Western countries, SSc is the underlying disease in more than 60% of all cases, whereas SSc, SLE, and MCTD account for an approximately same share (more than 90% in total) among patients with CTD-PAH according to the reports in Japan.

b. Clinical Classification of Pulmonary Hypertension Associated With CTD
Diverse clinical classifications of pulmonary hypertension can occur in patients with CTD, ranging from PAH to PVOD (Group 1), pulmonary hypertension due to left heart disease (Group 2), pulmonary hypertension due to lung diseases such as interstitial lung disease (ILD) (Group 3), CTEPH (Group 4), pulmonary hypertension due to pulmonary arteritis (Group 5). Furthermore, a mixture of these clinical classifications is also seen frequently. Pulmonary hypertension observed in patients with SSc is classified as not only PAH but also pulmonary hypertension due to left heart disease and pulmonary hypertension due to ILD.

1.2.2 Evaluation of Prognosis/Severity

a. Prognosis
The survival of patients with CTD-PAH is poor compared to patients with IPAH/HPAH, and this trend remains unchanged also in recent years despite extensive application of combination therapy of pulmonary vasodilators. When analyzed by underlying disease, the prognosis is poorer for patients with SSc than for patients with SLE or MCTD.

b. Severity Scale
Although there is no severity scale specific for CTD-PAH, a severity classification for pulmonary hypertension associated with SSc was proposed in the “Systemic Sclerosis Diagnosis Criteria/Severity Classification/Clinical Management Guidelines” prepared by the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare Scientific Study Program in 2016. This scale is based on the NYHA/WHO functional class. Because patients with CTD have various factors that can cause dyspnea on exertion (not only ILD and heart disease but also musculoskeletal disorders, and anemia), these factors need to be taken into consideration during functional evaluation. Numerous cohort studies have demonstrated that the underlying SSc and NYHA/WHO functional class III/IV are poor prognostic factors. Studies of patients with PAH associated with SSc (SSc-PAH) revealed hemodynamic indicators, such as cardiac index (CI), stroke volume index (SVI) and PVR, as factors for predicting outcome, similar to their roles in patients with IPAH. Older age and male are also poor prognostic factors. Although there is a report showing lack of the association of autoantibodies with prognosis,
favorable prognosis has been shown in anti-U1RNP antibody positive cases of SSc-PAH.\textsuperscript{221} In the survey of prognosis conducted by “the Mixed Connective Tissue Disease Panel of the Skin/Connective Tissue Survey and Study Group under the Ministry of Health and Welfare Specific Disease Study Program” in 1997, polyarthritis, increased myogenic enzyme levels, satisfaction of PM/DM classification criteria, and skin sclerosis were identified as independent factors associated with poor prognosis of PAH due to MCTD.\textsuperscript{222}

\subsection*{1.2.3 Diagnostic Procedure}
\textbf{a. Diagnosis of CTD}
For each type of CTD, there are international classification criteria or domestic diagnostic criteria for the intractable disease, and diagnosis are made with reference to such criteria. However, these criteria include exclusion criteria, and the specificity is about 90\% at most, with false-positive cases sometimes seen. Some cases of CTD, such as early cases and mild cases, fail to satisfy these criteria. For these reasons, consultation with rheumatologists is recommended when making diagnosis of this disease.

\textbf{b. Risk Factors for PAH}
Risk factors for PAH vary depending on the underlying disease. Among patients with SSc, PAH is often seen in patients with long-lasting limited cutaneous SSc (lcSSc), and more than 50\% of all SSc-PAH cases are positive for anticientromere antibody.\textsuperscript{223, 226} PAH often develops after a long duration of SSc, mostly at older age (60 and over). Other risk factors include telangiectasia that often affects fingers and lips.\textsuperscript{227, 228} Positive anti-U1RNP antibody is a risk factor for PAH regardless of underlying disease. In patients with SLE or MCTD, PAH often develops or aggravates simultaneously with onset or increased disease activity of the underlying CTD, and the duration of CTD before onset of PAH is often short.

\textbf{c. Screening}
In CTD patients at high risk for PAH, annual screening should be performed regardless of the presence/absence of symptoms for the purpose of facilitating early detection of PAH. In practice, screening of SSc cases has been shown to increase the percentage of mild cases (NYHA/WHO functional class I/II) at the time of diagnosis of PAH and to improve the survival.\textsuperscript{217} The ESC/ERS Guidelines for the Diagnosis and Treatment of Pulmonary Hypertension 2015 recommend screening with a combination of TTE and biomarkers, such as pulmonary carbon monoxide diffusing capacity (DLco) and BNP, at least once year in patients with SSc or SSc spectrum disease (including MCTD) even when the patients are symptom-free.\textsuperscript{1} In
cases in which the tricuspid regurgitation velocity (TRV) determined by Doppler ultrasound is $>$3.4 m/sec or the estimated right ventricular systolic pressure (eRVSP) calculated by adding RAP (estimated at 5 mmHg) to the tricuspid regurgitation pressure gradient (TRPG) is $>$50 mmHg, the probability for presence of pulmonary hypertension is high and right heart catheterization for a definite diagnosis is recommended. However, even when TRV is $\leq$ 3.4 m/sec or eRVSP is $\leq$ 50 mmHg, pulmonary hypertension may be present if the patient shows increases in the pulmonary valve regurgitation velocity, shortening of the acceleration time from the right ventricle to the pulmonary artery, dilation of the right heart, including right atrium, flattening of the ventricular septum, right ventricular hypertrophy, or dilation of the pulmonary artery main trunk. In a study of 137 patients with SSc designed to analyze the relationship of eRVSP (measured by Doppler ultrasound) to the mean pulmonary artery pressure (mPAP) determined by right heart catheterization, positive correlation was noted between these two parameters and there were about 10% false-negative cases (lack of TRPG elevation despite the presence of pulmonary hypertension) in addition to false-positive cases rated by Doppler ultrasound. Considering these cases, right heart catheterization should be performed in cases presenting with unexplained shortness of breath on exertion, physical signs suggesting pulmonary hypertension, or TTE-revealed abnormalities even when TRV is $\leq$ 3.4 m/sec or eRVSP is $\leq$ 50 mmHg. The findings other than TTE findings shown to be useful in the screening of PAH include reduction in DLco, as well as increases in blood BNP or NT-proBNP level and in serum uric acid level. Particularly in cases of SSc-PAH, reduction in DLco relative to forced vital capacity (FVC) is a characteristic sign (see 4.4 Echocardiography for Details Related to Echocardiography).

d. Diagnosis of Pulmonary Hypertension

For the diagnosis of pulmonary hypertension, measurement of pulmonary artery pressure (PAP) by right heart catheterization is indispensable, with the diagnosis of pulmonary hypertension made if mPAP at rest is $\geq$ 25 mmHg. Although right heart catheterization is not indispensable according to the “Guidelines to Diagnosis of Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension due to Mixed Connective Tissue Disease (MCTD)” in 2011 and the “Guidelines for diagnosis, severity classification, and treatment of systemic scleroderma” in 2016, both prepared in Japan, this test must be carried out before pulmonary vasodilators are prescribed.

Patients undergoing right heart catheterization should be selected by a combination of PAH risk factors and
screening test results. In the multicenter study DETECT, carried out for the purpose of preparing criteria for optimal selection tool of patients for right heart catheterization, the eligibility criteria included disease duration of 3-year or longer and percentage of DLco relative to the predicted level (%DLco) <60%. During this study, the following parameters were selected from many noninvasive tests as useful means of SSc-PAH screening: increases in the ratio of %FVC (percentage of FVC relative to predicted FVC) to %DLco, increases in serum NT-proBNP, and uric acid, and right axis deviation on ECG. Furthermore, taking into account also the TTE findings, the study proposed a two-stage nomogram for selection of SSc cases requiring right heart catheterization (Figure 6). Screening using this nomogram has been shown to be more sensitive and less likely to overlook abnormalities compared to screening with TTE alone. In addition, the revised version of the “Guidelines to Diagnosis of Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension due to Mixed Connective Tissue Disease (MCTD)” prepared within the framework of Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare Scientific Research Program in 2011 contains a diagnostic flow chart made of a combination of risk factors and screening test results (Figure 7). These guidelines, designed to include MCTD patients, assumes application also to patients with the other CTDs, although confirmation has not yet been completed.

**e. Clinical Classification of Pulmonary Hypertension**

Because patients with CTD can develop pulmonary hypertension of diverse clinical classifications, all patients diagnosed as having pulmonary hypertension require detailed pathophysiological evaluation. Patients satisfying all of the following requirements should be classified as having PAH: (1) PVR ≥3.0 Wood Unit, (2) pulmonary artery wedge pressure (PAWP) ≤15 mmHg (excluding pulmonary hypertension due to left heart disease), (3) absence of moderate or severe lung disease (%FVC ≥70% and percentage relative to predicted FEV1 [%FEV1] ≥60%) (excluding pulmonary hypertension due to lung disease), and (4) lack of perfusion defect revealed by ventilation/perfusion lung scan consistent with a finding of pulmonary thromboembolism (excluding CTEPH). It has been shown that particularly in cases of SSc, the clinical classifications other than PAH cannot be completely ruled out by these criteria alone and it is not possible to conduct sufficient evaluation of mixed conditions (PAH+other clinical classifications).

Evaluation of the lung histological findings from patients with SSc-PAH during lung transplantation or postmortem examination revealed a high frequency of pulmonary congestion at the capillary level compatible with the
known features of PVOD. Furthermore, high-resolution CT (HRCT) of SSc-PAH patients frequently revealed PVOD-characteristic features, such as hilar/bronchial lymph node swelling, centrilobular ground glass opacity, and interlobular septum hypertrophy. The patients with these characteristics are often complicated by pulmonary edema following pulmonary vasodilator therapy, and their 3-year survival rate is poor (30% or less). However, since PVOD-like HRCT features become apparent after long disease duration or after pulmonary vasodilator therapy it is difficult to detect occult PVOD at the early stages of the disease. Thus, some patients with SSc-PAH may have the complication of PVOD-like lesions, but detailed evaluation of such lesions at the time of diagnosis of PAH is difficult at present.

Even in symptom-free cases, patients with SSc are often found to have the complications of diastolic dysfunction of myocardium and myocardial fibrosis when examined by TTE or cardiac MRI. It is known that post-ischemic reperfusion injury due to vasoconstriction can induce minute necrosis, resulting in random distribution of small fibrotic foci across the myocardium. It has been shown that pulmonary hypertension due to left heart disease with or without accompanying PAH is sometimes seen among the patients judged to be without pulmonary hypertension due to left heart disease in accordance with the criterion of PAWP (measured by right heart catheterization) ≤15 mmHg. Among patients with SSc, there are cases in which PAWP is discrepant from the left ventricular end-diastolic pressure (LVEDP) measured by left heart catheterization or LVEDP increases following fluid challenge with physiological saline even when the baseline LVEDP is ≤15 mmHg. In a study involving LVEDP measurement and evaluation following fluid challenge with physiological saline, features of pulmonary hypertension due to subclinical left heart disease were noted in 38% of the cases ruled out as to pulmonary hypertension due to left heart disease and judged to have PAH on the basis of PAWP measured by right heart catheterization.

1.2.4 Treatment Algorithms

a. Treatment Outlined (Table 14)

According to the ESC/ERS Guidelines for the Diagnosis and Treatment of Pulmonary Hypertension 2015, it is recommended to treat CTD-PAH in accordance with the IPAH/HPAH Treatment Guidelines. Algorithms of treatment are shown in the 2011 revised version of the “Guidelines to Diagnosis of MCTD Depending on Features in Individual Cases” and the “Systemic Scleroderma Diagnosis Criteria/Severity Classification/Clinical Management Guidelines” in 2016 both prepared in Japan. This time, a new chart of therapeutic strategy for CTD-PAH was prepared in view of subsequent changes in therapeutic strategy and addition of new drugs available (Figure 8).

Basic views and drugs used are identical to those for IPAH/HPAH treatment, and their details are given in the Section on IPAH/HPAH. This section will focus on features specific to CTD-PAH. Calcium channel blockers recommended for treatment of IPAH/HPAH have been excluded from the chart because the percentage of long-term responders to calcium is less than 1% of all cases of CTD-PAH.

b. Immunosuppressive Therapy

Immunosuppressive therapy is the mainstream for treatment of CTD in general. In addition to corticosteroids (CS), CS pulse therapy and immunosuppressive agents are used depending on the severity of the disease. Since PAH is one of the organ manifestations of CTD, and it is highly likely that immunological mechanism is involved in its pathophysiology. In practice, effectiveness of immunosuppressive therapy for CTD-PAH has been shown in numerous reports, including case reports, case series, and retrospective studies. However, in these reports, the regimens of immunosuppressive therapy used and the treatment response criteria were inconsistent, and there was no randomized controlled trial. Therefore, the evidence for effectiveness of immunosuppressive therapy is insufficient. However, all patients who responded to the immunosuppressive therapy within 3 months of the treatment had favorable long-term prognosis and low relapse rate. Patients with SLE, MCTD or Sjögren’s syndrome often respond to immunosuppressive therapy. However, cases of SSc responding to immunosuppressive therapy are limited to case reports and there is no report of SSc cases judged as responders to immunosuppressive therapy in a retrospective study involving a larger number of patients. Therefore, immunosuppressive therapy is effective in a subset of patients with CTD-PAH, excluding cases of SSc. It has been reported that factors that predict a favorable response to immunosuppressive therapy include NYHA/WHO functional class I/II, preserved cardiac index, and early stage of PAH. To evaluate the treatment response, it is advised that right heart catheterization should be performed within a short period of time (within one month after the start of immunosuppressive therapy). In patients with NYHA/WHO functional class I or II, immunosuppressive treatment may be conducted without pulmonary vasodilators, but if clinical responses are insufficient at one month, introduction of pulmonary vasodilators should be initiated immediately.

There is no uniform regimen of immunosuppressive therapy. A treatment regimen employed in retrospective studies involving a relatively large number of subjects is a combination of moderate-to-high dose corticosteroid and cyclophosphamide (CYC). CYC was administered as an intermittent intravenous injection (a method extensively used for treatment of lupus nephritis), with the dosage at 500–1,000 mg/dose or 600 mg/m² (body surface area)/dose, and the frequency of dosing being 3–10 doses monthly. Because CYC involves risk for severe adverse reactions, such as malignancy and irreversible reproductive failure, further evaluation is needed about the dosage, dosing interval/period, and possibility of switching to other immunosuppressants.

c. Pulmonary Vasodilators

To date, no randomized placebo-controlled study has been conducted in patients with CTD-PAH or SSc-PAH. The only comparative study conducted to date was a study involving 111 patients with SSc-PAH allocating to the epoprostenol group and the conventional therapy group. At 12 weeks after the start of treatment, 6MWD and hemodynamics were significantly better in the epoprostenol group than in the conventional therapy group. In a retrospective study in patients with CTD-PAH, the survival was improved significantly in the epoprostenol group compared to the historical control group with identical background variables. Later, in randomized placebo-controlled studies in patients with PAH, including about 20–30% of patients with CTD-PAH, sub-analysis was conducted on the CTD-PAH cases. When sub-analysis of the data from the CTD-
PAH patients was carried out by setting the 6MWD as a primary endpoint, there was no significant difference in 6MWD between the drug treatment group (treated with bosentan or riociguat) and the placebo group. In the sub-analysis of the data from CTD-PAH patients treated with sildenafil, the result as to the primary endpoint differed significantly between the three times daily sildenafil 20mg treatment group and the placebo group, but the difference was not dose-dependent and was not significant at higher doses. In sub-analysis of the data from a placebo-controlled study of CTD-PAH patients with the morbidity and mortality event as a primary endpoint, there was no significant difference in the event between the macitentan treatment group and the placebo group, whereas a significant difference was noted between the selexipag group and the placebo group. However, when these results are interpreted, it needs to be considered that comparison among these studies is difficult because of difference in eligibility criteria and background variables of patients among individual studies. For example, in the above-mentioned study using sildenafil, the percentage of poor prognosis SSc-PAH cases was 45%, markedly lower than the percentage in the other studies (60% or more). In the study on selexipag, the number of CTD-PAH patients enrolled was 334 cases, larger than that in any other past study, and patients with a predominant PAH feature (PVR > 5.0 Wood Unit) were selectively enrolled.

In a randomized study comparing the initial combination therapy (ambrisentan plus tadalafil treatment) with monotherapy (bosentan or riociguat) and the placebo group. In a randomized study comparing the initial combination therapy group compared to the monotherapy (ambrisentan plus tadalafil treatment) with monotherapy (bosentan or riociguat) and the placebo group.

**Table 15. PoPH Severity Rating and Treatment**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NYHA functional class</th>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>Mild</th>
<th>Moderate</th>
<th>Severe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean pulmonary artery pressure (mmHg)</td>
<td>15–24</td>
<td>25–34</td>
<td>35–44</td>
<td>&gt;45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiac index (L/min/m²)</td>
<td>2.5–4.0</td>
<td>&gt;2.5</td>
<td>&gt;2.5</td>
<td>&lt;2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulmonary vascular resistance (dyne·sec·cm⁻⁵)</td>
<td>&lt;240</td>
<td>240–500</td>
<td>500–800</td>
<td>&gt;800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right atrial pressure (mmHg)</td>
<td>0–5</td>
<td>0–5</td>
<td>5–8</td>
<td>&gt;8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prognosis</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulmonary vasodilator therapy</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Considered</td>
<td>Needed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement after liver transplantation</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Use of pulmonary vasodilators for treatment of PoPH in a manner similar to the recommendation based on IPAH/HPAH severity level: Recommendation Class I, Evidence Level C) (Source: Prepared based on Hoeper MM, et al. 2004)

**d. Conclusions**

In patients with CTD, the risk of pulmonary hypertension is high and early detection is necessary by a screening program corresponding to the risk factors of individual patients. Patients with CTD can have disease of diverse clinical classifications, including PAH, PVOD, pulmonary hypertension due to left heart disease, pulmonary hypertension due to lung disease (e.g., interstitial lung disease), CTEPH, and pulmonary hypertension due to pulmonary arteritis. In addition, patients with SSc frequently have a condition consisting of a mixture of several clinical classifications of pulmonary hypertension. Treatment of CTD-PAH patients is performed using the guidelines for IPAH/HPAH treatment. Immunosuppressive therapy is sometimes effective in cases of PAH associated with SLE, MCTD, or primary Sjögren’s syndrome. Careful treatment with pulmonary vasodilators is needed in cases of a mixture of several classifications of pulmonary hypertension due to SSc.

**1.3 Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension Associated With Portal Hypertension (PoPH)**

**Summary**

The liver cross-talks with various organs. There are two characteristic disease groups classified on the basis of association with liver disease and pulmonary circulation: (1) hepatopulmonary syndrome (HPS), which involves reduction in PVR due to marked pulmonary artery dilatation and presents with severe hypoxia as a major sign, and (2) portopulmonary hypertension (PoPH), which involves increases in PVR and presents with pulmonary hypertension. PoPH is a type of PAH that develops due to portal hypertension regardless of the severity level of liver disease. There are rare cases in which these two conditions overlap, e.g., cases of PoPH arising from HPS. The pathophysiology of PoPH has not been fully clarified although genetic predisposition to this condition has also been reported. The pathological state of the pulmonary artery in patients with advanced PoPH resembles that of other types of PAH including idiopathic PAH. Typically, high cardiac output is seen at the early stages of this disease, followed gradually by reduction in cardiac function and an increase in PVR. The prognosis is poor unless treated. Treatment of PoPH is basically performed in a manner similar to that for PAH. Regarding use of the drugs for treatment of pulmonary hypertension, there are several reports of effectiveness in a small number of cases. However, in conventional randomized controlled trials of drugs specific to treatment of PAH, cases of PoPH are often
excluded completely or only a small number of PoPH cases are included. For this reason, adequate data on efficacy or safety of such drugs in the treatment of PoPH cannot be collected in such studies, thus requiring careful judgment about selection of drugs for treatment and their dosing methods. Liver transplantation is considered in cases indicated for liver transplantation, but the prognosis after liver transplantation is poor in patients with severe pulmonary hypertension. If mPAP is improved by the drugs for treatment of pulmonary hypertension, the safety of liver transplantation may be improved. The severity rating and treatment of PoPH are shown in Table 15.

1.3.1 Epidemiology/Etiology
As its name suggests, PoPH is a type of PAH associated with portal hypertension. The presence of portal hypertension is related to the features of this disease but hepatic dysfunction is not always seen. However, cases complicated by liver cirrhosis account for the highest percentage of PoPH patients. According to a study in France, PoPH is the fourth most frequent type of PAH next to IPAH, CTD-PAH, and CHD-PAH, and has been reported to be seen in 2-6% of all patients with portal hypertension. Because of its onset mechanism, PoPH was classified as Group 1 (PAH) in the Nice Classification (2013). Regarding the etiology of PoPH, high cardiac output increases from the appearance of a shunt and dilatation of systemic vessels, and that PVR is initially normal. Later, the shear stress to the pulmonary vessels increases, followed by pulmonary artery tunica intima hypertrophy and pulmonary artery remodeling, possibly leading to increases in PVR by obstruction/stenosis of the pulmonary artery. Histological features of PoPH include hypertrophy of vascular tunica intima and smooth muscle of vascular tunica media, plexiform lesions in vascular lumen, necrotic vasculitis/fibroid necrosis, and microthrombus. There is also a view that the formation of shunt due to liver disease and the reduction in hepatic metabolism lead to inflow of metabolites (serotonin) from enterohepatic circulation to pulmonary circulation, possibly leading to pulmonary hypertension by constriction of pulmonary vessels. Regarding the involvement of genetic factors in the onset of PoPH, single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) of estrogen receptor 1, calcium-bound protein A4, aromatase, PDE5, and angioptiin 1 genes has been reported, suggesting the involvement of genetic mechanism in estrogen signal and cell proliferation regulation.

1.3.2 Diagnosis
The symptoms of PoPH are basically similar to those of the other types of PAH. However, in cases accompanied by symptoms of liver disease, the diagnosis of PAH may be difficult. If symptoms develop in patients with liver disease or portal hypertension and patients indicated for liver transplantation, it is recommended to conduct screening of pulmonary hypertension by echocardiography. The diagnosis of PoPH is conducted by processes similar to those for diagnosis of PAH associated with other underlying disease. A precaution needed is that the coexistence of portal hypertension and pulmonary hypertension does not immediately lead to the diagnosis of PoPH. Sufficient distinction from other related diseases is essential. Right heart catheterization is beneficial because it allows simple estimation of portal pressure by measurement of portal vein wedge pressure in addition to its role indispensable in diagnosis and severity rating. Furthermore, some other tests including diagnostic imaging may allow estimation of portal hypertension. In general, patients with PoPH (at least early-stage cases) tend to have high cardiac output and low PVR compared to patients with IPAH.

1.3.3 Prognosis and Severity Rating
At early stages of PoPH, reduction in systemic vascular resistance and the resultant increase in cardiac output may be seen. In such cases, PAP increases by increased cardiac output, leading to reduction in PVR. Although progression of the disease in some cases is not as rapid as that of the other types of PAH, the function of the right heart system decreases with time, leading to increases in PVR and aggravation of the condition. PoPH has poor prognosis. According to data from the Mayo Clinic, the five-year survival rate of patients with PoPH was 14% when left untreated, with 54% of patients dying within 1 year after diagnosis. If only PoPH treatment was performed without liver transplantation, the five-year survival rate was 45%, and the five-year survival rate was improved to 67% in cases in which liver transplantation was possible to perform. Right heart catheterization is very important in rating the severity of PoPH, and treatment should be considered depending on the severity level (Table 15).

1.3.4 Treatment
As a rule, PoPH is treated by the methods usually performed in cases of PAH, thereby taking into consideration the severity level of the underlying liver disease. In cases of mild PoPH without symptoms or signs of vascular lesions and presenting with high cardiac output as a major symptom (particularly in patients with PVR <3.0 Wood Unit), no treatment is usually needed, and there is no definite evidence for the significance of early intervention with drugs for treatment of pulmonary hypertension. However, in view of the nature of PAH, periodical observation is necessary even in cases in which the disease is mild and therapeutic intervention is judged as unnecessary. Diuretics need to be used carefully. Blood flow through vessels increases in the presence of right heart failure or chronic liver disease, and diuretics exert efficacy by reducing blood flow. However, this effect can reduce pre-loads and hence reduce cardiac output. Anticoagulant therapy is effective against PAH or CTEPH, but it is usually not recommended for patients with liver cirrhosis because they often develop complication by thrombocytopenia (associated with reduced hepatic synthesis clotting factors and splenoma) and gastrointestinal varices that can be fatal if bleeding occurs. It is also not recommended to use β-blockers that reduce portal pressure, on the grounds that hemodynamics and exercise tolerance can be aggravated by them in patients with PoPH.

Evidence for intervention with pulmonary vasodilators at present primarily pertains to IPAH, and patients with PoPH are often excluded from randomized controlled trials. As a result, there is little evidence as to whether the efficacy and safety of pulmonary vasodilators are seen also in patients with PoPH. Thus, caution is needed when making a judgment. However, in small-scale studies, effectiveness of pulmonary vasodilators in patients with PoPH were demonstrated. Regarding the endothelin pathway, there is a report that increases in blood endothelin-1 level was noted in patients with PoPH, suggesting the effectiveness of ERA from the aspect of mechanisms. There is
a study, although conducted on a small scale, demonstrating that treatment with bosentan (an ERA) extended the survival period of PH patients and reduced recurrence of right-sided heart failure.272 and there is also a study report on improved hemodynamics after ambrisentan treatment.277 Because bosentan cannot be recommended due to hepatopathy as an adverse reaction, clinical introduction of macitentan has expanded the alternatives for treatment together with ambrisentan. In any event, periodical follow-ups are needed concerning the hepatic function of patients.
PDE5 inhibitors are also effective and can reduce PVR. Treatment with sildenafil has been reported to have resulted in improvement of 6MWD one year later.274 In recent years, upfront combination therapy, which involves combined drug treatment at the early stages, has begun to be used occasionally, but there is little data available in cases of PH, thus requiring caution in adoption of this therapy.
Liver transplantation is a method of treatment specific to PH. Liver transplantation is not recommended for the purpose of treating pulmonary hypertension. It is considered in indicated cases judged on the basis of the liver disease severity level. In cases of severe pulmonary hypertension, liver transplantation is not recommended because of poor perioperative prognosis. According to data from the Mayo Clinic, the prognosis after liver transplan-
tation is relatively favorable in patients with mPAP not exceeding 35 mmHg. In cases of PoPH judged as requiring liver transplantation, improving the hemodynamics by pulmonary vasodilators should be attempted before transplantation, and the indications for transplantation are supported by the finding of improvement in response to such treatment. The prognosis after transplantation is poor in cases in which the pre-transplantation mPAP is ≥35 mmHg. For this reason, the goal of pulmonary hypertension treatment is set at mPAP <35 mmHg and PVR <250 dyne·sec·cm⁻⁵. In any event, any surgery under general anesthesia, including transplantation, involves risk in patients with pulmonary hypertension, and the indications for surgery needs to be carefully judged.

### 1.4 Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension Associated With Adult Congenital Heart Disease

#### Summary

Pulmonary hypertension arising from shunt-related disorders in congenital heart disease (CHD) is classified as Group 1 (PAH) according to the Nice Classification (2013). This disease is etiologically considered as obstructive pulmonary artery disease arising from pulmonary artery endothelial disorder due to an early-stage massive left-to-right shunt related increase in pulmonary blood flow. The degree of histological disorders involved is expressed in Heath-Edwards Classification, with Grade 4 or severer lesions considered as irreversible. The speed of disorder progression depends on the size and location of the shunt. What is particularly important is whether the shunt is located on the venous side of the pulmonary atrioventricular valve (tricuspid valve in normal concordance) or on the arterial side of the same valve. A large hole in the latter case (e.g., VSD) is known to advance to uncorrectable irreversible lesion (Eisenmenger’s syndrome) if not repaired by 1–2 years after birth. In the former case (e.g., atrial septum defect [ASD]), pulmonary hypertension is often and, even when it is present, its symptoms are mild and often overlooked until adulthood. In any event, if pulmonary hypertension is left untreated after onset, the obstructive pulmonary artery lesion increases sooner or later, leading to a considerable increase in the right-to-left shunt volume, resulting in cyanosis. Such a condition is classified as Eisenmenger’s syndrome and considered as the irreversible/progressive terminal stage. This section deals only with PAH associated with adult CHD (ACHD), i.e., ACHD-PAH. See Chapter II “6. Pulmonary Hypertension in Children” for pediatric CHD-PAH.

The most important feature of CHD-PAH is that the histological findings and response to drugs for treatment of pulmonary hypertension are quite similar to those of IPAH. This similarity is very useful in considering treatment of this disease. However, to be accurate, it is difficult to propose uniform treatment guidelines to treat individual cases of CHD-PAH if we consider inter-individual variances such as presence/absence of a residual shunt, diversity of the underlying congenital cardiovascular anomaly, modification by the history of repair and palliative operation, complication by systemic/psychiatric disorders due to chromosomal aberration, complication of organ failure other than cardiovascular disorders, and problems related to pregnancy and delivery. Despite such circumstances, it is useful for this disease group to assess the pathophysiology and consider treatment by subdividing ACHD-PAH into the four groups as shown in Table 16. In these guidelines, diagnosis/treatment will be described in accordance with this classification.

#### 1.4.1 Epidemiology

The prevalence of CHD among newborns has been reported to be about 1% regardless of race. Following the establishment of open heart surgery with the well-developed artificial heart-lung systems in the 1970s and advances in rapid management after birth of such newborns (including advances in pre-birth diagnosis), more than 90% of patients with CHD can reach adulthood. Following the recent advances in healthcare and its system, the percent increase in the number of patients with CHD-PAH will over time continue to decrease, accompanied by a lower increase (increase rate) in the number of patients with Eisenmenger’s syndrome. However, regarding CHD-PAH which is caused by ASD on the venous side of the pulmonary atrioventricular valve (tricuspid valve in normal cases), symptoms are difficult to identify both subjectively and objectively and the number of patients developing this disease will change little over time. At present, the number of patients with CHD and the percentage of CHD-PAH patients among such patients remain unknown. As of 2007, the number of patients with ACHD in Japan was estimated to be more than 400,000. According to more recent surveys, the percentage of patients with CHD-PAH among all patients with CHD was 3–10%. Based on these findings, the number of patients with ACHD is estimated to be about 12,000–40,000 in Japan. Thus, the percentage of ACHD-PAH patients among PAH patients is quite high, suggesting that this is a major group of PAH.

#### 1.4.2 Diagnosis

Regarding the diagnosis and treatment of ACHD-PAH patients, it is very important clinically to assess which type of the disease shown in Table 16 is applicable to individual cases. Important symptoms of ACHD, regardless of presence/absence of repair, are shortness of breath, cyanosis, and clubbed finger. Determining complication by pulmonary hypertension based on the presence/absence of these symptoms is important in the differential diagnosis of patients presenting with these symptoms. In ACHD patients, ECG, chest X-ray, and TTE should be conducted as routine tests. If TTE reveals increases in the pressure gradient across the pulmonary atrioventricular valve (tricuspid valve in normal cases) (TRPG), the general steps for diagnosis of pulmonary hypertension should be taken in accordance with the algorithm shown in Figure 1, thereby distinguishing the condition from shunt-related ACHD-PAH. Other important points requiring attention during the tests at this stage are shown below.

- **ECG:** Simple anomalies, such as ASD and VSD, usually present with right-sided heart loads, whereas in complex heart malformation and dextrocardia/situs inversus, it is difficult to interpret ECG.
- **Chest X-ray:** Marked pulmonary artery protrusion/pulmonary aneurysm often suggest pulmonary high flow and PAP enhancement, but some other factors, such as pulmonary artery (valve) stenosis, may be responsible.
- **Echocardiography:** This is the most reliable tool of screening for diagnosis of pulmonary hypertension. If increased TRPG is noted, echocardiography should be performed with close attention to the presence/absence of stenosis in the pulmonary ventricle (right ventricle in
normal cases) outflow tract and the route of pulmonary artery, and if this test reveals that stenosis is absent or mild, the patient should be strongly suspected of having complication by pulmonary hypertension. Patients with Eisenmenger’s syndrome show wall thickness increase in a similar degree in the lung (right) ventricle and the systemic (left) ventricle. Right atrium dilatation is seen in cases of advanced IPAH. In cases complicated by ASD (involving shunt on the venous side of pulmonary atriovenricular valve) or partial anomaly of pulmonary vein return (PAPVR), right atrium dilatation is often seen even in the absence of pulmonary hypertension/PAH, depending on the left-to-right shunt volume. Conversely, detailed examination following finding of this abnormality occasionally leads to the detection of ASD/PAPVR and/or PAH.

• Transesophageal echocardiography (TEE): This is indispensable for determining the indications of ASD patients for percutaneous closure operation. Ruling out, evaluation, and other steps are taken concerning intracardiac shunt (PAPVR) as needed.

• Coronary CT angiography: This test should be performed in advance for all patients that will undergo cardiac catheterization unless it is contraindicated. ECG-gated slice imaging allows accurate structural evaluation, including the heart and lungs. In addition to evaluation of the target shunt and various structural anomalies/shunts/collaterals, this test allows avoidance of overlooking other accompanying malformations. CT scan is basically needed for the ruling out/evaluation of the possibility as to the presence/absence of PAPVR, VSD (small defects often developing in muscles), patent ductus arteriosus (PDA), various collaterals (major aorto-pulmonary collateral arteries (MAPCA), and various thrombi/emboli. Also for evaluation of ASD, coronary artery CT before TEE is important for smooth evaluation. In addition, it allows evaluation of other accompanying malformations as well as stenosis, dilatation, and other anomalies of the pulmonary artery, and aorta. In the end, legs also need to be scanned to ensure a route for accessing the heart with the catheter.

• Cardiac MRI (cMRI): The cardiac function of ACHD patients reflects the influence from a complex mixture of various forms of ventricle, various contracting styles (of a wide range of QRS), abnormal atrium-ventricle-large vessel linkage, and postoperative factors. Therefore, cMRI for three-dimensional analysis and accurate evaluation of vascular blood flow is quite useful. This test allows accurate assessment of the pulmonary/systemic blood flow ratio (Qp/Qs) (flow analysis of the arteries and large veins, analysis of ventricular capacity, and valvular regurgitation volume) and accurate evaluation of each ventricle function. This test does not always need contrast material and is hence less invasive, but has shortcomings of taking much time and inability to yield satisfactory images in mentally retarded patients.

• Cardiac catheterization: This is indispensable for a definite diagnosis of PAH/pulmonary hypertension and evaluation of cardiac function. Although accurate evaluation with this test is occasionally difficult depending on the location of shunt and other factors, this test provides valuable information concerning PAP, PVR, and Qp/Qs. If a definite diagnosis of pulmonary hypertension is made, followed by differential diagnosis of the group of pulmonary hypertension, the diagnosis of ACHD-PAH can be established. However, it is sometimes difficult to distinguish PAH from Group 5 segmental pulmonary hypertension.

• Ventilation/perfusion lung scan: This test is usually needed for evaluation of pulmonary embolism-related disease such as CTEPH and differential diagnosis of the group of pulmonary hypertension. In the management of ACHD, it is also used for evaluation of perfusion ratio between right and left lungs and right-to-left shunt rate. When the site of radioisotope injection is decided, care needs to be taken of the presence of malformation, such as residual left superior vena cava, to avoid erroneous evaluation of the shunt rate. It is therefore necessary to perform a ventilation/perfusion lung scan appropriately after diagnostic imaging (including CT scan mentioned above).

If a diagnosis of ACHD-PAH has been made on the basis of the test results mentioned above, then the condition is classified into one of the 4 groups shown in Table 16, and a treatment plan is devised. In cases in which the history of pulmonary hyperperfusion has been demonstrated, a diagnosis of shunt-related PAH (other than 2.1.1, Table 16) is made. In patients without the history of pulmonary hyperperfusion and having small shunt not causing pulmonary hyperperfusion, a diagnosis of (I) PAH accompanied incidentally by small shunt (2.1.1, Table 16) is made.

### 1.4.3 Severity Rating

Regarding ACHD-PAH after shunt repair and (I) PAH accompanied by small shunt, the severity is rated with reference to the criteria for IPAH. The severity of ACHD-PAH without shunt repair varies depending on whether the case satisfies the criteria for diagnosis of Eisenmenger’s syndrome, but its judgment is not easy. Even in cases diagnosed as having Eisenmenger’s syndrome absent, the prognosis has not always been favorable after clinical introduction of oral-dose drugs for treatment of pulmonary hypertension. The severity rating after clinical introduction of the drugs for treatment of pulmonary hypertension will be established on the basis of evidence for treatment, but CHD-PAH with lower response to medication may be higher in severity.

### 1.4.4 Guidelines to Treatment

Table 16 shows the management and treatment recommended for Eisenmenger’s syndrome. Regarding Eisenmenger's syndrome, the efficacy of drugs used for treatment of PAH and their effect in improving the prognosis have been shown in a randomized placebo-controlled study, a large-scale registry study and (retrospective) observational studies. Depending on the evidence level for each drug, in cases of NYHA/WHO functional class III/IV, bosentan is a drug with Class I indications (Evidence Level B) and the other oral-dose, inhalational, subcutaneous, and intravenous drugs for treatment of PAH are drugs of Class Ila indications (oral-dose and inhalational: Evidence Level B, subcutaneous and intravenous: Evidence Level C). Also in cases of NYHA/WHO Functional Class I/II, the efficacy of drugs used for PAH treatment has been reported in a registry study, and all oral-dose drugs for PAH treatment are recommended as Class Ila (Evidence Level B). Upfront combination therapy and treatment with inhalational/intravenous/subcutaneous drugs are Class Iib indications (Evidence Level C). In cases in which the response to uncombined oral drug therapy is insufficient,
treatment with two or more drugs (oral/inhalational drugs) should be considered (Recommendation Class IIa, Evidence Level B). Combined use of intravenous and subcutaneous drugs involves the risk of infection and bleeding from medical devices inserted subcutaneously or intravenously and is therefore of Class IIb indications (Evidence Level C). Shunt closure operation is contraindicated in cases of Eisenmenger’s syndrome (Recommendation Class III, Evidence Level C).

The manner of using drugs for treatment of unrepaired shunt-related PAH (not diagnosed as Eisenmenger’s syndrome) is basically identical to that for treatment of Eisenmenger’s syndrome; there may also be cases in which shunt closure is possible among these cases. The criteria for shunt closure operation are shown in Table 16. Shunt closure operation should be considered in cases satisfying PVR <2.3 Wood Unit (PVRI <4 Wood Unit · m⁻²) (Recommendation Class IIa, Evidence Level B). Also when medication resulted in favorable responses satisfying the criteria for shunt closure, i.e., PVR <2.3 Wood Unit (PVRI <4 Wood Unit · m⁻²), there is no evidence as to whether shunt closure is a superior choice (although not described in Table 16), and intensive therapy with multiple drugs may occasionally deserve application (Recommendation Class IIb, Evidence Level C). The final judgment as to treatment or shunt closure operation for such cases of unrepaired CHD-PAH should be made at well-experienced facilities, and shunt closure operation should be considered in patients with PVR <2.3 Wood Unit (PVRI <4 Wood Unit · m⁻²) or cases showing improvement in response to treatment to an extent satisfying the criteria and allowing an experienced facility to judge that such operation will be highly beneficial (Recommendation Class IIa, Evidence Level C). In patients with PVR = 2.3–4.6 Wood Unit (PVRI 4–8 Wood Unit · m⁻²), shunt closure operation should be considered if the operation is expected to be beneficial according to the sufficient evaluation made at a facility with specialists (Recommendation Class IIb, Evidence Level C). According to past reports, the prognosis of adults with residual PAH after shunt closure operation (1, Table 16) is not always favorable compared to that of patients not having undergone shunt repair (patients with or without Eisenmenger’s syndrome). Thus, the benefit of shunt closure operation for patients with unrepaired shunt is not assured, and there are concerns about possible risks arising from such an operative procedure. On the other hand, there is a report that shunt closure operation for cases of PAH associated with ASD is expected to be beneficial if this operation is limited to cases satisfying certain criteria, and more detailed evaluation is expected about the indications of closure in patients with PVRI ≥8 Wood Unit · m⁻². In general, the judgment as to shunt closure operation for cases of ACHD-PAH is basically contraindicated at facilities other than those providing expert care of ACHD-PAH, regardless of whether the cases satisfy the criteria (Recommendation Class III, Evidence Level C).

Regarding (1) PAH after shunt repair or incidentally accompanied by small shunt (2.1.1, Table 16), the guidelines to IPAH treatment should be followed. Although small shunt closure is basically contraindicated (Recommendation Class III, Evidence Level C), shunt closure operation may be considered in patients with in which pulmonary hypertension has been controlled very well (PVR <2.3 Wood Unit or PVRI <4.0 Wood Unit · m⁻²) and the volumetric load due to the left-to-right shunt through a small hole increases pulmonary ventricle (right ventricle in normal cases) dysfunction or cases in which control of pulmonary hypertension is poor due to PAP elevation and the small shunt can be closed with a less invasive percutaneous approach. However, such a judgment and implementation of the operation should be made at facilities providing expert care of ACHD-PAH (Recommendation Class IIb, Evidence Level C). Closure of the other small shunts is generally contraindicated (Recommendation Class III, Evidence Level C).

(Cardio)pulmonary transplantation is considered in cases of progressive Eisenmenger’s syndrome not responding to medication or cases of ACHD-PAH after repair (Recommendation Class IIa, Evidence Level B). However, considering the scant organ supply from donors, the not always favorable prognosis after (cardio)pulmonary transplantation (five-year survival rate about 60%, i.e., 50–75%) and the open question as to the extent of efficacy expected from combined drug therapy, the judgment as to the timing of registration with the transplantation recipient list has become more difficult after clinical introduction of drugs for PAH treatment.

### 1.4.5 Pregnancy/Delivery

Pregnancy and delivery are basically contraindicated in all patients with ACHD-PAH (Recommendation Class III, Evidence Level C).

---

**Table 17. Classification of Drug- and Toxin-Induced PAH (Nice Conference in 2013)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Definite</th>
<th>Possible</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aminorex</td>
<td>Cocaine</td>
<td>St. John’s wort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fenfluramine</td>
<td>Phentolamine</td>
<td>Interferon α and β</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dexfenfluramine</td>
<td>Chemotherapeutic agents (mitomycin C, cyclophosphamide)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toxic rapeseed oil</td>
<td>Amphetamine-like drugs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berflurox</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Likely**

- Amphetamines
- L-tryptophan
- Methamphetamine
- Dasatinib

**Unlikely**

- Oral contraceptives
- Estrogen
- Cigarette smoking

(Source: Sinneua G, et al. 2013³⁹)
1.5 Drug- and Toxin-Induced Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension

Many drugs and toxins have been identified as risk factors for the development of PAH. At the Nice Conference in 2013, these factors were divided into the four groups shown in Table 17 based on evidence for their association with PAH development. Risk factors demonstrated to be associated with the development of PAH by epidemiological studies were considered to be “definitely associated”. Risk factors for which there is only a single case control study or several case reports were considered to be “likely associated”. Possible risk factors were defined as those with a similar mechanism of action as the above-mentioned factors, but on which there was no study of association. Unlike risk factors were previously found not to be associated in epidemiological studies. Although the mechanisms of action suggested these factors to be possibly associated, those previously reported to not be associated in epidemiological studies were considered to be “not associated.”

Dasatinib, a tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI), has been used for many patients with chronic myelogenous leukemia as first-line treatment. The French registry previously reported 9 patients with dasatinib-associated PAH, 8 of whom exhibited clinical and hemodynamic improvement 4 months after discontinuing dasatinib. Moreover, one patient with pulmonary arterial hypertension after treatment with ponatinib, a new TKI, was reported, indicating a possible association of this drug with the development of PAH.

In 2016, several Japanese patients with ulcerative colitis treated by “Seitai”, an herbal medicine including natural indigo, were reported to have developed pulmonary hypertension, and the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare issued a recommendation for the use of “Seitai” for patients with ulcerative colitis. Although the causal relationship between the development of PAH and “Seitai” is still under investigation, caution is required when using this herbal medicine.

As stated above, some drugs are risk factors for the development of PAH. As drug-induced pulmonary hypertension may be reversed by discontinuation of the drug, the medical drug history of patients is of the utmost importance for the management of PAH. If drug-induced PAH does not improve after discontinuation of the related drug, targeted treatment is needed.

1.6 PAH Associated With HIV Infection (HIV-Associated PAH)

Summary

The prevalence of HIV-associated PAH is low. Basically, this type of PAH is treated in the same manner as IPAH. When drugs for treatment of pulmonary hypertension are used in combination with anti-HIV drugs, sufficient care is needed for drug interactions. Anticoagulant therapy is not recommended.

1.6.1 Epidemiology and Etiology

It has been reported that the prevalence of HIV-associated PAH among HIV-infected patients is low (0.46%). The mechanism for onset of PAH in HIV-infected patients remains unclarified. Because the virus is not detected in the site of plexiform lesions, this type of PAH has been considered as possibly attributable to viral infection-associated inflammation and indirect influence of cytokines such as interleukin (IL)-6, tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α), and platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF). It has been shown that glycoprotein 120, which is involved in the HIV’s invasion of macrophages and CD4 lymphocytes stimulates the secretion of endothelin, which induces pulmonary vasoconstriction by its activity targeting human pulmonary endothelial cells.

1.6.2 Prognosis

The prognosis of HIV-associated PAH has been quite poor until highly effective anti-retroviral therapy (HAART) and drugs for treatment of pulmonary hypertension were introduced clinically, with the fatality during one year after diagnosis being 50%. After introduction of these therapies the prognosis has markedly improved, with the one-year survival rate rising to 88% and the five-year survival rate exceeding 70%. Independent factors associated with poor prognosis for patients with HIV-associated PAH are reported to be CD4+ lymphocyte count <200/μL and cardiac index <2.8 L/min/m2.

1.6.3 Diagnosis

Because the prevalence is low, it is not recommended to conduct screening of pulmonary hypertension in symptom-free HIV-infected patients. However, in HIV-infected patients presenting with symptoms, such as unexplained dyspnea, echocardiography should be performed for the purpose of clarifying HIV-associated PAH as well as myocardiitis and cardiomyopathy. Right heart catheterization is indispensable for a definite diagnosis of HIV-associated PAH because it can rule out the involvement of left heart disease. Pulmonary vasoreactivity tests are not recommended because the percentage of responders among patients with HIV-associated PAH is low (less than 2%).

1.6.4 Therapeutic Strategy

According to the ESC/ERS Guidelines for the Diagnosis and Treatment of Pulmonary Hypertension 2015, the treatment algorithm basically identical to that for IPAH is recommended. However, when drugs for treatment of pulmonary hypertension are used in combination with protease inhibitors for treatment of HIV, blood levels of the former drugs can be increased by the CYP3A4 inhibitory activity of the latter drugs, possibly elevating the incidence of adverse reactions. Contraindicated combinations are a combination of tadalafil with ritonavir/atazanavir/indinavir/nelfinavir/saquinavir/darunavir, a combination of sildenafil with ritonavir/indinavir/darunavir, and a combination of riociguat with ritonavir/lopinavir/atazanavir/indinavir/saquinavir. Also, when drugs requiring caution for combined treatment, rather than drugs contraindicated for combined treatment, are used, sufficient care needs to be taken of possible drug interactions by starting treatment at a low dose level.

Anticoagulant therapy is not recommended for reasons of risk of bleeding, interactions between anticoagulants and anti-HIV drugs, and lack of evidence supporting the usefulness of anticoagulant therapy in cases of HIV-associated PAH. In patients with HIV-associated PAH, the response to the pulmonary vasoreactivity test is poor and, for this reason, calcium antagonists are not recommended. In an open-label study, although carried out on a small sample size, 16-week treatment with bosentan in 16 patients with HIV-associated PAH resulted in significant improve-
ment of 6MWD, NYHA functional class, mPAP, cardiac index, PVR, each indicator of echocardiography, and patient’s QOL. Other than these reports, there are case reports suggesting the effectiveness of sildenafil and prostanoid, but no report from large-scale study or analysis has been published.

Regarding the efficacy of HAART for HIV-associated PAH, different results have been reported, and no definite conclusion has yet been reached about the efficacy of this therapy.

### 1.7 Pulmonary Veno-Occlusive Disease (PVOD) and/or Pulmonary Capillary Hemangiomatosis (PCH)

#### Summary

Both PVOD and PCH are diseases causing pulmonary hypertension due to stenosis and obstruction in pulmonary veins and/or capillaries. These two diseases have many similarities in terms of pathological and clinical features and some patients with these diseases have common...
mutations. In addition, the primary lesion of these two diseases is located at a site different from that of PAH, and these two conditions have the risk of pulmonary edema if PAH-targeted drugs for treatment are used. Because of these features, PVOD and PCH are collectively classified as Group 1\(^\text{1} \) (subtype of Group 1). Their definite diagnosis is based on histopathological findings. For determination of a therapeutic strategy, early clinical diagnosis based on characteristic clinical findings is important.

\section*{1.7.1 Epidemiology, Etiology, and Prognosis}
PVOD/PCH have been considered to be very rare. However, there is a report that PVOD/PCH were detected by postmortem examination in about 10\% of the patients clinically diagnosed with IPAH.\(^{321,322} \) The prevalence of PVOD is estimated to be 1 or 2 patients/million. Familial PVOD is diagnosed primarily at younger ages (20s) without sex-related difference. On the other hand, solitary PVOD is diagnosed primarily at younger ages (20s) without sex-related difference. Familial PVOD is often found in males and at higher ages. The prognosis is quite poor, with death from right-sided heart failure or respiratory failure often occurring in about 2 years after patients became symptomatic. There are also cases in which the condition aggravates rapidly, leading to death in several months after onset of symptoms.\(^{323,324} \)

The etiology remains unclarified. However, mutation of the gene encoding the eukaryotic cell translation initiation factor 2 alpha kinase 4 (\textit{EIF2AK4}) has been reported in cases of PVOD and PCH (familial type and some solitary cases).\(^{325,326} \) Furthermore, association of PVOD/PCH with anti-cancer agents (mitomycin, CYC).\(^{327,328} \) The PVOD/PCH clinical diagnostic criteria, viral infection, smoking, and bone marrow transplantation have been reported.

\section*{1.7.2 Pathology}
A pathological feature of PVOD is primary occlusive lesions affecting the peripheral pulmonary veins.\(^{20,322} \) Smooth muscles in medial layer of pulmonary vein may thicken similar to muscular arteries (Figure 9A). Fibrous thickening of external layer of pulmonary vein may also occur, resulting in duplication and multilayer external elastic lamina. Following increases in PAP, medial and intimal hyperplasia occurs also on pulmonary arteries, butplexiform lesions seldom appear. Fibrosis from the alveolar septum to the interlobular vein as well as venous obstruction in the interlobular pleura is also seen (Figure 9B). Not only pulmonary vein lesions but also pulmonary capillary hemangiomatosiform lesions, such as sporadic capillary congestion and capillary hyperplasia, are occasionally noted (Figure 9C). Bleeding due to collapse of the dilated capillaries leads to detection of numerous macrophages with phagocytosed hemosiderin in the alveoli. Interstitial edema and lymph duct dilatation are observed (Figure 9D). Lymph node swelling is also seen frequently.\(^{329} \)

Pulmonary vein obstruction is occasionally seen also in cases of scleroderma or cases after anti-cancer drug treatment, and this is probably attributable to inflammation or fibrosis.

A pathological characteristic of PCH is capillary hemangiomatosis-type lesions in the alveolar wall and this kind of lesion is often difficult to differentiate from a tumorous lesion.\(^{330,331} \) Sporadic capillary congestion and capillary hyperplasia differing from that in the intact area is apparent. The alveolar septum thickens as a result of marked capillary hyperplasia (ocasionally multilayers growing to form 5 or more layers) (Figure 10). Numerous hemosiderin-laden macrophages are recognized in the alveoli.

\section*{1.7.3 Clinical Diagnosis}
A definite diagnosis is based on the histopathological findings described above, but a clinical diagnosis based on characteristic clinical findings is also possible. Lung biopsy is not recommended because of the high risk.

An initial symptom is often shortness of breath or dyspnea on exertion. Compared to PAH, reduction of oxygen saturation at rest and its marked reduction during mild exertion are observed. Other than these, significantly low diffusion capacity of carbon monoxide is also useful in the diagnosis. On chest X-ray, findings, such as ground glass opacity and Kerley’s B line, are present. Of the HRCT findings, three signs (thickening of the subpleural septal lines, centrilobular ground glass opacity, and mediastinal lymphadenopathy) are useful in the diagnosis.\(^{332} \) A ventilation/perfusion lung scan occasionally reveals subsegmental perfusion defects.

Regarding the PVOD/PCH clinical diagnostic criteria and the criteria for official listing of intractable diseases, reference should be made to Chapter IV. “Pulmonary hypertension as an ‘intractable disease’ listed by Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, Appendix 3. Pulmonary veno-occlusive disease/pulmonary capillary hemangiomatosis (Listed Intractable Disease 87)”.

\section*{1.7.4 Treatment}
There is no established medical treatment for PVOD or PCH, and lung transplantation (Recommendation Class I, Evidence Level C) is the only radical treatment available.\(^1 \) The effectiveness of PAH-targeted drugs in patients with PVOD/PCH has not been established, and these drugs involve the risk of inducing pulmonary edema. Therefore, treatment with these drugs should be limited to facilities with extensive experience of treatment of pulmonary hypertension. Although there are reports demonstrating that careful treatment with low-dose epoprostenol can be a bridge treatment before transplantation,\(^{330,332} \) it involves the risk of inducing severe pulmonary edema. Patients with PVOD/PCH should be managed in cooperation with
pulmonary hypertension centers with extensive experience in pulmonary hypertension. If the patient desires, registration with the lung transplantation waiting list is necessary soon after diagnosis.

### 2. Pulmonary Hypertension Due to Left Heart Disease

#### 2.1 Definition

Pulmonary hypertension involving increases in pulmonary venous pressure primarily due to left heart disease was classified as Group 2 (pulmonary hypertension due to left heart disease: PH-LHD) in the Nice Classification (2013). This is considered the most frequent type of pulmonary hypertension. PH-LHD is subdivided into four types according to the cause; (1) left ventricular systolic dysfunction, (2) left ventricular diastolic dysfunction, (3) valvular heart disease, and (4) congenital/acquired left cardiac inflow tract/outflow tract obstruction. The fourth type is relatively rare, and most cases fall under the first three types.

#### 2.2 Mechanism

Post-capillary pulmonary hypertension can be caused by various left heart diseases. Left heart diseases that can cause pulmonary venous hypertension include diseases involving increases in the left ventricular filling pressure (e.g., left-sided heart failure) and diseases involving increases in the left atrial pressure due to impaired inflow to the left ventricle (e.g., mitral stenosis and left atrial myxoma). The mechanism for onset of PH-LHD is illustrated in Figure 11.

Left-sided heart failure can be divided into heart failure with reduced ejection fraction (HFrEF) and heart failure with preserved ejection fraction (HFpEF). Both types involve increases in the left ventricular filling pressure, resulting in increases in the left atrial pressure as well. In cases of mitral stenosis or left atrial myxoma, the left ventricular filling pressure does not increase because blood inflow to the left ventricle is impaired, but the left atrial pressure is increased. The increased left atrial pressure is transmitted from the pulmonary vein via the pulmonary capillaries to the pulmonary arteries, resulting in increases in pulmonary artery pressure (PAP).

Pulmonary hypertension at this stage is reversible, and PAP decreases if the left atrial pressure is reduced by treatment. However, if this condition persists long, reactive contraction occurs in the pulmonary artery, resulting in exacerbation of pulmonary hypertension. If pulmonary artery remodeling leads to anatomical changes, pulmonary hypertension
hypertension further increases and become irreversible. Such a state was previously called “out of proportion,” meaning that pulmonary hypertension has become too severe to be explained on the basis of increased pulmonary venous pressure alone. Recently, however, the adjective “reactive” has begun to be used to express this condition for distinction from the state called “passive” which simply reflects the pulmonary venous atrial pressure.

In cases of constrictive pericarditis (one of the left heart diseases), increases in PAP does not reflect the pulmonary venous pressure unlike the other left heart diseases. In such cases, the right atrial pressure also increases and the right ventricular diastolic function is insufficient due to impaired inflow to the right heart system, and the reduction in the right ventricular end-diastolic volume reduces the stroke volume and the right ventricular pressure. Thus, the increase in the left atrial pressure is offset by the reduction in right ventricular pressure. As a result, the pulmonary arterial systolic pressure (determined as right ventricular diastolic pressure+right ventricular developed pressure) usually shows no increase or shows relatively mild elevation.

### 2.3 Epidemiology

The most frequent type of pulmonary hypertension is pulmonary venous hypertension due to left heart disease. According to the statistics in Western countries, 26–80% of all patients with left-sided heart dysfunction have been reported to be complicated by pulmonary hypertension. Although data in Japan are insufficient, the percentage of patients with heart failure accompanied by pulmonary hypertension far exceeds the number of patients accompanied by PAH. Pulmonary hypertension often develops also in patients with HFrEF, a recently increasing disease, and there is a report in Japan demonstrating that pulmonary hypertension with an estimated pulmonary artery systolic pressure ≥35 mmHg was observed in 50% of all patients with HFpEF although it was seen in 43% of patients with HFrEF.

Since the report by Abramson in 1992, numerous studies demonstrated that PH-LHD is a factor worsening the prognosis of heart failure. Although many of the past reports pertained to HFrEF, the role of PH-LDH as a poor prognostic factor has been reported also in cases of HFpEF.

Because pulmonary hypertension also affects the outcome of heart transplantation, pulmonary hypertension higher than a certain severity level (patients with pulmonary vascular resistance ≥6.0 Wood Unit despite the use of pulmonary vasodilators) is one of the exclusion criteria for determination of the indications of heart transplantation.

### 2.4 Etiology/Diagnosis

Relevant guidelines should be referred to concerning the diagnosis of the left heart disease responsible for pulmonary hypertension. HFpEF is a responsible disease that tends to be frequently overlooked. The diagnosis of HFpEF begins with the clinical finding that heart failure is suspected on the basis of symptoms or brain natriuretic peptide (BNP) despite preserved left ventricular ejection fraction (50% or higher). The next step which has been recommended is to exclude cases of non-cardiac disease presenting with features similar to heart failure and then to exclude patients with underlying cardiopulmonary disease, such as congenital heart disease, valvular heart disease, high output heart failure, pericardial disease, and PAH, followed by establishment of the diagnosis of diastolic dysfunction on the basis of left ventricular inflow pattern, pulmonary venous return.
Pulmonary hypertension associated with connective tissue disease primarily refers to PAH, which is classified as Group 1 as a rule. In cases of systemic sclerosis, care needs to be taken of the fact that left ventricular diastolic function is often impaired, and post-capillary associated with HEPF may be also involved.

The requirements for diagnosis of post-capillary pulmonary hypertension associated with left heart disease are: (1) pulmonary hypertension (mean PAP ≥25 mmHg) revealed by right heart catheterization; and (2) increases in pulmonary artery wedge pressure (≥15 mmHg).

PH-LHD in most cases has a severity comparable to the degree of increase in pulmonary venous pressure (post-capillary pulmonary hypertension: pcPH), but there are cases presenting with pulmonary hypertension that cannot be fully explained by increases in pulmonary venous pressure (associated with left-sided heart failure) alone. In such cases, the involvement of pre-capillary features due to remodeling of the pulmonary artery itself is likely, and the disease concept “combined pre- and postcapillary PH (CpcPH)” is used (approximately corresponding to the previously used term “out-of-proportion pulmonary hypertension”). For distinction between pcPH and CpcPH, transpulmonary pressure gradient (TAG: mean PAP–mean pulmonary artery wedge pressure) has been used with the cut-off level 12 mmHg. Recently, diastolic pressure gradient (DPG: diastolic pulmonary pressure–pulmonary artery wedge pressure) has also begun to be used for such distinction. There is no consensus about which of these two criteria should be used, but there is a study suggesting that DPG probably allows better identification of a poor prognosis group than does TPG. The ESC/ERS Guidelines for the Diagnosis and Treatment of Pulmonary Hypertension 2015 recommend the use of DPG and pulmonary vascular resistance (PVR), stating that a diagnosis of isolated postcapillary PH (IpcPH) should be made if DPG <7 mmHg and/or PVR ≤3.0 Wood Unit and that a diagnosis of CpcPH should be made if DPG ≥7 mmHg and/or PVR >3.0 Wood Unit. The algorithm for diagnosis of PH-LHD according to our guidelines is illustrated in Figure 12.

Table 19. Definition of Group 3 PH and Severe Pulmonary Hypertension

| 1. COPD/IPF/CPFE without accompanying pulmonary hypertension (mPAP <25 mmHg) |
| 2. COPD/IPF/CPFE accompanied by pulmonary hypertension (mPAP ≥25 mmHg; PH-COPD, PH-IPF, PH-CPFE) |
| 3. COPD/IPF/CPFE accompanied by severe pulmonary hypertension (mPAP ≥35 mmHg or mPAP ≥25 mmHg, low CI (<2.5 L/min/m²); severe PH-COPD, severe PH-IPF, severe PH-CPFE) |

(Source: Prepared based on Galiè N, et al. 2016)

In cases of HFpEF, diuretics and pulmonary vasodilators are useful in reducing congestion and the left ventricular filling pressure, but no drug improving the prognosis or no treatment method reducing pulmonary hypertension by improvement of left ventricular diastolic function has been identified.

2.5.2 Drugs for Treatment of Pulmonary Hypertension in PH-LHD Patients

Numerous clinical studies have been conducted on drugs for treatment of pulmonary hypertension in patients with left-sided heart failure. Although not limited to patients with left-sided heart failure complicated by pulmonary hypertension, a study on the prostanoid “epoprostenol” (FIRST Study) and a study on endothelin receptor antagonists (ERAs) (Enable Study) have been carried out. Both studies failed to confirm the prognosis-improving effects, yielding only negative results. As a clinical study of ERA in patients with CpcPH, MELODY-1 Study was completed in 2015. This study was designed to evaluate the efficacy of macitentan by analysis of two primary endpoints (percentage of patients experiencing bodily fluid pool and aggravation of NYHA functional class). Its results have not yet been reported. A clinical study has been conducted also on drugs acting on the nitrogen monoxide (NO)-cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP) signal transduction system, revealing that sildenafil improved the hemodynamics and left ventricular diastolic function in patients with HEPF complicated by pulmonary hypertension (pulmonary artery systolic pressure ≥40 mmHg). However, subsequent placebo-controlled randomized studies yielded negative results. Thus, the efficacy of treatment targeting the pulmonary hypertension in PH-LHD patients has not yet been clarified.

3. Pulmonary Hypertension Due to Lung Diseases and/or Hypoxia

Summary

Pulmonary hypertension due to lung disease and/or hypoxia (Group 3) involves conditions such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), interstitial lung disease, other
lung diseases consisting of a mixture of restrictive and obstructive disorders, alveolar hypoventilation syndrome, sequelae to pulmonary tuberculosis, and sleep-disordered breathing. The actual prevalence of accompanying pulmonary hypertension of each type is unknown. However, cases of pulmonary hypertension associated with COPD, idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF), or combined pulmonary fibrosis and emphysema (CPFE) are encountered frequently during clinical practice.

Chronic interstitial pneumonia, such as COPD and IPF, has a phenotype characterized by complication by pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) or the presence of accompanying pulmonary hypertension. In these patients with pulmonary hypertension, restriction of exercise ability is seen, thus presenting with a feature of pulmonary hypertension that can be associated with poor prognosis. However, both respiratory system lesions and cardiovascular lesions can be related to restriction of exercise and prognosis, making it difficult to make a clinical judgment as to which of these lesions is involved and to which extent it is involved. The disease concept “CPFE” requires reevaluation/review, further modification over time, depending on the outcome of future studies.

For patients with Group 3 pulmonary hypertension, it is necessary to avoid using the term “out of proportion” over time. Use of Table 19 as the definition of pulmonary hypertension associated with COPD, IPF, or CPFE is recommended (evaluation should be made at rest, performing supplementary oxygen inhalation as needed). Table 19 is based on the ESC/ERS Guidelines for the Diagnosis and Treatment of PH 2015. Severe pulmonary hypertension is defined as patients with mean pulmonary artery pressure (mPAP) ≥35 mmHg. This may require further modification over time, depending on the outcome of future studies. The numerals and signs of inequality used in Table 19 are not supported by a definite evidence.

Severe pulmonary hypertension includes also some patients with chronic lung disease suspected of involving pulmonary vascular remodeling similar to PAH (reduction in reserve circulatory function rather than reduced reserve ventilatory ability leading to restriction of exercise function may be a major feature of such cases). Clinical signs suggesting poor prognosis of severe pulmonary hypertension include: (1) dyspnea on exertion more marked than anticipated from the pulmonary function test data, (2) reduction of pulmonary diffusion function more marked than anticipated from the routine lung function test data, and (3) marked reduction of arterial oxygen tension during exercise. When studies are conducted on the efficacy of drugs for treatment of pulmonary hypertension which are currently not covered by health insurance if used for patients with pure Group 3 pulmonary hypertension, focus...
should be made on severe pulmonary hypertension at first. However, referral to facilities with specialists is necessary for care of individual patients.

Recommendation class and evidence level are shown in Tables 20 to 22 concerning treatment of pulmonary hypertension due to lung diseases, pulmonary hypertension due to sleep-disordered breathing, and pulmonary hypertension due to alveolar hypventilation syndrome.

### 3.1 COPD

#### 3.1.1 Pathophysiology

The prevalence of pulmonary hypertension due to COPD (COPD-PH) varies depending on the COPD stage and the definition of pulmonary hypertension. In studies of patients with stage IV COPD according to the Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease (GOLD) classification, the percentage of patients with mPAP ≥20 mmHg was 90% at maximum. Among these patients, the highest percentage was in patients not satisfying the criteria for pulmonary hypertension, with mPAP at rest being about 20–25 mmHg, and only 3–5% of the patients had mPAP ≥35 mmHg (severe pulmonary hypertension). The histopathological changes in pulmonary vascular lesions seen in COPD patients are associated with the severity of pulmonary hypertension and these changes in severe cases resemble those of PAH patients. In COPD patients, increases in mPAP are often seen even during moderate exercise, and such increase in mPAP are related to reduction of pulmonary vascular distensibility and vascular recruitment ability.

Progression of COPD-PH is usually slow (less than 1 mmHg increase per year). However, the expression of pulmonary hypertension in COPD patients is one of the factors determining the prognosis of COPD even when pulmonary hypertension is moderate and the mPAP and pulmonary vascular resistance (PVR), which are indicators of pulmonary hypertension severity, correlate inversely with the survival rate. The five-year survival rate of COPD patients presenting with pulmonary hypertension (mPAP ≥25 mmHg) is 36%. Thus, indicators of pulmonary hemodynamics are more important as prognostic factors than are forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV₁) and indicators of gas exchange.

#### 3.1.2 Diagnosis/Evaluation of Pulmonary Hypertension in COPD Patients

Echocardiography is the diagnostic imaging modality first used for noninvasive diagnosis of pulmonary hypertension in COPD patients. However, this technique is known to result in poor study frequency in cases of advanced COPD because of the inability to perform sufficient observation due to the increased air contained in the lungs (overswollen lungs). When echocardiography data for diagnosis of pulmonary hypertension were compared with right heart catheterization (RHC) data in patients with respiratory disease, the positive predictive value was 32% and the negative predictive value was 93. In cases of severe COPD-PH, increases in serum levels of brain natriuretic peptide (BNP) or N-terminal proBNP (NT-proBNP) are seen, but the detective sensitivity of these parameters in cases of moderate COPD-PH is low.

The RHC test is the gold standard for diagnosis of pulmonary hypertension. This test should be conducted in all patients with chronic lung disease who satisfy the following criteria:

1. Evaluation in preparation for lung transplantation is judged necessary;
2. The progression of clinical aggravation/exercise function restriction cannot be explained by progression of ventilatory disorder alone;
3. The progression of gas exchange disorder (reduction in oxygen tension [PO₂]) is not proportionate to the progression of ventilatory disorder;
4. Accurate evaluation of prognosis is judged necessary;
5. Severe pulmonary hypertension is suspected on the basis of noninvasive evaluation and further use of drugs for treatment or participation in clinical study or registry study is considered;
6. Suspected of having left ventricular diastolic or systolic dysfunction.

Evaluation using both RHC and exercise load test may allow identification of whether the reduction of reserve ventilatory capacity is predominant or the reduction of reserve circulatory ability due to PH is predominant in the patient’s condition.

Among lung diseases, the term “in proportion” pulmonary hypertension is based on the assumption that remodeling of the lung parenchyma architecture in the presence of respiratory disease accompanied by hypoxia can simul-
taneously cause loss of the total vascular cross-sectional area, resulting in increases in PVR. On the other hand, the term “out of proportion” pulmonary hypertension indicates that the severity of pulmonary hypertension is higher than anticipated from the degree of lung architecture remodeling due to respiratory disease, and this is based on the following hypotheses: (1) chronic respiratory disease triggers pulmonary vascular remodeling, which can progress without direct involvement of pulmonary dysfunction; (2) pulmonary hypertension in patients with chronic respiratory disease can develop “incidentally” regardless of the disease stage and can progress independently from the stage of accompanying respiratory disease. At the Nice Conference, however, the following possibilities were suggested: (1) pulmonary hypertension develops only after 80% or more of the intact lung structure is lost; and (2) any condition due to respiratory disease, and this is based on the following hypotheses: (1) chronic respiratory disease triggers pulmonary vascular remodeling, which can progress without direct involvement of pulmonary dysfunction; (2) pulmonary hypertension in patients with chronic respiratory disease can develop “incidentally” regardless of the disease stage and can progress independently from the stage of accompanying respiratory disease. At the Nice Conference, however, the following possibilities were suggested: (1) pulmonary hypertension develops only after 80% or more of the intact lung structure is lost; and (2) any condition

### 3.1.3 Severe Pulmonary Hypertension in COPD Patients

The category “severe pulmonary hypertension” refers to patients who have parenchymal disease of the respiratory system and are suspected of undergoing severe pulmonary vessel remodeling. In patients with COPD, the category “severe pulmonary hypertension” refers to patients with circulatory disorders that can markedly aggravate the exercise function already reduced by obstructive ventilatory disorder. Such cases accounted for up to 1% of the 1,218 patients with pulmonary emphysema enrolled in the National Emphysema Treatment Trial (NETT).  

According to a study published in the journal Chest in 2012, patients with COPD being mPAP ≥40 mmHg showed reduction of reserve circulatory ability during exercise (reduction in both mixed venous oxygen saturation and gradient of cardiac output/oxygen consumption), whereas the respiratory reserve was maintained (reduction in arterial carbon dioxide tension [PaCO2]. On the other hand, patients with COPD but without pulmonary hypertension or with moderate pulmonary hypertension (mPAP: 31 mmHg) showed restricted exercise function due to ventilatory disorder (reduction in respiratory reserve during exercise and increases in arterial PaCO2), whereas the circulatory reserve was maintained. Compared to pulmonary hypertension-free COPD patients, patients with severe COPD (mPAP ≥40 mmHg) had higher FEV1 and lower 6-minute walk distance (6MWD). The circulatory disorder in patients with severe PH-COPD restricted the exercise function further, and this should be taken into consideration when attempting to perform appropriate treatment on the basis of accurate assessment of the condition.  

In past clinical trials/studies in patients with IPAH/HPAH, “absence of lung/airway or lung parenchyma disease” was usually adopted as an exclusion criterion for selection of subjects, whereas patients with mild to moderate obstructive ventilatory disorders were included in the trials/studies. In the largest-scale study among these studies (171 patients with IPAH, mean age 45, mean PVR 1.371dyn·sec·cm−2), the mean FEV1 was 83% of the predicted value and the FEV1/vital capacity (VC) ratio was 76%, with the FEV1/VC ratio lowering 70% in 22% of all patients. Following these results, the parameters of lung function test in the below-shown range were adopted as exclusion criteria for randomized controlled trials of PAH patients.  

- Lung volume <60–70% of predicted value
- FEV1 <55–88% of predicted value
- FEV1/forced vital capacity (FVC) <50–70%

Lung disease (particularly COPD) is a common disease, and the expression of PAH in patients with lung disease is not always an outcome of Group 3 pulmonary hypertension but can develop incidentally. The criteria for differential diagnosis for classification of patients with lung disease accompanied by pulmonary hypertension into Group 1 (PAH) or Group 3 (pulmonary hypertension due to lung disease) are summarized in Table 23. In patients with uncertain features, referral to facilities providing expert care is needed.

### 3.1.4 Long-Term Oxygen Therapy (LTOT) for COPD-PH

The lung disease responsible for pulmonary hypertension should be treated in accordance with the existing guidelines. Of the guidelines on respiratory diseases available at present, no guidelines recommend treatment methods focusing on the vascular lesions of lung disease (excluding long-term oxygen therapy). In patients with COPD presenting with arterial oxygen tension (PaO2) <60 mmHg, it has been estimated that long-term oxygen therapy (LTOT) can improve the prognosis and that improvement in pulmonary hemodynamics rather than respiratory function is related to improvement in prognosis. A study reported in 2016

---

**Table 24. Classification and Treatment/Management Guide for Pulmonary Hypertension Due to Lung Disease**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underlying Lung Disease</th>
<th>mPAP &lt;25 mmHg at Rest</th>
<th>mPAP ≥25 and &lt;35 mmHg at Rest</th>
<th>mPAP ≥35 mmHg at Rest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COPD with FEV1 ≥60% of predicted</td>
<td>No PH</td>
<td>PH classification uncertain</td>
<td>PH classification uncertain: discrimination between PAH (group 1) with concomitant lung disease or PH caused by lung disease (group 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPF with FVC ≥70% of predicted</td>
<td>No PH treatment recommended</td>
<td>No data currently support treatment with PAH-approved drugs</td>
<td>Refer to a center with expertise in both PH and chronic lung disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT: absence of or only very modest airway or parenchymal abnormalities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined pulmonary fibrosis and emphysema on CT</td>
<td>No PH treatment recommended</td>
<td>No data currently support treatment with PAH-approved drugs</td>
<td>Refer to a center with expertise in both PH and chronic lung disease for individualized patient care because of poor prognosis; randomized controlled trials required</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Lower PA pressures may be clinically significant in COPD/DPLD patients with depressed cardiac index or right ventricular dysfunction.

(Source: Seeger W, et al. 2013  
364  
No PAH treatment recommended  
No data currently support treatment with PAH-approved drugs  
Refer to a center with expertise in both PH and chronic lung disease for individualized patient care because of poor prognosis; randomized controlled trials required)
by the LOTT Research Group demonstrates that the length of time until death or first hospitalization of COPD patients was not extended by 24-hour oxygen therapy continued for a long period of time (1–6 years) in COPD patients with oxygen saturation (SpO2) at rest being 89–93% or by long-term oxygen therapy during exercise/sleep in COPD patients presenting with hypoxia on exercise, although the study did not include analysis by the presence/absence or severity of pulmonary hypertension.366 These results suggest that long-term oxygen therapy is of little benefits except when it is performed in COPD-PH patients presenting with respiratory failure (PaO2 at rest <60mmHg).

### 3.1.5 Vasoactive Drugs in COPD Patients (Taking Into Consideration Appropriate Benefit/Risk Ratio of Drugs for Treatment of Pulmonary Hypertension)

It is difficult to use pulmonary vasodilators in COPD patients without causing aggravation of gas exchange.367 Inhalational prostanooid preparations can reduce mPAP and PVR without aggravating the gas exchange in COPD-PH patients, but there are long-term clinical study results.368 Regarding the use of bosentan in patients with COPD accompanied by mild pulmonary hypertension, a small-scale randomized placebo-controlled study revealed aggravation of gas exchange and poor improvement in maximum oxygen consumption, exercise function, and QOL in the bosentan treatment group.369 However, another small-scale clinical study demonstrated improvement of exercise function following treatment with bosentan in COPD-PH patients.370 Thus at present, there is very little data that can strongly support the efficacy of endothelin receptor antagonists (ERAs) on pulmonary hemodynamics and exercise tolerability in COPD-PH patients.

When sildenafil was administered for a short period of time to COPD-PH patients, some patients showed aggravation of gas exchange although their hemodynamics were improved.371 One-month treatment with sildenafil in COPD patients without complication by pulmonary hypertension resulted in no change in 6MWD or maximum oxygen consumption (VO2), but their PaO2 and QOL aggravated.372,373 Also in a randomized placebo-controlled study of COPD patients without severe pulmonary hypertension, sildenafil treatment during pulmonary rehabilitation failed to improve exercise tolerability.374 However, in a small-scale randomized placebo-controlled study, long-term sildenafil treatment in patients with COPD complicated by severe pulmonary hypertension resulted in reduction of pulmonary artery pressure (PAP) and improvement of 6MWD.375 Thus, no consensus has yet been reached about the efficacy of sildenafil in patients with severe COPD-PH. Furthermore, there is little evidence concerning the long-term efficacy of sildenafil in treating COPD patients without severe pulmonary hypertension.

In the ASPIRE Registry Study, involving a series of untreated COPD-PH patients (n=101), comparison was made between 42 patients with severe COPD-PH (mPAP ≥40mmHg) and patients with mild to moderate COPD-PH (mPAP <40mmHg). In the severe COPD-PH group, pulmonary vasodilator therapy did not improve the survival rate as a whole, but improvement of survival rate was seen in patients showing improvement of WHO functional class or 20% or more reduction of PVR after treatment.376,377 It is an open issue to identify characteristics of patients who may respond well to treatment.

### 3.1.6 Recommendation of Treatment for COPD-PH

Long-term randomized controlled trial may be the only means of collecting highly reliable data supporting the usefulness of drugs for treatment of pulmonary hypertension in patients with severe pulmonary hypertension or chronic obstructive/restrictive lung disease. Implementation of such a study is awaited. Because the responses to treatment in such a clinical study may differ depending on the underlying disease, it is necessary to conduct investigation separately for patients with obstructive lung disease and patients with restrictive lung disease during such a clinical study. Regarding the pulmonary hypertension patients associated with chronic lung diseases listed below, it is necessary to classify the patients as shown in Table 24 on the basis of the lung function test (detecting airway/parenchymal lung disease), cardiopulmonary exercise load test, clinical findings, CT-based evidence, and pulmonary hypertension severity so that individual patients may receive the treatment recommended for each group.365

1. First, patients for whom the diagnosis of pulmonary hypertension is clinically suspected (patients without severe obstructive/restrictive ventilatory disorder revealed by the lung function test and without evident airway/lung disease visualized by CT scan) are identified. There are difficulties in determining which PAH complicated by lung disease (Group 1 pulmonary hypertension) or pulmonary hypertension attributable to lung disease (Group 3 pulmonary hypertension) is present in a given patient. These patients should therefore be referred to expert care facilities so that they can receive detailed examinations such as high-resolution CT, hemodynamic evaluation, accurate respiratory function tests, and cardiopulmonary exercise load tests.

2. Signs of both chronic lung disease and pulmonary hypertension are seen in many IPF patients with %FVC <70% and COPD patients with %FEV1 <60% (obstructive/restrictive ventilatory disorder) and 25mmPAP<35mmHg. To date, there is no data supporting the effectiveness of drugs for treatment of pulmonary hypertension for these groups of patients. Because the restriction of exercise function in these patients is primarily based on ventilatory dysfunction rather than circulatory dysfunction, the effectiveness of the drugs for treatment of pulmonary hypertension is questionable in these patients. Use of pulmonary vasodilators can impair gas exchange particularly in COPD patients. Although we do not rule out the possibility that pulmonary vascular lesions affect the progression of the disease or that vascular lesions become the target of treatment in the future, no controlled clinical study focusing on this point has been reported.

3. The prognosis is poor for the group of patients with evident obstructive/restrictive ventilatory disorder and presenting with severe PH-COPD, severe PH-IPF, or severe PH-CPFE (mPAP ≥35mmHg). To provide care tailored to the features of individual patients of this group, referral to facilities with specialists who can manage pulmonary hypertension and chronic lung disease is needed. Hemodynamic analysis of these patients resulted in the following two suggestions: (1) restriction of maximum VO2 and restriction of physical function are affected by the state in which cardiac output is lower than normal and/or the increase in cardiac output during the exercise load test is insufficient; and
(2) increase in the after-load on the right heart system is a major factor involved in hemodynamic aggravation. It is necessary to carry out a randomized controlled study involving this group of patients. In such patients, it is essential to consider using the drugs for treatment of pulmonary hypertension as well as conducting monitoring of gas exchange function (PaO₂, PaCO₂) and participating in a prospective registry study in view of establishing evidence for the future. Regarding the influence on gas exchange, both aggravation (by suppression of hypoxic vascular contractive responses) and improvement (increases in mixed venous oxygen saturation by pulmonary vasodilation at the normal oxygen level site and increase in cardiac output by medication) are possible.

4. In patients with terminal stage obstructive/restrictive lung disease or with complication by such a disease, the drugs for treatment of pulmonary hypertension have not been recommended in view of possible shortening of mean life expectancy. However, the current indications for the drugs for treatment of pulmonary hypertension may change over time under the recent circumstances in which usefulness has been shown in the use of membrane type artificial lungs as a bridge to transplantation or in the long-term use of a non-invasive respirator at home, which is expected to extend the mean life expectancy of such patients. It is necessary to conduct a controlled study involving patients with terminal stage obstructive/restrictive lung disease or pulmonary hypertension, requiring support with a respirator or a membrane type artificial lung, for the purpose of examining whether the drugs for treatment of pulmonary hypertension can contribute to improving the exercise function and QOL, extending the time until clinical aggravation, improving the survival data and maintaining the condition during the pre-transplantation bridge period.

### 3.2 Interstitial Lung Disease

#### 3.2.1 Epidemiology/Prognosis

Interstitial lung disease involves diverse features and types, and epidemiological data concerning pulmonary hypertension with complicated interstitial lung disease are scant. However, the percentage having been complicated by PH at the time of diagnosis has been reported to be 5—15% for patients with IPF,379,380 and about 30-60% for patients with severe IPF.381,385 The pulmonary hypertension complication rate among the Japanese patients with idiopathic interstitial pneumonia having undergone right heart catheterization has been reported to be about 3%.386

Regarding the prognosis, complication by pulmonary hypertension has been shown in domestic and overseas studies to be a poor prognostic factor for interstitial lung disease including IPF.358,387,390 According to the recent report by Tanabe et al., the three-year survival rate was as low as 35.7% for Japanese patients with interstitial lung disease accompanied by severe pulmonary hypertension.390 Also in a British registry study, the prognosis was poorer for patients with interstitial lung disease complicated by pulmonary hypertension than for patients with COPD-PH.213

As illustrated above, interstitial lung disease is an important prognosis determinant for pulmonary hypertension, and it is essential during clinical practice to consider that the prognosis is particularly poor in cases in which interstitial lung disease is accompanied by severe pulmonary hypertension.

#### 3.2.2 Pathophysiology

Factors responsible for complication of interstitial lung disease by pulmonary hypertension include pulmonary vascular constriction associated with hypoxia, arteriolar/capillary compression and obstruction (reduction in pulmonary vascular bed) associated with lung parenchymal disorder, and vascular wall remodeling.380,387 There is also a report that pulmonary vein lesions are involved in pulmonary hypertension, which complicates IPF,384 a finding important in understanding the pathophysiology and use of pulmonary vasodilators.

#### 3.2.3 Diagnosis

As in other groups of pulmonary hypertension, this group of pulmonary hypertension is diagnosed on the basis of the RHC test findings of mPAP ≥25 mmHg. Signs and symptoms frequently seen include severe shortness of breath and hypoxia associated with the accompanying lung disease. If symptoms difficult to explain on the basis of lung disease are present or aggravation of such symptoms is noted in patients with lung disease, complication by pulmonary hypertension needs to be considered. Noninvasive tests useful in the diagnosis of this condition include blood BNP and NT-proBNP measurement, respiratory function tests (including pulmonary diffusing ability assessment), and echocardiography. However, the ability of diagnosing pulmonary hypertension with complicated interstitial lung disease is low with echocardiography,395 and general assessment by combining this test with the respiratory function test, and exercise tolerability test is essential. The RHC test should be considered in cases in which it is considered to be useful in a definite diagnosis of pulmonary hypertension or determining appropriate therapeutic strategy.

#### 3.2.4 Interstitial Lung Disease Complicated by Severe Pulmonary Hypertension

Marked increases in PAP are seen in about 20% of patients with interstitial lung disease complicated by pulmonary hypertension,384,390 and this change has been attracting close attention from the viewpoint of pathophysiology, diagnosis, and treatment. As in cases of COPD-PH, severe pulmonary hypertension in patients with interstitial lung disease is defined as mPAP ≥25 mmHg and cardiac index (CI) <2.5 L/min/m².396 (Table 19). Characteristic clinical findings include discrepancy between symptoms and respiratory function, marked hypoxia, a large alveolar gas-arterial oxygen tension gradient (A-aDO₂), and reduced exercise tolerability.396 Furthermore, the importance of distinction from PAH in cases of severe pulmonary hypertension with complicated interstitial lung disease is described in the ESC/ERS Guidelines for the Diagnosis and Treatment of PH 2015.2,365 Regarding the diagnosis and treatment of severe cases, particularly treatment with pulmonary vasodilators, it is recommended to consider and perform diagnosis/treatment at facilities well experienced with management of both lung disease and pulmonary hypertension.

#### 3.2.5 Treatment

In cases of pulmonary hypertension-complicated interstitial lung disease presenting with hypoxia, oxygen therapy
In 180 patients with severe IPF, 12-week treatment with i. Sildenafil

Multicenter Prospective Placebo-Controlled registry study JRPHS in patients with pulmonary associated interstitial pneumonia, and CPFE was better in prognosis of interstitial pneumonia, collagen disease-complicated lung disease complicated by pulmonary hypertension, the prognosis was better accounted for by pulmonary hypertension than in untreated cases and adverse influence of lung disease are taken into account, in a subset of patients satisfying the criteria of severe pulmonary hypertension (PAH phenotype) among all cases of Group 3 pulmonary hypertension. Thus, it is necessary to clarify the pathophysiological features that may lead to PAP elevation and to confirm the treatment method by prospective studies.

Regarding Japanese patients, on the other hand, there are reports that even mild pulmonary hypertension may have poor prognosis if it is accompanied by IPF. Therefore, accurate diagnosis of mild pulmonary hypertension and evaluation of the usefulness of therapeutic intervention in such cases are open issues over time.
Furthermore, in a multicenter double-blind study of patients with severe IPF suspected of being accompanied by pulmonary hypertension, the efficacy and safety of sildenafil treatment added to pirfenidone therapy are being evaluated (NCT02951429), attracting close attention for insight into a new direction of treatment.

### 3.3 Other Lung Diseases Involving Mixture of Restrictive and Obstructive Disorders

CPFE is the most important disease of this category. The disease entity “CPFE” was proposed in 2005 by Cottin et al. as a group of diseases involving centrilobular pulmonary emphysema of upper lung field predominance and fibrosis of lower lung field predominance visualized by CT scan. Its characteristic clinical findings include: (1) relatively low severity of obstructive/restrictive ventilatory disorders, (2) marked reduction of the pulmonary diffusing ability, (3) marked hypoxia, and (4) frequent complication by pulmonary hypertension. Other lung diseases involving a mixture of restrictive and obstructive disorders” represented by CPFE have been described as one of the underlying lung diseases of Group 3 pulmonary hypertension since the Dana Point Classification.

#### 3.3.1 Epidemiology and Pathophysiology

According to a report by Cottin et al., the percentage of patients with estimated pulmonary artery systolic pressure \( \geq 45 \text{mmHg} \) among all cases of CPFE is as high as 47\% (at the time of diagnosis) or 55\% (if cases during follow-up are included). According to an observational study in Japan, on the other hand, complication by pulmonary hypertension was seen in about 17\% of all cases of CPFE. Regarding prognosis, Cottin et al. reported that the median survival period for pulmonary hypertension-complicated cases (PVR \( \geq 485 \text{dynes} \cdot \text{sec} \cdot \text{cm}^{-2} \)) was 6.6 months. Also in Japan, the prognosis of pulmonary hypertension-complicated CPFE cases was poorer than that of patients with other lung diseases complicated by pulmonary hypertension. However, the diagnostic criteria for CPFE have not yet been established, and the underlying disease and severity level vary greatly among different reports, thus requiring caution in interpretation of epidemiological and prognosis data. There are many open questions also concerning the pathophysiology of this disease. There is a report indicating the presence of venous lesions in patients with CPFE, resembling the cases of pulmonary hypertension with complicated IPF or scleroderma, and this finding may be considered as important when discussing about the clinical signs, response to treatment and prognosis of this condition.

#### 3.3.2 Diagnosis

The diagnosis of CPFE should be based on a general assessment of the above-mentioned clinical features. Of the clinical features, chest CT findings are particularly important. Typical CT images are shown in Figure 13.

However, there is no clear-cut diagnostic criteria about which consensus has been reached, and the diagnosis of CPFE has been made on the basis of the judgment by individual physicians and facilities, taking into account the above-mentioned clinical features. As in the diagnosis of pulmonary hypertension complicating other lung diseases, the diagnosis of pulmonary hypertension complicating CPFE is established by right heart catheterization after assessment of the possibility of pulmonary hypertension with echocardiography or other tests.

#### 3.3.3 Treatment

At present, no treatment method showing evident effects on CPFE-complicated pulmonary hypertension is available. Resembling the approach to treatment of COPD or interstitial lung disease, treatment of CPFE is attempted by oxygen therapy, sedation, low salt diet, use of diuretics, assist to ventilation, and removal of aggravating factors.

#### 3.3.4 Efficacy and Safety of Drugs for Treatment of Pulmonary Hypertension

There is no evidence supporting the usefulness of the drugs for treatment of pulmonary hypertension in the treatment of CPFE-complicated pulmonary hypertension, and the use of such drugs is usually not recommended. However, retrospective studies suggesting the presence of responders to the drugs for treatment of PAH have been sporadically reported. In Japan, Tanabe et al. noted better prognosis of CPFE-complicated pulmonary hypertension cases following treatment with PDE5 inhibitors compared to the untreated group.

In two overseas observational studies, on the other hand, patients with CPFE-complicated pulmonary hypertension failed to respond to the drugs for treatment of pulmonary hypertension. Other than these reports, there are a few cases reports dealing with the efficacy and safety of the drugs for treatment of pulmonary hypertension in CPFE-complicated pulmonary hypertension cases.

#### 3.3.5 Perspectives and Open Issues for the Future

The greatest issue is how to establish the disease concept and the diagnostic criteria. The clinical features of CPFE proposed by Cottin et al. are useful in grouping patients and the diagnostic criteria for CPFE have not yet been established, and the underlying disease and severity level vary greatly among different reports, thus requiring caution in interpretation of epidemiological and prognosis data. There are many open questions also concerning the pathophysiology of this disease. There is a report indicating the presence of venous lesions in patients with CPFE, resembling the cases of pulmonary hypertension with complicated IPF or scleroderma, and this finding may be considered as important when discussing about the clinical signs, response to treatment and prognosis of this condition.
Table 25. Diagnostic Criteria in the Alveolar Hypoventilation Syndrome Diagnostic Guidelines

| A. Symptoms | 1. Severe sleep disorders (e.g., tendency to insomnia and nocturnal waking) and resulting daytime hypersomnia  
2. Signs of right-sided heart failure (e.g., shortness of breath at rest or upon exertion and systemic edema)  
3. Symptoms associated with daytime reduction of activity |
| B. Test findings | 1. Chronic marked hypercapnia (PaCO₂ >45 Torr) revealed by arterial blood gas analysis  
Phenotype A: Primarily presenting with hypoventilation/hypoxia during sleep at night  
Phenotype B: Primarily presenting with apnea during sleep at night  
2. Arterial blood gas analysis: If chronic respiratory failure (PaO₂ ≤60 Torr) is suggested, combined use of HOT is considered  
3. Phenotype (A or B) is determined by overnight polysomnography |
| C. Differential diagnosis | Distinguished from the following diseases.  
1. Organic lung diseases: COPD, idiopathic interstitial pneumonia, bronchiectasis  
   COPD may be diagnosed in patients presenting with obstructive ventilatory disorder (FEV₁/FVC <70%). Patients with COPD occasionally present with apnea or hypoventilation during sleep at night  
   Possible complication by alveolar hypoventilation syndrome needs to be considered in cases of mild to moderate COPD (%FEV₁ ≥50%) with PaCO₂ >50 Torr. Respiratory function test is indispensable for the diagnosis of this disease  
2. Sleep apnea syndrome (SAS)  
   If apnea-hypopnea index (AHI) determined by polysomnography is ≥5, a diagnosis of sleep-disordered breathing (SDB) is made. A diagnosis of ASA is made in patients with AHI ≥5 accompanied by signs and symptoms while awake or patients with AHI ≥15 regardless of the presence/absence of symptoms  
   In cases of SAS presenting with PaCO₂ >52.5 Torr (severity grade 2 or higher) while awake, complication by alveolar hypoventilation syndrome is considered. Polysomnography and arterial blood gas analysis while awake are indispensable for the diagnosis of this condition  
3. Neuromuscular diseases: Myasthenia gravis  
   The steps for ruling out drug-induced respiratory center suppression, respiratory muscle paralysis, and other diseases, such as neuromuscular diseases, are taken. It is also necessary to rule out organic lesions of the central nervous system associated with respiratory center abnormalities on the basis of findings from diagnostic imaging and neurological findings |
| D. Genetic test | 1. PHOX2B gene mutation  
   PHOX2B mutation has been reported for phenotype A, but its significance has not been established (particularly in adults)  
   Unknown about phenotype B |

<Categories of diagnosis>  
- Definite: Satisfying 2 items or more of A + B-1, ruled out as to the diseases listed in C, and evident as to phenotype (A or B) by test B-3  
- Probable: Satisfying 1 item of A + B-1, ruled out as to the diseases listed in C, but difficult to judge phenotype (A or B) by test B-3  
- Possible: Satisfying B-1, ruled out as to the diseases listed in C, but difficult to judge phenotype (A or B) (polysomnography not performed)  
(Source: Prepared based on Tatsumi K. 2015) 

Table 26. Severity Rating According to the Alveolar Hypoventilation Syndrome Management Guidelines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Symptom</th>
<th>Arterial blood gas analysis</th>
<th>Treatment status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Shortness of breath mMRC</td>
<td>PaCO₂ &gt;45 Torr</td>
<td>CPAP/NPPV/HOT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2 | ≥2 | A: >50 Torr  
B: >52.5 Torr | ≤70 Torr | Treatment with CPAP/NPPV/HOT needs to be continued |
| 3 | ≥3 | A, B: >55 Torr  
A, B: >60 Torr | ≤60 Torr | Treatment with NPPV/HOT needs to be continued |

The highest severity level satisfied by all items (symptoms, arterial blood gas analysis, and treatment status) is adopted as the level for a given case. If any item falls under several severity levels, judgment should be based on the other items. HOT may be discontinued if the condition improves (including the condition during night) in response to treatment. A and B in the item PaCO₂ mean phenotype A and B. The medical care expense subsidy program covers the patients in whom the severity level of symptoms is lower than a certain level according to the criteria given above but continuation of high-cost treatment is needed.  

<Modified MRC (mMRC) grading system for shortness of breath>  
0: Shortness of breath appears only during hard exercise.  
1: Shortness of breath appears when walking rapidly on a flat road or walking on a gently rising slope.  
2: Because of shortness of breath, the walking speed is lower than others of the same generation or walking is sometimes stopped while walking on a flat road at one’s own pace.  
3: Shortness of breath causes walking on a flat road to be stopped after walking about 100 m or for several minutes.  
4: Severe shortness of breath makes it impossible to go outdoors, or shortness of breath appears even during dressing/undressing.  
(Source: Prepared based on Tatsumi K. 2015)
with common features and have been playing an important role in dissemination of the concept of CPFE. However, from the viewpoint of implementing prospective interventional studies (which require clear-cut inclusion and exclusion criteria) and facilitating detailed pathophysiological analysis, there is no satisfactory criteria. Re-evaluation and review need to be conducted on the name and concept of CPFE from the viewpoint of how to achieve further pathophysiological clarification and improvement of treatment outcome and prognosis in patients with Group 3 pulmonary hypertension.

3.4 Alveolar Hypoventilation Syndrome (AHS)
3.4.1 Epidemiology/Etiology
Alveolar hypoventilation syndrome (AHS) presents with daytime alveolar hypoventilation (marked hypercapnia and hypoxia) despite no respiratory/thoracic/neurological/muscular abnormality and no evident abnormality in the lung function tests. Abnormalities of chemical receptors constituting the chemical/metabolic regulation systems of respiration are estimated to be partially involved in its etiology, but details remain unknown. According to the classification proposed by the Respiratory Failure Study Group (Table 25), there are two phenotypes (A and B) of this disease. Phenotype A was conventionally considered as primary AHS and has been found to involve gene PHOX2 mutation. The number of AHS patients in Japan is estimated to be about 40 for phenotype A alone and about 5,000 in total of phenotype A+B. Although the frequency of complication by pulmonary hypertension in AHS patients does not appear to be low, the actual frequency of complication is unknown because no data from a large number of cases is available.

3.4.2 Pathophysiology/Prognosis
Hypercapnia and hypoxia due to alveolar hypoventilation are major features of this disease, and these symptoms are aggravated during sleep. Pulmonary hypertension can develop as a result of hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction and vascular remodeling, but its mechanism is unknown. The prognosis of AHS is estimated to be usually poor when left untreated, whereas the possibility of long-term survival has been reported for patients receiving appropriate treatment. Among the patients with pulmonary hypertension due to lung diseases, the group of pulmonary hypertension due to AHS or sleep dyspnea had better prognosis than the group of pulmonary hypertension due to COPD, interstitial pneumonia, or other lung diseases.

3.4.3 Diagnosis (Tables 25,26)
A diagnosis of AHS is made in cases in which arterial blood gas analysis reveals chronic and marked hypercapnia (PaCO2>45 Torr) not attributable to any other disease and the symptoms for diagnostic criteria are present. Phenotype (A or B) is determined by polysomnography.

3.4.4 Treatment
No radical treatment is available for AHS, and symptomatic treatment is performed. For correction of alveolar hypoventilation, non-invasive positive pressure ventilation (NPPV) is used. In mild cases, home oxygen therapy (HOT) is sometimes used, but its efficacy has not been established. Effectiveness of diaphragmatic pacing has also been reported, and there are case reports demonstrating its effect in alleviating pulmonary hypertension. In Japan oxygen therapy and NPPV are alternatives for treatment performed at present.

3.5 Sequelae to Pulmonary Tuberculosis
Summary
Sequelae to pulmonary tuberculosis are a syndrome involving sleep-disordered breathing, pulmonary circulatory disorder, and exertional dyspnea primarily caused by restrictive/obstructive ventilatory disorder. Pathophysiology

---

**Figure 14.** Correlation between mPAP and PaO₂ in patients with COPD or sequelae to pulmonary tuberculosis. (Source: Tatsumi K, et al. 2005)
and treatment of this condition resemble those of other lung diseases involving mixed restrictive and obstructive disorders.

### 3.5.1 Epidemiology and Etiology
Accurate epidemiological data on sequelae to pulmonary tuberculosis in Japan are unavailable. However, the percentage of patients with this condition among all patients receiving HOT has been decreasing.

The incidence of complication by pulmonary hypertension in patients with sequelae to pulmonary tuberculosis is considered to be high in patients with extensive lesions of atelectasis and cases of hypoxia after unilateral pneumonectomy or thoracoplasty. Possible mechanisms for onset of pulmonary hypertension include reduction or remodeling of pulmonary vascular bed following lung architecture destruction, and pulmonary vasoconstriction due to hypoxia.

### 3.5.2 Diagnosis
The diagnosis of sequelae to pulmonary tuberculosis is based on disease history and findings from chest diagnostic imaging. If pulmonary hypertension is suspected, echocardiography is first carried out, and a definite diagnosis is made on the basis of the results of RHC tests. In patients with this condition, estimation of mPAP from PaO₂ is less easy than in patients with COPD. Even when hypoxia is absent, increased PAP is often seen (Figure 14).

### 3.5.3 Prognosis and Severity Rating
Factors determining the prognosis of patients with sequelae to pulmonary tuberculosis are not well known. In many patients, the prognosis becomes poor following acute exacerbation of the condition due to increased respiratory failure or right-sided heart failure. Increased hypoxia or hypercapnia can also lead to aggravation of pulmonary hypertension. Severity rating requires right heart catheterization, but estimation of severity level is possible to some extent also from the arterial blood gas tension data.

### 3.5.4 Treatment
HOT and mechanical ventilation are alternatives for treatment of this condition. Medical treatment with bronchodilators and expectorants can improve pulmonary circulation by improvement of the airway condition.

### 3.5.5 Responses to Treatment
HOT can reduce mPAP in patients with pulmonary hypertension due to sequelae to pulmonary tuberculosis. Similar effects are expected also from mechanical ventilation therapy at home.

### 3.5.6 Perspective and Open Issues for the Future
The number of patients with sequelae to pulmonary tuberculosis will decrease further over time. New evidence concerning pulmonary hypertension due to sequelae to pulmonary tuberculosis is unlikely to be obtained, and pulmonary vasodilator therapy will not become indicated for patients with this condition. What is most important is to suppress new onset of severe pulmonary tuberculosis.

### 3.6 Sleep-Disordered Breathing
#### 3.6.1 Epidemiology/Etiology
Complication by pulmonary hypertension is seen in about 20% of patients with sleep-disordered breathing (SDB), and the complication rate is particularly high in patients presenting with severe nocturnal hypoxia. Patients with severe SDB accompanied by obesity (BMI ≥30 kg/m²), excessive drowsiness, and daytime hypercapnia are called “obesity hypoventilation syndrome (OHS).” In Japan, the number of patients with OHS is estimated at about 5,000. OHS is accompanied by SDB, but complication by OHS in SDB cases is not frequent. The incidence of complication by pulmonary hypertension in OHS cases is reported to be 58–88%, higher than the incidence among cases of SDB.

#### 3.6.2 Pathophysiology/Prognosis
If frequently repeating and severe transient hypoxia or OHS is seen in SDB patients, a possible mechanism is induction of pulmonary artery remodeling by pulmonary vasoconstriction due to persistent hypoxia. Generally, the magnitude of PAP elevation in cases of pulmonary hypertension due to SDB is small, with mPAP not exceeding about 25–30 mmHg. A similar magnitude of PAP elevation has been reported also for cases of OHS, but the findings vary among different reports, including some reports of mPAP elevation to 50 mmHg. Because it is known that left-sided heart failure is frequently complicated by SDB and that it can also be complicated by SDB+COPD, the presence of pulmonary hypertension due to left heart disease or COPD needs to be considered in SDB patients presenting with severe pulmonary hypertension. The prognosis of patients with OHS is poor compared to OHS-free patients of a similar obesity level. In a cohort study of patients with pulmonary hypertension accompanied by lung disease and/or hypoxia, the three-year survival rate was 90% for patients with pulmonary hypertension accompanied by SDB or alveolar hypoventilation, thus showing prognosis poorer than patients with pulmonary hypertension accompanied by other lung disease and/or hypoxia.

#### 3.6.3 Diagnosis
Overnight pulse oximetry and simplified polysomnography are used for screening of SDB. In some severe cases, diagnosis and treatment can be readily performed or started on the basis of simplified polysomnography findings, but the diagnosis is established by polysomnography (performed in hospital) in many cases. According to the OHS diagnostic criteria prepared by the Respiratory Failure Investigation/Study Group under the Specific Disease Study Program organized by the Ministry of Health and Welfare (renamed later), a diagnosis of OHS is made if all of the following requirements are satisfied: (1) grade 1 obesity (BMI ≥30 kg/m²), (2) marked daytime drowsiness, (3) chronic hypercapnia (PaCO₂ ≥45 Torr), and (4) “severe” or higher severity level SDB. In OHS cases, echocardiography and respiratory function test are used to detect complication by left heart disease and COPD. Care needs to be taken of the fact that blood BNP level tends to be low in obese individuals.

#### 3.6.4 Treatment
In patients with SDB or OHS showing an obese tendency, measures to reduce weight can be radical treatment, but it is difficult in many cases. Continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) may be considered as the most effective method of treating SDB, although it is a symptomatic
therapy. Several reports, including small-scale randomized controlled trials, demonstrated reduction of PAP following several months of CPAP therapy.\textsuperscript{427-428} Before CPAP was adopted extensively, efficacy of surgical treatment such as tracheotomy was reported, including its effects in reducing PAP and improving the right ventricular ejection fraction.\textsuperscript{429-431} However, application of these operative procedures for treatment of SDB has been quite rare in recent years, regardless of the presence/absence of complication by pulmonary hypertension in the patients requiring treatment of SDB. Now, surgical treatment should be considered only when it is needed (e.g., in cases in which CPAP is difficult to perform). Long-term oxygen therapy is sometimes considered in patients in whom CPAP is difficult to perform, but its efficacy is not sufficient when performed separately and its effect on PAP is not evident. Specific drug therapy for pulmonary hypertension is also considered in cases in which complication by left heart disease and COPD has been ruled out and pulmonary hypertension persists even after appropriate treatment of SDB. However, when performing such drug therapy, it needs to be taken into consideration that no evaluation of such drug therapy in patients with pulmonary hypertension due to SDB has been reported. Also in cases of OHS, the nocturnal SDB can be sometimes treated with CPAP. However, in view of the report that 3-month NPPV in patients with OHS reduced PAP,\textsuperscript{524} it is important to maintain ventilation by NPPV if nocturnal hypoventilation is evident despite treatment with CPAP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 27. Recommendation and Evidence Level Concerning Treatment for CTEPH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recommendation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riociguat for CTEPH ineligible for PEA or remaining/recurring PH after PEA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anticoagulation for CTEPH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEA under deep hypothermic circulatory arrest for central type CTEPH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPA for CTEPH ineligible for PEA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen therapy for CTEPH presenting with hypoxia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEA under deep hypothermic circulatory arrest for peripheral type CTEPH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment with vasodilators other than riociguat for CTEPH ineligible for PEA or remaining/recuring PH after PEA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diuretic/cardiotonic therapy for CTEPH accompanied by right-sided heart failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung transplantation for CTEPH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4. Chronic Thromboembolic Pulmonary Hypertension (CTEPH)

**Summary**

Chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension (CTEPH) is a rare complication of acute pulmonary embolism. The thrombi remaining after incomplete thrombolysis become organized thrombi and cause stenoses or obstructions of the pulmonary artery, leading to pulmonary hypertension by increased pulmonary vascular resistance. Therefore, CTEPH can be resolved by complete removal of the organized thrombi from the pulmonary artery. Unlike the other types of pulmonary hypertension, standard treatment for CTEPH is surgical treatment, in cases of CTEPH ineligible for surgery, medical treatment with pulmonary vasodilators has been performed. Recently, balloon pulmonary angioplasty (BPA) has begun to be performed primarily in Japan, yielding outcomes comparable to those of surgical treatment. Recommendations related to CTEPH treatment are summarized in Table 27.

### 4.1 Epidemiology/Etiology

**a. Epidemiology**

The incidence of pulmonary thromboembolism (PTE), including acute and chronic types, in Japan is estimated to be lower than that in Western countries. Also in a study based on the data from postmortem pathological examination (Annual of the Pathological Autopsy Cases in Japan), the incidence of PTE was described to be about 1/10 of that in the United States. In the United States, acute PTE is estimated to develop in 500,000–600,000 individuals per year, and about 0.1–0.5% of patients surviving the acute stage of PTE reach the stage of CTEPH. A subsequent report, however, demonstrated a chronic course followed by 3.8% of all acute cases. It is therefore important to consider that acute PTE can lead to CTEPH.

The severity of vascular obstruction is an important factor associated with pulmonary hypertension. Many cases have 40% or more pulmonary vascular obstruction, but the correlation between the obstruction rate and the pulmonary vascular resistance (PVR) is not high. Involvement of repeated thrombosis and increased thrombus formation in the pulmonary arteries also may be possible. Furthermore, the involvement of small vessel disease has been suggested, including: (1) thrombotic obstruction of elastic arteries at the subsegmental level as seen in cases of PAH, (2) vascular lesions of muscular arteries associated with increased blood flow through thrombus-free sites, and (3) vascular lesions of muscular arteries associated with anastomosis to bronchial arteries distant from the thrombus-obstructed site. In Japan, CTEPH is seen more frequently in females than in males, and there is a report concerning the presence of a disease type associated with human leukocyte antigen (HLA)-B*5201 and HLA-DPB1*0202 (factors known to be associated with low incidence of deep vein thrombosis). Because these types of HLA do not correlate with acute pulmonary thromboembolism and their frequency is quite low in Western countries, this finding suggests that in Japan there are cases of CTEPH whose onset mechanism differs from that in cases in Western countries.
Figure 15. Approaches to unexplained pulmonary hypertension and positioning of CTEPH.

Figure 16. Algorithm for CTEPH treatment (Recommendation class/evidence level).
Major symptoms and clinical findings include: (1) shortness of breath on exertion, (2) clinical symptoms of acute cases (sudden dyspnea, chest pain, syncope) having occurred at least once, (3) clinical symptoms of deep vein thrombosis (DVT) of legs (leg swelling and pain) having occurred at least once, (4) pulmonary vascular murmur heard in the lung field, and (5) abnormalities suggesting pulmonary hypertension (e.g., enhanced pulmonary artery component of the second heart sound) revealed by chest auscultation.

### 4.3 Diagnosis and Treatment of CTEPH

Two steps are needed for the diagnosis of CTEPH: (1) diagnosis of pulmonary hypertension on the basis of right heart catheterization, and (2) ruling out the other diseases that can cause PH. The approaches to cases of unexplained pulmonary hypertension and the positioning of CTEPH are illustrated in Figure 15.

The criteria for diagnosis of CTEPH and the criteria for official registration of CTEPH patients under the intractable disease registration program are given in “IV. Pulmonary hypertension under the measures against intractable diseases ‘officially listed intractable disease, Document 2. Chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension (CTEPH) (Listed Intractable Disease No. 88)” of these guidelines.

The algorithm for treatment of CTEPH is shown in Figure 16. For a definite diagnosis, it is necessary to demonstrate that the condition does not improve despite anticoagulant therapy for a sufficiently long period of time. Also, after a definite diagnosis, anticoagulant therapy needs to be continued for preventing recurrence of thrombosis and secondary thrombus formation. In cases contraindicated against anticoagulant therapy or patients with acute pulmonary thromboembolism recurring during anticoagulant therapy, insertion of an inferior vena cava (IVC) filter should be considered. In addition, as needed, treatment of hypoxia and right-sided heart failure should be additionally performed. Treatment of pulmonary vascular lesions is first aimed at resolving pulmonary hypertension to prevent right-sided heart failure and to improve the prognosis of patients. Second, it is aimed at correcting ventilation-perfusion imbalance to improve oxygenation and to alleviate symptoms such as shortness of breath. At present, medical treatment (pulmonary vasodilator therapy), surgical treatment, and BPA are performed as alternatives for treatment in Japan. Of these treatment methods, only surgical pulmonary endarterectomy (PEA) can achieve the two purposes mentioned above, i.e., the only treatment method recognized as to the potential of radical treatment. Vasodilator therapy can improve hemodynamics to some extent but is unlikely to improve oxygenation. Although no direct comparison has been made, BPA performed at experienced facilities improved hemodynamics more markedly than pulmonary vasodilator therapy. However, it is not easy to achieve improvement of oxygenation by BPA. It may be, therefore, reasonable that the indications for PEA are first assessed and, in cases not indicated for PEA or pulmonary hypertension remaining after PEA, application of BPA is considered. In cases not indicated for BPA, pulmonary vasodilator therapy should be performed and, if the condition remains severe despite this therapy, lung transplantation should be considered.

### 4.4 Pathology

After the Dana Point Classification (2009), the name “CTEPH” was widely accepted. CTEPH is not attributable...
to the pulmonary artery itself, which is the direct cause of pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH). Instead, in the presence of underlying disease, such as (1) DVT and (2) coagulation abnormalities (e.g., antiphospholipid antibody positive and protein C/protein S deficiency), thromboembolism to pulmonary artery may develop repeatedly and, with the increase in the number of obstructed vessels, eventually resulting in pulmonary hypertension. Many of the pulmonary artery lesions involved in CTEPH have been formed in the following manner. That is, the thrombi transported repeatedly from the deep veins cause obstruction of the pulmonary lobar artery as well as pulmonary segmental and subsegmental arteries, leading to organization of the thromboembolism at these sites. These lesions can be divided into the central type (intimal thickening from the main pulmonary artery to the pulmonary segmental arteries) and the peripheral type (intimal thickening from the segmental artery to distal artery). There are also cases of mixed central and peripheral type characterized by diffuse obstruction of lumen. Although rarely, there are also cases in which thrombus formation is seen only in the peripheral pulmonary artery, clinically mimicking idiopathic PAH. Signs of organized thromboembolism and peripheral recanalization were noted in the obstructed part of the pulmonary artery resected by PEA (Figure 18A to D). Also, the non-obstructed segment of the pulmonary artery occasionally shows diffuse intimal thickening as a secondary change associated with pulmonary hypertension. The dilated pulmonary artery trunk assumes an aneurysm-like form, often leading to parietal thrombus formation. Old pulmonary infarction is sometimes detected in the obstructed area, and obstruction of pulmonary veins can also occur. When obstruction affects only the peripheral branches, distal approach by PEA will be difficult.

### 4.5 Surgical Treatment

Surgical treatment of CTEPH began to be reported overseas in the 1960s. In Japan, it was first reported in 1986 by Nakajima et al. who attempted an approach with lateral thoracotomy without using extracorporeal circulation. The current technique of PEA for CTEPH was developed in the 1970s at University of California San Diego (UCSD) and it is aimed at simultaneous resection of thrombi in bilateral pulmonary arteries and hypertrophic tunica intima under extracorporeal circulation (ECC) and deep hypothermic circulatory arrest (DHCA). In Japan, this technique was clinically introduced in the 1990s and has been the only method of radical treatment for CTEPH since then. According to the annual report by the Japanese Association for Thoracic Surgery, this operative procedure has been performed to about 50 cases annually (61 cases in 2014), with the in-hospital mortality rate being 9.8%. Most cases of chronic pulmonary artery thromboembolism (particularly cases in which surgical treatment is considered) are accompanied by pulmonary hypertension. This section will describe the indications for PEA, its technique, and outcome in patients with CTEPH.

#### 4.5.1 Pulmonary Endarterectomy (PEA)

**a. Indications for PEA**

1. **Criteria for Judgment of Indications**
   - (1) Conventional UCSD criteria for PEA indications
     - Whether a given patient is indicated for PEA is determined on the basis of symptoms, echocardiography, contrast-enhanced chest CT scan, and ventilation/perfusion lung scan as well as pulmonary arteriography (PAG) and right heart catheterization.
     - • Mean pulmonary artery pressure (mPAP) $\geq 30$ mmHg, PVR $\geq 300$ dynes·sec·cm$^{-5}$
     - • NYHA/WHO functional class ≥III
     - • Proximal end of pulmonary artery lesion located at a surgically accessible site
     - • Without severe complication (accompany disease)
   - (2) Latest ESC criteria for PEA indications (2015)
     - The following criteria have been added. The scope of indications for PEA has been gradually expanded following improvement in the outcome of this operation.
     - • NYHA/WHO functional class II is also indicated in addition to the class ≥III.
     - • Peripheral lesions at the segmental pulmonary artery level are also indicated if surgically accessible.
     - • Advanced age, high PVR, and right ventricular dysfunction do not serve as factors denying indications for PEA.

2. **Localization of Pulmonary Artery Lesions (Morphology)**
   - CTEPH can be morphologically divided into the following two types.
     - • Central type: Lesions located in the pulmonary artery main trunk to the lobar/segmental arteries (Figure 18A)
     - • Peripheral type: Primarily lesions of small arteries peripheral to the segmental artery (Figure 18B)

---

**Figure 18.** Pulmonary artery tunica intima resected surgically from a patient with CTEPH. (A) Pulmonary artery tunica intima of a patient with central type CTEPH. (B) Pulmonary artery tunica intima of a patient with peripheral type CTEPH.
UCSD proposed a more detailed classification based on PEA specimens, as shown below.449  
• Type I: Fresh thrombus noted in the main pulmonary artery or interlobar artery  
• Type II: Hypertrophic tunica intima or fibrous tissue noted on the central side of segmental artery regardless of the presence/absence of organized thrombus  
• Type III: Hypertrophic tunica intima or fibrous tissue noted in distal segmental artery alone to subsegmental artery regardless of the presence/absence of organized thrombus  
• Type IV: Arteriolar lesions noted in the more peripheral region without macroscopic thromboembolic lesions  

Types I and II correspond to the central type and are well indicated for PEA. Types III and IV are the peripheral type and are not always indicated for PEA.1,412,444,449,450  

More than 80% of the cases managed at UCSD were the central type (Type I 37.4%, II 49.0%, III 12.0%, IV 1.6%).432  
In contrast, Japanese patients with CTEPH often have peripheral lesions and less frequently have central lesions and are often obscure as to the history of PTE, making it difficult to perform PEA.450  
Application of PEA to cases of peripheral lesions was recently evaluated at UCSD, reporting that the percentage of type III cases among the first 1,000 cases of the 1,500 cases managed during the period 1999–2001 was 13.1% and the percentage rose to 21.4% among the subsequent 500 cases, without showing aggravation of the outcome of treatment from the first to latter group. On the basis of these results, application of PEA to the peripheral type was recommended.432  

More recently, a new classification of surgery (level) was published.451  
This classification is intended to divide the cases according to the difficulty level for application of PEA depending on the location of major lesions, regardless of the presence/absence of fresh thrombus.  
• Level 0: Without CTEPH lesions  
• Level I: Lesions begin in bilateral main pulmonary artery (Level IC: Accompanied by unilateral complete obstruction of main pulmonary artery, C; abbreviation of complete)  
• Level II: Lesions begin in lobar artery (periphery of upper lobar bifurcation)  
• Level III: Lesions begin in segmental artery  
• Level IV: Lesions present in subsegmental artery  

iii. Pulmonary Hypertension, Right-Sided Cardiac Function, Others  
In the past, PVR ≥1,100 dyne·sec·cm⁻² and mPAP ≥50mmHg were listed as risk factors for perioperative death.452,453  
Recently, there is no level of mPAP or PVR set as the upper limit for indications of PEA.1 Although dilatation and hypertrophy are seen in the right ventricle and its wall motion has been reduced in patients with this disease, their abnormality is expected to become less severe if pulmonary hypertension is alleviated by PEA, accompanied by improvement in wall motions.454  
As a result, the tricuspid valve junction is restored and tricuspid insufficiency is alleviated.455,456  
Right ventricular dysfunction is not a factor denying indications for PEA.41  
In elderly patients, cardiopulmonary function tends to be compromised, accompanied by reduction in respiratory function and the presence of other disease. For this reason, advanced age can be a risk factor for early death after PEA.450,457  
However, extreme aggravation of the outcome of PEA in elderly patients has not been recently reported, and the ESC/ERS Guidelines for the Diagnosis and Treatment of Pulmonary Hypertension 2015 also acknowledge application of PEA to elderly patients.1  
The outcome of PEA is relatively favorable in re-operated cases,458 pediatric cases,459 and cases having undergone simultaneous surgery for other heart disease.460

b. Operative Procedure PEA  
i. Preoperative Steps  
• Anticoagulant therapy: Warfarin is switched to serial drip infusion of heparin several days before PEA.  
• IVC filter: Although this was routinely used before, its use has recently discontinued unless complication by severe DVT is present.  
• Preoperative drug therapy: In cases of severe pulmonary hypertension, alleviation of pulmonary hypertension is attempted by serial drip infusion of prostacyclin (PGI₂)461 or other drug therapy.462  

ii. Anesthesia  
In severe cases, care needs to be taken of hypotension when anesthesia is introduced.  
• To treat pulmonary hemorrhage, the airway is intubated with a double-lumen tracheal tube.  
• A central venous line and a Swan-Ganz catheter are inserted.  

iii. PEA procedure434,444  
• Approach: An approach is performed under median sternal incision.  
• ECC establishment/systemic cooling: After administration of heparin, ECC is establishment by supplying blood via the ascending aorta and guiding out blood from the superior vena cava (SVC) and inferior vena cava (IVC).  
After insertion of left atrium or left ventricle vent and a pulmonary artery vent, the whole body is cooled to reduce the nasopharyngeal/ tympanic membrane temperature to 18°C. The head is then cooled locally.  
• Right atrium incision: Atrium septal defect and patent foramen ovale, if any, are closed. The state of tricuspid valve is also examined.  
• Right-sided PEA: Deciding the plane to be freed is most important. If freeing is done too deeply, it can injure the tunica externa, possibly leading to fatal lung/airway bleeding. A retractor is placed between the SVC and the ascending aorta, and the middle of the anterior plane of the right pulmonary artery is vertically incised. Any thrombus found is removed, to find the layer to be freed. The ascending aorta is occluded and the myocardial protective fluid is infused. During DHCA (18°C), PEA is carried out toward the segmental/subsegmental artery using a Jamieson dissector. Cycles of 15-minute DHCA and 10-minute systemic reperfusion are repeated. The pulmonary artery is closed by double suturing.  
• Left-sided PEA: The left PA is vertically incised from the pulmonary artery trunk to the pericardium-erveted part. PEA is performed in a manner similar to the right side.  
Warming to restore the body temperature is started, and the left pulmonary artery is subjected to double closure.  
• Additional surgery: If any other heart surgery is needed, it is performed during the body temperature restoring procedure.  
• Weaning from ECC: Before pulmonary perfusion is resumed, the positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) 10cmH₂O is started to prevent reperfusion injury of lungs. Upon completion of body temperature restoration, the patient is carefully weaned from ECC.
• Other: In cases of severe residual pulmonary hypertension or airway bleeding, percutaneous cardiopulmonary support (PCPS)/extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) is given. If an intra aortic balloon pumping (IABP) is simultaneously inserted, the pulsatile flow can be maintained and hemodynamics can be improved.

iv. Intraoperative/Postoperative Management

• Circulation management: If the right-side heart function is compromised, dopamine and dobutamine are simultaneously used. Usually, norepinephrine is used at a relatively high dose level (0.1–0.5 μg) with a goal set at maintaining systemic blood pressure ≥80 mmHg. Cardiac index is often about 2 L/min/m², but this is acceptable if urine volume is preserved. Residual pulmonary hypertension is treated by inhalation of nitrogen monoxide (NO).
• Respiratory control: After admission to ICU, the patient is managed with mechanical ventilation (PEEP 10 cmH₂O) under sedation. During this period, diuresis needs to be performed and the influence from lung reperfusion injury, ECC, and DHECA are removed. If done, pulmonary hypertension will gradually alleviate, usually allowing weaning from intubation within 24 hours.
• Anticoagulant therapy: Serial drip infusion of unfractionated heparin is started on the first postoperative day and it is later switched to oral warfarin treatment.
• Postoperative rehabilitation: After being discharged from the ICU, the patient is gradually guided to leave the bed in the general ward and to receive rehabilitation for about 2 weeks before being discharged from hospital. Weaning from oxygen therapy is done slowly.

c. PEA Outcome

i. Early Results

The outcome of PEA has been improving due to establishment of the criteria for indications, improvement in operative procedure/perioperative management, and accumulation of experience. At the UCSD, the mortality rate among the 500 cases recently managed was quite favorable (2.2%), and the rate was about 5% in the international registry study and the data at other facilities and 9.8% according to the report by the Japanese Association for Thoracic Surgery. Risk factors for early death after PEA reported from overseas include prolonged ECC and increased PVR, preoperative mPAP >50 mmHg and PVR >1,100 dyne·sec·cm⁻², advanced age, right atrial pressure, NYHA, number of affected pulmonary artery branches, and preoperative hypoxia. Risk factors for early death reported in Japan include advanced age (>60 years), surgery before 2000, and PVR >1,052 dyne·sec·cm⁻². Postoperative mortality in patients who had undergone PEA or BPA, or cases after failure in PEA or having recurrent CTEPH was noted in 2.5–4.6% of all cases.

4.5.2 Lung Transplantation

Another operative procedure is lung or cardiopulmonary transplantation. However, the long-term outcome of lung or cardiopulmonary transplantation is inferior to the long-term outcome of PEA, and the indications of lung transplantation are limited by problems related to immunosuppressors and shortage of donors. Among all CTEPH patients, this procedure is indicated in part of the cases morphologically rated as the peripheral type and difficult for PEA or BPA, or cases after failure in PEA or having recurrent CTEPH. In Japan, shortage of brain-dead donors is limiting the indications of lung or cardiopulmonary transplantation.

4.6 Drug Therapy and Oxygen Therapy

4.6.1 Pulmonary Vasodilators

CTEPH is a disease in which the organized thrombus physically reduces blood flow in the pulmonary artery. It is difficult to improve blood flow in the major lesions (the sites of organized thrombus) effectively using pulmonary vasodilators. Furthermore, since the distribution and severity of organized thrombus vary among individual cases, administration of pulmonary vasodilators occasionally increases the pulmonary ventilation-perfusion imbalance, resulting in aggravation of oxygenation. Pulmonary vasodilators are considered to be indicated in cases of non-operable CTEPH rated as NYHA/WHO functional class II or higher, cases of CTEPH at increased risk for PEA and cases of post-PEA with residual or recurrent pulmonary hypertension.

In the past, classical vasodilator therapy was attempted in cases of CTEPH using calcium antagonists, nitrides, and angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors, but no evidence supporting the effectiveness of these drugs has been obtained. CTEPH and PAH were originally defined as two different diseases. In recent years, however, proposal was made about a new view about the pathophysiology of CTEPH, according to which CTEPH is considered a small vessel disease or microvascular disease of the pulmonary artery and is partially overlapped with PAH. This view reflects the idea that acute PTE is only a factor that is a trigger during the course of CTEPH and that in part of all CTEPH cases the pulmonary vessels undergo remodeling at sites other than the area in which an organized thrombus has been formed by some mechanism, resulting in increased vascular obstruction and leading to peripheral type CTEPH (as a rationale for this mechanism, the presence of CTEPH patients with peripheral vascular lesions similar to those of PAH was cited). For this reason, treatment with pulmonary vasodilators in a manner similar to that for PAH patients may be effective also in cases of CTEPH with features of small vessel disease.

For a long period of time, there was no pulmonary vasodilator whose use in patients with CTEPH was covered by health insurance. Recently, a soluble cyclic guanylate stimulator (riociguat) was covered by health insurance for the first time in the world after clinical trials (in Japan, it reported the rate among 77 patients to be 84% at 5 years and 82% at 10 years. Risk factors for death after the acute postoperative period include residual pulmonary hypertension and postoperative NYHA/WHO functional class III/IV. Furthermore, recurrence of CTEPH was noted in 2.5–4.6% of all cases. Among all CTEPH patients, this procedure is indicated in part of the cases morphologically rated as the peripheral type and difficult for PEA or BPA, or cases after failure in PEA or having recurrent CTEPH. In Japan, shortage of brain-dead donors is limiting the indications of lung or cardiopulmonary transplantation.
was covered in January 2014 by health insurance with the indications of "chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension not indicated for surgical treatment or remaining/recurring after surgical treatment"). In CHEST-1 Study, designed as a placebo-controlled randomized study involving 261 non-operative CTEPH (including cases of post-PEA residual pulmonary hypertension), the 6-minute walk distance (a primary endpoint) increased significantly to 39 m during the 16-week observation period in the riociguat group, accompanied by significant improvement of PVR to 246 dyn·sec·cm⁻². Other than these parameters, N-terminal pro-brain natriuretic peptide (NT-proBNP) level, NYHA/WHO functional class, and cardiac output also improved significantly in the riociguat group. In CHEST-2 Study (an open-label extension study after CHEST-1 Study), riociguat was administered to all 237 of the subjects, resulting in a further increase in the 6-minute walk distance during the one-year observation period. The survival rate was 97% at one year. Following these results, now riociguat is used as the first-choice pulmonary vasodilator for patients with CTEPH.

In addition, clinical studies have been conducted also on epoprostenol, beraprost, iloprost, treprostinil, sildenafil, and bosentan, in open-label studies and placebo-controlled studies of sildenafil demonstrated significant improvement in hemodynamics, 6-minute walk distance, and BNP level. However, because none of these drugs has been covered by health insurance in Japan, their use is obliged to assume the form of "off-label use." At present, domestic clinical studies of PGI2 receptor agonists and an overseas clinical trial of macitentan (MERIT-1 Study) are under way. Publication of their results is being awaited.

Attempts have also been made to improve the outcome of surgery by treatment with pulmonary vasodilators preoperatively (as a bridge to PEA) in severe operable cases of CTEPH, but sufficient evidence has not yet been obtained.

### 4.6.2 Thrombolytic Therapy

There is no evidence supporting the effectiveness of thrombolytic therapy for organized thrombus in CTEPH patients. However, in cases in which the condition has acutely exacerbated during the course of management, a condition called "chronic PTE complicated by acute PTE (acute on chronic PTE)" needs to be considered. If the levels of clotting/fibrinolysis system molecular markers, such as D-dimer, is increased, alleviation may be achieved by thrombolytic therapy. Thus, thrombolytic therapy should be performed in cases in which the involvement of acute on chronic PTE is suggested by data/findings (including the findings from diagnostic imaging).

### 4.6.3 Anticoagulant Therapy

The prognosis of untreated CTEPH gets poorer as the hemodynamic disorder increases, and the presence of cases showing aggravation of hemodynamics with time has been reported also among mild CTEPH cases. As a cause for such a course, the involvement of apparent or inapparent recurrence of acute PTE cannot be ruled out, but the involvement of the thrombus formation mechanism in situ has also been suggested. Therefore, long-lasting anticoagulant therapy (warfarin) is needed regardless of the presence/absence of interventional treatment (PEA, BPA) in CTEPH. The warfarin dose level is often adjusted to keep the prothrombin time-international normalized ratio (PT-INR) in the range 1.5–2.5, in a manner similar to that adopted for management of acute PTE. However, there is clear-cut evidence supporting the effectiveness of anticoagulant therapy. Furthermore, there is no evidence for the efficacy or safety of direct oral anticoagulants (DOAC) in cases of CTEPH.

#### 4.6.4 Treatment of Right-Sided Heart Failure

Right-sided heart failure is an important factor determining the prognosis of CTEPH. In cases of right-sided heart failure presenting with hydrothorax, hepatomegaly, hepatic dysfunction, thrombopenia, and leg edema, conventional methods of heart failure treatment are performed, including keeping still, salt intake restriction, use of diuretics, and use of oral cardiotonics. In severe cases, serial intravenous infusion of catecholamines may also be needed.

### 4.6.5 Oxygen Therapy

Oxygen therapy is expected to alleviate symptoms (by improving oxygen transport) and to reduce the pulmonary artery pressure to a certain extent by resolving hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction. Although no definite evidence is available, this therapy is additionally expected to improve the prognosis. In Japan, home oxygen therapy (HOT) for pulmonary hypertension is covered by health insurance, including also patients with CTEPH.

### 4.7 Balloon Pulmonary Angioplasty (BPA)

BPA is aimed at mechanically resolving the stenoses and obstructions of the pulmonary arteries by using balloon catheters. The first case series of BPA was reported in 2001, confirming its usefulness. However, lung injury developed frequently after reperfusion of the treated site, and the outcome of the treatment was not superior to the efficacy and safety of PEA achieved at well-experienced facilities. For this reason, in Western countries, BPA has not been emphasized as an alternative treatment for CTEPH. In Japan, where the incidence of peripheral type CTEPH is high and many cases are not eligible for surgical treatment, attempts have been continued to establish BPA as an alternative treatment for CTEPH.

Indications of BPA are as follows: (1) cases ineligible for PEA (i.e., patients with surgically inaccessible lesions, cases judged as ineligible for PEA because of advanced age or comorbidities, or patients with residual pulmonary hypertension after PEA), and (2) patients with CTEPH presenting with symptoms of NYHA/WHO functional class III or severer despite medical treatment and satisfying the other requirements, i.e., (3) expressing the desire (by the patient or family member) to receive BPA after being sufficiently informed as to the condition, risks and benefits and (4) without severe multiple organ failure. Because CTEPH involves lesions of varying severity levels affecting almost all segmental pulmonary arteries, treatment of all lesions during single procedure is impossible, and 4 to 6 sessions of procedure are needed per case to complete treatment. According to the report from a survey of cardiovascular disease treatment in 2016, BPA was performed 1,910 procedures across Japan in 2015. This allows us to estimate that at least about 320 patients received BPA during that year in Japan.

Regarding the details of treatment methods, complications, and treatment outcome, reference should be made to JCS/JPCPHS Guidelines for the Treatment of Pulmonary Hypertension.
Similar to PEA, it is necessary that BPA is performed at disease, urgent treatment is not necessary in most cases. Since, CTEPH is basically chronic lead to favorable long-term outcome. Hemodynamic improvement immediately after treatment may be contrast is enhanced in a non-homogenous manner contrast is enhanced in a non-homogenous manner. Thus, accurate differential diagnosis is essential. Diagnostic imaging, such as contrast-enhanced CT, MRI, and PET, is useful. In addition, contrast-enhanced CT is particularly useful for distinction from CTEPH in cases in which contrast is enhanced in a non-homogenous manner or cases in which irregular edges or signs of mass (primarily in the vicinity of the right ventricular outflow tract) are revealed by contrast-enhanced CT. However, it needs to be considered that even when PET findings are negative, primary pulmonary artery sarcoma cannot be ruled out. Histopathologically, this tumor is mostly undifferentiated sarcoma or pleomorphic sarcoma (MFH type). Its differentiated types include angiosarcoma of varying morphological features, chondrosarcoma/osteosarcoma, rhabdomyosarcoma, angiosarcoma, and leiomyosarcoma. Methods of treatment performed include surgical treatment and auxiliary therapies (chemotherapy, radiotherapy). In operable cases, complete resection, including the pulmonary valve and the right ventricular outflow tract, is recommended, with a significant difference in 5-year survival rate being reported between completely resected cases and incompletely resected cases. The outcome of uncombined treatment with chemotherapy or radiotherapy is poor, and both chemotherapy and radiotherapy are performed within the framework of multidisciplinary therapy.

**4.8 Other Diseases Requiring Distinction From CTEPH**

Other than CTEPH, the following diseases can cause stenosis/obstruction of the pulmonary artery at the segmental/subsegmental level. Distinction of CTEPH from these diseases is essential.

### 4.8.1 Primary Pulmonary Artery Sarcoma (Intimal Sarcoma)

One of the diseases whose distinction from CTEPH is important is primary pulmonary artery sarcoma. Primary pulmonary artery sarcoma is a very rare tumor, mostly assuming the form of intimal sarcoma growing in the pulmonary artery lumen. Mural sarcoma of pulmonary artery origin is even more rare. To date, about 80 cases of this disease in Japan and about 300 cases in the world have been reported, but its actual incidence is unknown because this tumor is sometimes detected incidentally during autopsied cases. Its prognosis varies among reports, but reports demonstrating a favorable 5-year survival rate (about 50%) after surgical resection have also been published sporadically. The tumor often develops at age 40 and over, with the incidence among females 1.3–2.0 times as high as that among males. It presents with unspecific symptoms such as cough, hemoptysis, dyspnea and chest pain. The granuloma grows on the lumen inside the pulmonary artery, and it is often mistaken at CTEPH.

Thus, accurate differential diagnosis is essential. Diagnostic imaging, such as contrast-enhanced CT, MRI, and PET, is useful. In addition, contrast-enhanced CT is particularly useful for distinction from CTEPH in cases in which contrast is enhanced in a non-homogenous manner or cases in which irregular edges or signs of mass (primarily in the vicinity of the right ventricular outflow tract) are revealed by contrast-enhanced CT. However, it needs to be considered that even when PET findings are negative, primary pulmonary artery sarcoma cannot be ruled out. Histopathologically, this tumor is mostly undifferentiated sarcoma or pleomorphic sarcoma (MFH type). Its differentiated types include angiosarcoma of varying morphological features, chondrosarcoma/osteosarcoma, rhabdomyosarcoma, angiosarcoma, and leiomyosarcoma. Methods of treatment performed include surgical treatment and auxiliary therapies (chemotherapy, radiotherapy). In operable cases, complete resection, including the pulmonary valve and the right ventricular outflow tract, is recommended, with a significant difference in 5-year survival rate being reported between completely resected cases and incompletely resected cases. The outcome of uncombined treatment with chemotherapy or radiotherapy is poor, and both chemotherapy and radiotherapy are performed within the framework of multidisciplinary therapy.

### 4.8.2 Peripheral Pulmonary Artery Stenosis (PPS)

Peripheral pulmonary artery stenosis (PPS) involves stenosis and obstruction of the pulmonary artery trunk, bilateral main pulmonary artery, or peripheral pulmonary artery. There are numerous reports concerning PPS during childhood, which is often accompanied by various congenital diseases. Recently, the presence of patients with adulthood PPS was revealed. Of all cases of PPS, cases without accompanying congenital disease are called “pure type PPS.” There is no report based on sufficient data concerning efficacy of pulmonary vasodilators against PPS.

Kreutzer et al. reported 12 adults with PPS. Their age ranged from 17 to 51 (36.2±9.7 years). Symptoms were dyspnea and malaise. In all cases, ventilation/perfusion lung
scan revealed multiple segmental defects, and pulmonary angiography disclosed atypical stenosis of the segmental/subsegmental branches at several sites of both lungs. BPA was performed in 11 of the 12 cases, resulting in success in operative procedure in 9 cases (one died after surgery) and continued alleviation of symptoms (NYHA class I–II) in 7 cases. In 6 of the 12 cases, the initial diagnosis was CTEPH, but a definite diagnosis of PPS was later made on the basis of pulmonary angiography at experienced facilities.

Yanagisawa et al. performed BPA in 7 patients with PPS and 4 patients with pulmonary arteritis-associated Takayasu’s disease, reporting that improvement was seen in mPAP (46 mmHg → 34 mmHg), PVR (10.5 Wood Unit → 4.6 Wood Unit), and 6-minute walk distance (371 m → 416 m) and that evaluation of lesions by imaging devices, such as optical coherence tomography (OCT), in addition to angiography was useful in planning the treatment. Although adulthood PPS is rare, its distinction from CTEPH (PAH in some cases) is essential, and PAG is indispensable for its definite diagnosis (Figure 19). Although this is empirical advice, the presence of PPS should be suspected in cases of PH developing at age 20–39, cases of pulmonary hypertension accompanied by congenital heart disease, cases presenting with atypical stenosis accompanied by post-stenosis dilatation revealed by PAG (upper lobe branch is often obstructed), and cases accompanied by other types of vascular stenosis.

### 4.8.3 Pulmonary Arteritis Associated With Takayasu’s Disease

Vasculitis associated with Takayasu’s disease is classified as large vessel vasculitis. It develops frequently in young females in South East Asia. It is an inflammatory disease which causes stenosis or obstruction of the aorta, its proximal bifurcation, coronary artery, pulmonary artery, and other vessels. Takayasu’s disease, which presents with only lesions of the pulmonary artery, is a rare type of this kind of disease. Complication by pulmonary artery lesions is reported to be seen in 15% of all patients with Takayasu’s disease, affecting the pulmonary artery trunk to the central side (e.g., the proximal part of segmental branches). There is a report that complication by pulmonary hypertension was seen in 27% of patients with Takayasu’s disease, but details are unknown. Histological findings include fibrous hypertrophy of the tunica intima, hypertrophy of the tunica media accompanied by destruction due to elastic fiber inflammation, and belt-shaped fibrosis of the tunica externa. Pulmonary arteritis associated with Takayasu’s disease is diagnosed by PAG, CT and MRI. The findings from contrast-enhanced CT and PAG are different from the angiographic findings of CTEPH in terms of absence of pialtal thrombus. At the stenosed site, full-circumferential wall hypertrophy due to connective tissue-like lesions is observed, whereas the post-stenosis periphery is characterized by preservation of relatively intact vascular structure. Care needs to be taken of the fact that findings similar to those from CTEPH are obtained by ventilation/perfusion lung scan. The diagnosis and treatment of this disease should be performed by specialists in rheumatology. Evaluation of the disease activity is important. In cases of high activity Takayasu’s disease, treatment with steroid and immunosuppressors at a facility providing expert care is considered to suppress inflammation. If the pulmonary artery lesion is irreversible, catheter surgery or bypass surgery is considered.

### 4.8.4 Vasculitis Associated With Behcet’s Disease

Vasculitis associated with Behcet’s disease is classified as large vessel vasculitis. Its distinction from CTEPH is sometimes difficult. Patients with Behcet’s disease are reportedly distributed along the Silk Road, but the diseases complicating this disease vary among different districts. In the Far East, complication by intestinal disease is often seen, whereas complication by large vessel vasculitis is frequent (1–7.7%) in the Middle East (Turkey and other countries). It often causes hemoptysis and is occasionally accompanied by pulmonary artery thromboembolism, pulmonary aneurysm, and thrombosis of the right side of the heart and veins. MRI reveals contrast enhancement. For treatment, immunosuppressors are used in addition to anticoagulants, with some reports demonstrating a response rate of 75%.

### 5. Pulmonary Hypertension Due to Unclear Multifactorial Mechanisms

As shown in Table 4, Group 5 consists of diseases involving pulmonary hypertension by several factors. A common feature of these diseases is that the mechanisms for onset of pulmonary hypertension have been poorly understood. Therefore, these patients need careful diagnosis. Further-
more, the therapeutic strategy for this group varies depending on the underlying disease. Although some of the cases from this group may have pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH), priority should not be given to the treatment of pulmonary hypertension with cases of this group. No results of randomized controlled trial (RCT) supporting the effectiveness of drugs for treatment of pulmonary hypertension with cases of this group. No studies of pulmonary arterial hypertension (IPAH/HPAH) in children are prepared. Also the knowledge/suggestion concerning the diagnosis/treatment of idiopathic/heritable pulmonary arterial hypertension (IPAH/HPAH) in children is often based on experts’ consensus views or small-scale or retrospective studies, and their evidence level is not high (mostly Level C). As of February 2018, only three drugs including bosentan (Tracleer Dispersible Tablet for Pediatric®), epoprostenol (Epoprostenol “ACT”®), and sildenafil (Revatio Tablet®, OD Film®, Dry Syrup for Suspension®), have been approved for pediatric pulmonary arterial hypertension in Japan. Because pediatric use of most drugs has not been covered by health insurance, they have been used in the form of “off-label use” and their drug information on usage, dosage, and safety have not been established. However, because Japan has recently begun to participate in global cooperative clinical studies on this kind of drug and because clinical studies in children have also begun to be carried out in Japan, we may expect expansion of the indications of this kind of drug to include pediatric use. Recommendation of pulmonary vasodilators to treat pediatric IPAH/HPAH (by severity level) is shown in Table 28 and general measures and supportive therapy are given in Table 29 and Table 30.

6. Pulmonary Hypertension in Children

6.1 Idiopathic/Heritable Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension (IPAH/HPAH)

Summary

There is no sufficient evidence that can be the rationale when guidelines on pulmonary hypertension in children are prepared. Also the knowledge/suggestion concerning the diagnosis/treatment of idiopathic/heritable pulmonary arterial hypertension (IPAH/HPAH) in children is often based on experts’ consensus views or small-scale or retrospective studies, and their evidence level is not high (mostly Level C).

Table 29. Recommendation and Evidence Level Concerning General Measures for Children With IPAH/HPAH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Recommendation Class</th>
<th>Evidence Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Timely counseling for girls during adolescence about pregnancy-related serious maternal/fetal risk and safe contraception</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multidisciplinary comprehensive evaluation and treatment by referral of pediatric IPAH/HPAH patients (including suspected cases) to experienced centers</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appropriate monitoring by physicians familiar with pediatric cardiac anesthesia or intensive care during surgery or invasive manipulation requiring sedation or general anesthesia</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoidance of dehydration, with appropriate fluid therapy administered as needed</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All vaccinations for prevention of exacerbation due to preventable infection, unless contraindicated</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation in competitive sports or hard isometric exercise</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air travel by patients other than appropriately managed patients in stable condition</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 30. Recommendation and Evidence Level Concerning Supportive Therapy for Children With IPAH/HPAH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Recommendation Class</th>
<th>Evidence Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cautious use of diuretics for severe cases in which maintenance of optimal cardiac output is dependent on pre-load</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen therapy in patients who consistently have arterial oxygen tension &lt;60 mmHg or oxygen saturation &lt;92%</td>
<td>Ila</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen therapy for patients while at high altitude or during air travel</td>
<td>Ila</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of diuretics for pediatric IPAH/HPAH patients presenting with right-sided heart failure</td>
<td>IIb</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anticoagulant therapy (with warfarin) for children with IPAH/HPAH accompanied by hereditary hemorrhagic telangiectasia (ALK-1 mutation)</td>
<td>IIb</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.1.1 Epidemiology/Etiology

Little information is available concerning the epidemiology of pediatric pulmonary hypertension in Japan. According to the nationwide survey of primary pulmonary hypertension during childhood (corresponding to the current concept “IPAH/HPAH”) by Saji et al., the annual incidence is approximately 1 out of one million population, and children are estimated to account for about 25% of all patients with PH, including adults. According to an epidemiological study in the United Kingdom, the annual incidence of...
IPAH at age less than 16 is 0.48 out of one million population and the prevalence of this disease is 2.1 out of one million population. In the Netherlands, the annual incidence of IPAH has been reported to be 0.7 out of one million population, with the incidence of PAH due to congenital heart disease being 2.2/1 million population and the prevalence of PAH due to congenital heart disease being 15.6/1 million population. According to an epidemiological study of pulmonary hypertension among children aged less than 18 at 31 facilities of 19 countries including Japan (TOPP Registry), analysis by cause revealed that an overwhelming majority was accounted for by IPAH/HPAH (57%) and pulmonary hypertension associated with congenital heart disease (36%), followed by pulmonary hypertension due to bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD). It was additionally shown that chromosomal abnormalities, such as 21-trisomy, was present in 13% of all cases.

Following recent advances in molecular cytological studies, it has been revealed that the onset of PAH involves interactions between hereditary disposition and risk factors and that major factors responsible for PAH are endothelial cell dysfunction (primarily inflammation/degeneration/proliferation of pulmonary arterioles), resistance of smooth muscle cells to apoptosis, and vascular wall hypertrophic changes and remodeling (by uncontrolled cell proliferation). In cases of IPAH/HPAH, mutation of genes BMPR2, ALK1, ALK6, and Endoglin as well as intracellular signal gene Smad8 mutation is seen in 75% of all familial-onset cases and 20–25% of isolated (idiopathic) onset cases. This disease is inherited in an autosomal dominant pattern, but...
the penetrance rate is low (10–20%). On the whole, the age upon onset of PAH is lower in cases positive as to mutation of these genes than in mutation negative cases, and hemo-
dynamic disorders are severer and the prognosis is less favorable in the mutation positive group.501

6.1.2 Diagnosis
Compared to IPAH/HPAH in adults, IPAH/HPAH in children can be characterized by:
• Well-preserved cardiac index and low right atrial pressure despite high pulmonary artery pressure and pulmonary/
  systemic blood pressure ratio
• Unlikely to present facial/leg edema even in moderate to severe cases because of preserved distensibility in systemic
  vein.
• Likely to develop imbalance of oxygen demand and supply during excessive exercise, resulting in marked dyspnea and syncope.502

The diagnostic method of pulmonary hypertension in children is almost similar to that of adults, and is based on the PH diagnosis algorithm (see Figure 1). This algorithm includes tests difficult to perform to infant and young children (e.g., pulmonary function test, 6-minute walk test, and cardiopulmonary exercise testing), but it is necessary to conduct these tests and evaluate the results before the start of treatment. The gold standard for a definite diagnosis of pulmonary hypertension is cardiac catheterization. However, since the incidence of severe complications induced by catheterization is higher in infants and small children than elderly children and adults, careful consideration is needed as to implementation of this test.503–505

Particularly in infants and small children of NYHA/WHO functional class IV, invasive tests should be avoided for a reason of high risk and, if echocardiography allows a tentative diagnosis of Group 1 (PAH), it is advisable to give priority to therapeutic intervention using specific pulmonary vasodilators, postponing cardiac catheterization until stabilization of the condition. If cardiac catheterization is performed, sufficient care needs to be taken of safety, including arranging various methods of monitoring at facilities with specialists and taking appropriate measures for sedation. Therefore, in children, echocardiography is of high value and is useful not only in screening of pulmo-

nary hypertension but also in morphological and func-
tional diagnosis of the right ventricle and chronological evaluation.506

6.1.3 Prognosis/Severity Rating
a. Prognosis
Before 2000, no effective drug for treatment of this disease was available, and the prognosis of patients with IPAH/
HPAH was quite poor. According to a report from the United States, the prognosis of pediatric IPAH/HPAH cases was quite poor (mean survival period 10 months) compared to adults with IPAH/HPAH (mean survival period 2.8 years), with most children dying within 1–2 years after the diagnosis of IPAH/HPAH.82 In recent years, specific pulmonary vasodilators, such as epoprostenol, were introduced clinically, and long-term survivors responding well to treatment with various drugs have been increasing, allowing us to expect prognosis after treatment in pediatric IPAH/HPAH cases not inferior to the prognosis in adult cases. Among the results reported recently, analysis of the data from 216 patients aged 18 or less registered with the REVEAL Study (a large-scale registry study in the USA) revealed a 5-year survival rate of 74% after the diagnosis of IPAH/HPAH.507

b. Severity/Prognosis Evaluation
Indicators important for severity/prognosis evaluation of children with IPAH/HPAH508,509 are shown in Table 31. Patients with many factors counted as indicators of favorable prognosis are low-risk cases and cases poor in such factors are rated as high-risk cases when therapeutic strategy is determined.

WHO functional classification is designed for adults,
and evaluation with this classification is difficult in infants/small children and children with growth retardation (chromosomal aberration). It is necessary to conduct evaluation of individual cases by assessing the status of attendance to nursery school, kindergarten, or school as well as presence/absence of problems with play and exercise.509

The 6-minute walk test is useful in severity rating and prediction of the outcome in children with pulmonary hypertension, as is the case with adults with pulmonary hypertension. In children with IPAH aged 7 years and over and children with PAH accompanied by congenital heart disease, the walk distance reflects the severity of disease and the magnitude of reduction in percutaneous oxygen saturation during walk served as an additional prognostic factor after adjustment for the presence/absence and extent of shunt.510

Genetic test requires ethical consideration before implementation and is hence not indispensable. However, the results of this test are of value as reference information, because cases positive as to mutation of gene BMPR2 and ALK1 are known to have poor prognosis compared to negative cases.511

Tissue Doppler ultrasound study is useful in severity rating of children with IPAH/HPAH. Tricuspid valve e’ correlated with disease severity and e’<8 cm/sec is used as an indicator for prediction of the risk of hospitalization/lung transplantation/death for a reason of heart failure.512

6.1.4 Guidelines on Treatment

Guidelines on diagnosis and treatment of pediatric pulmonary hypertension were published in 2015 (USA) and 2016 (Europe).508,509 These guidelines were prepared on the basis of the treatment algorithm for adults and differ little in contents between the American guidelines and the European guidelines. The pediatric IPAH/HPAH treatment algorithm modified on the basis of these overseas guidelines, reflecting the current status in Japan, is shown in Figure 20 and the recommendation of pulmonary vasodilators in the treatment of pediatric IPAH/HPAH (by severity level) is given in Table 28. Furthermore, general measures and supportive therapy for children with IPAH/HPAH are summarized in Table 29 and Table 30. Regarding treatment of pediatric cases, evidence level for pulmonary vasodilators is not high (B or C) even when the recommendation class is I. The drugs listed in this table include some drugs not covered by health insurance as to use in children in Japan. These drugs have been administered to children with IPAH/HPAH during routine clinical practice on the basis of the characteristics and available domestic/overseas findings in the field of pediatrics on each drug and have been contributing greatly to improving the prognosis to date.513 In Japan, beraprost (a prostaglandin derivative) is often used, primarily in mild cases, and has shown efficacy, but its evidence level is not high.513 Sildenafil is excellent in terms of pulmonary vessel selectivity and highly convenient, but there is a report concerning the potential danger of increased risk for death at high dose level (>3 mg/kg/day).514 Thus requiring caution as to its dose level. A list of drugs covered by health insurance in Japan as to pediatric use is given in Table 32.

Lung transplantation should be considered in cases resisting maximum medical treatment, including intravenous prostacyclin treatment. Such cases should be referred to facilities providing lung transplantation, as desired, at appropriate timing. Palliative Potts shunt operation (Recommendation Class IIb, Evidence Level C) can be a substitute for lung transplantation in children with severe IPAH presenting with marked pulmonary hypertension exceeding the systemic blood pressure, although little experience with this operation is available in Japan. During this operation, a right-to-left shunt is created by side-to-side anastomosis of the descending aorta to the left pulmonary artery. As a result, the magnitude of reduction in percutaneous arterial oxygen saturation (SpO2) of upper extremities is small (reduction to 94%) relative to the reduction in lower extremities (reduction to 83%), allowing long-term survival and preservation of functional class I in 6 of the 8 patients.515 This palliative operation needs to be performed by an experienced heart surgeon but it may be advantageous for maintaining oxygen supply to the brain compared to atrial septostomy (Recommendation Class IIa, Evidence Level C).

6.1.5 Patient Management

Recently, long-term survival can be expected of patients responding well to various specific pulmonary vasodilators. However, in rapidly progressive cases and cases resisting drug therapy, referral to facilities with specialists at early occasions is recommended. Also, during the stable stage, periodical assessment of the condition and hemodynamics should be performed and the treatment methods need to be reviewed as needed.

Precautions in patient management during daily living are similar to those for adults with IPAH/HPAH. Particularly for infants and small children, care is needed of possible acute exacerbation upon infection (of respiratory system, gastrointestinal system). In winter, vaccination of the patient and family members against influenza should be recommended. During fever, antipyretic treatment and oxygen inhalation should be performed to avoid loss of oxygen demand-supply balance.

In Japan, the school daily life management guideline table has been used for management of schoolchildren with heart disease. Under this system, attendance of the sick child to school and participation in physical exercise and extracurricular activities are decided on the basis of the management category determined with consideration of the disease severity level. Exercise by children with IPAH/HPAH involves the risk for exacerbation and syncope. Even in cases in which the NYHA/WHO functional class is rated as I or II at the time of diagnosis, physical exercise should be limited to watching the exercise lesson or participating in only mild exercise, as a rule, and observation/evaluation should be repeated at intervals of 1–2 months.

As a result of an increase in the number of long-surviving children with pulmonary hypertension following advances in treatment, reports have been published concerning cases presenting with abnormal thyroid function, including asymptomatic cases (thyroid-related antibody positive) during the course of management.516,517 It has been noted for many years that PAH often develops in juvenile and middle-aged females and that complication by thyroid disease, such as Graves’ disease and Hashimoto’s disease, is seen frequently in adults with PAH. In children, such complications have been considered to be relatively rare. However, care needs to be taken of possible complication by abnormal thyroid function also in children with PAH. In addition, association of such complication with prolonged serial intravenous infusion of epoprostenol has
Table 33. Recommendations on the Evaluation and Management of Pulmonary Hypertension (PH) in Children and Adolescents With Congenital Heart Disease (PAH-CHD, PPHVD-CHD)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Recommendation Class</th>
<th>Evidence Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Children/adolescents with clinically confirmed CHD should undergo specific transthoracic echocardiographic (TTE) screening for pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) and/or ventricular dysfunction. TTE cannot reliably distinguish between PAH with increased PVR (PPHVD) and without increased PVR.</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In children and adolescents with PAH/PPHVD-CHD, a complete diagnostic workup needs to be performed in order to determine whether PAH is associated or causally related to concomitant CHD.</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operability/catheter intervention: surgery or interventional closure for CHD with simple post-tricuspid shunts (VSD, PDA) and significant left-to-right shunting should preferably be performed within the first six months of life.</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children with PAH-CHD, significant left-to-right shunting and uncertainties regarding the PVR are recommended to undergo comprehensive right and left heart catheterization regardless of the patient’s age.</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operability: children with CHD and simple defects (VSD, PDA) beyond the typical date of surgery (see main text) or those with shunts and cyanosis should undergo comprehensive right and left cardiac catheterization.</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children with PVRI &lt;6 WU×m² and a PVR/SVR ratio &lt;0.3 in the absence of additional risk factors are eligible for standard management/surgery/percutaneous interventional device closure.</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children with PVRI ≥6 WU×m² and a PVR/SVR ratio ≥0.3 have to be evaluated by acute vasodilative testing (AVT).</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operability in complex CHD has to be judged individually, considering age, size and type of lesions and associated syndromes.</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In children/adolescents with PAH/PPHVD-CHD and left heart congestion either due to obstruction or secondary due to myocardial dysfunction, it is recommended to perform full hemodynamic evaluation by comprehensive right and left heart catheterization.</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children with PAH-CHD and significant left-to-right shunting, congestive heart failure (pulmonary congestion), failure to thrive and SpO₂ &gt;95% (lower extremities) can be considered ‘operable’ for shunt closure, however, perioperative PH crisis may occur.</td>
<td>IIa</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In children/adolescents with single-ventricle physiology, the hemodynamic threshold for operability pre-Fontan surgery is probably a mean TPG ≤6mmHg.</td>
<td>IIa</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In clinically asymptomatic children/adolescents with single-ventricle physiology and total cavopulmonary connection (Fontan), a PVR ≤3 WU×m² and mean TPG ≤6mmHg is consistent with acceptable hemodynamics.</td>
<td>IIa</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In children/adolescents with total cavopulmonary connection (Fontan) signs of increased PVRI and/or low Qp and/or hepatic congestion should undergo complete diagnostic workup, including comprehensive cardiac catheterization.</td>
<td>IIa</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In children/adolescents with total cavopulmonary connection (Fontan) and PHVD (TPG is &gt;6mmHg), or those Fontan patients with symptoms irrespective of hemodynamics, targeted PH therapies should be considered to improve exercise capacity.</td>
<td>IIa</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In inoperable children/adolescents with Eisenmenger’s syndrome, targeted pharmacotherapy as single drug or combination therapy (sequential, upfront) may be used, depending on WHO functional class and symptoms.</td>
<td>IIa</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

been found, although the mechanism remains unexplained. Because thyrotoxicosis can follow a fatal course, periodical thyroid test (once in 1–2 years) is recommended. Hemoptyisis increases in frequency with time and is known to have the potential of being a direct cause for death, in addition to its association with serious prognosis. Quick actions are therefore needed to treat hemoptyisis.518

6.2 Pulmonary Hypertension Due to Congenital Heart Disease

Summary

Pulmonary hypertension is one of the important complications determining the prognosis of congenital heart disease (CHD). It is affected not only by the type of underlying heart disease but also by many other factors including the age of sick child, location of shunt (before or after the tricuspid valve), extent of shunt, history of chronic lung disease, and presence/absence of chromosomal anomaly, malformation syndrome, and pulmonary hypertension-related gene mutation. Pulmonary hypertension due to CHD includes not only Group 1 (PAH) but also Group 2 (pulmonary hypertension due to left heart disease) and Group 5 (pulmonary hypertension due to unclear multifactorial mechanisms) according to the Nice Classification (2013). In cases of PAH due to shunt disease, cure/recovery is possible by repair surgery at early stages of the disease, but treatment with pulmonary hypertension-targeting drugs is indicated in cases of Eisenmenger’s syndrome presenting with irreversible pathological changes in peripheral pulmonary arterioles after persistence of left-to-right shunt for a certain period of time, cases of PAH not explained by left-to-right shunt and cases of postoperative PAH without significant residual shunt. However, most of the pulmonary hypertension-targeting drugs are not approved for children. The PAH-targeting therapy for pediatric PAH has been performed on the basis of deduction from the evidence available for adults and the views of experts. At present, a large-scale clinical study of children with PAH is being planned, and we may expect therapeutic guidelines with high evidence level in the future.

Among children having undergone surgical repair of
Table 34. Clinical Classification of Group 1 (PAH Due to CHD)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eisenmenger syndrome</td>
<td>Includes all large intra- and extra-cardiac defects which begin as systemic-to-pulmonary shunts and progress with time to severe elevation of PVR and to reversal (pulmonary-to-systemic) or bidirectional shunting; cyanosis, secondary erythrocytosis, and multiple organ involvement are usually present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left-to-right shunts</td>
<td>- Correctable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Noncorrectable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Include moderate to large defects, PVR is mildly to moderately increased systemic-to-pulmonary shunting is still present, whereas cyanosis is not a feature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAH with coincidental CHD</td>
<td>Marked elevation in PVR in the presence of small cardiac defects (left-to-right shunts), which themselves do not account for the development of elevated PVR; the clinical picture is very similar to idiopathic PAH. To close the defects is contraindicated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postoperative PAH</td>
<td>Congenital heart disease is repaired, but PAH either persists immediately after surgery or recurs/develops months or years after surgery in the absence of significant postoperative hemodynamic lesions. The clinical phenotype is often aggressive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Source: Simonneau G, et al. 2013)

Table 35. Classification of Group 2 (Pulmonary Hypertension Due to Left Heart Disease)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>PAWP</th>
<th>DPD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Isolated post-capillary PH</td>
<td>&gt;15 mmHg</td>
<td>&lt;7 mmHg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined post-capillary and pre-capillary PH</td>
<td>&gt;15 mmHg</td>
<td>≥7 mmHg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Clinical course is important for the diagnosis of Eisenmenger’s syndrome, and the presence of a period characterized by high pulmonary blood flow accompanied by large-volume left-to-right shunt is known. The shear stress arising from high pulmonary blood flow stimulates vascular wall remodeling of pulmonary arteries (see Section of Pathology for details), leading to irreversible neointima formation and increased PVR. A right-to-left shunt or bidirectional shunt induces cyanosis and secondary erythrocytosis, resulting in multiple organ failures. Regarding irreversible lesions of pulmonary arterioles, recovery in response to pulmonary hypertension-targeting drug treatment is not expected or proven. Eisenmenger’s syndrome, first reported by Eisenmenger and later presented as a characteristic disease group by Paul Wood in 1958, is a disease group defined on the basis of clinical signs, instead of being defined solely on the basis of pulmonary hemodynamics and pulmonary arteriolar lesions. These features of Eisenmenger’s syndrome have not been sufficiently studied or clarified. This is the severest form of CHD-PAH and is contraindicated for repair surgery, as a rule. The survival period of children with this disease is 11.4 years, shorter than that of adult cases (30–40 years). Complex heart malformation is often seen as the underlying disease, in contrast to adult cases in which simple heart malformation, such as atrial septal defect, is often observed.

In cases of disease involving volume overload on the right heart, pulmonary hypertension remains or develops if repair surgery is postponed for 1–2 years or more, possibly leading to Eisenmenger’s syndrome. For this reason, early surgery is recommended in cases accompanied by underlying rapidly progressive heart disease, chromosomal aberration, or malformation syndrome. Although details about the judgment as to the need of surgery are given in the Section of Diagnosis, comprehensive evaluation tailored to individual cases is needed in borderline cases because there are no widely applicable criteria for surgery at present. Following recent expansion of the alternatives for targeting drug therapy, “treat and repair” or “repair and treat” is now possible. Thus, the possibility for performing repair surgery to this group of CHD-PAH has been markedly expanding.

univentricular heart by Fontan operation, there are patients with failing pulmonary circulation (“failing Fontan” cases). For such cases, pulmonary hypertension-targeting therapy has been extensively performed in recent years by grouping them as cases of pediatric pulmonary hypertensive vascular disease (PPHVD) because of similarities in pathological changes in peripheral pulmonary arterioles, increased pulmonary vascular resistance (PVR), and responses to pulmonary hypertension-targeting drugs, although these patients are without pulmonary hypertension. The recommendation of treatment for pulmonary hypertension due to congenital heart disease in children is shown in Table 33.

### 6.2.1 Epidemiology

In the registry studies of pediatric pulmonary hypertension conducted in Western countries, IPAH/HPAH and PAH due to CHD (CHD-PAH) accounted for 90% of all diseases responsible for pediatric PH. Underlying heart diseases with rapidly progressive pulmonary vascular lesions reported to date in children with CHD-PAH include complete transposition of great arteries with high pulmonary blood flow, truncus arteriosus, complete atroventricular septal defect, total anomalous pulmonary venous return and univentricular heart (associated with heterotaxy syndrome). Down’s syndrome is considered to involve rapid progression of pulmonary vascular lesions under the influence of several factors such as complication by airway stenosis, subpleural lung emphysema/alveolar wall hypoplasia/numerous small atelectasis (due to abnormal lung development), and pulmonary arteriolar medial smooth muscle hypoplasia/abnormal pulmonary artery arrangement (due to abnormal development of the pulmonary artery), regardless of the presence/absence of heart disease.

### 6.2.2 Pathophysiology

#### a. Group 1 (CHD-PAH)

Similar to the conventional clinical classification, Group 1 is subdivided into four subgroups: (1) Eisenmenger’s syndrome, (2) cases accompanied by significant left-to-right shunt (surgically repairable cases and unrepairable cases), (3) PAH not explained by left-to-right shunt, and (4) postoperative PAH cases without significant residual shunt (Table 34).
In cases of PAH not explained by a left-to-right shunt, repair surgery is meaningless. Such cases should be considered as resembling IPAH/HPAH, and drug therapy with the targeting drugs is recommended.

Cases of post-repair PAH without significant residual lesions can be divided into patients with pulmonary hypertension remaining immediately after surgery and patients with PH recurring several months to several years after surgery. These cases should be regarded as resembling IPAH/HPAH, and drug therapy with the targeting drugs is recommended.

b. Group 2 (Pulmonary Hypertension Due to Left Heart Disease)

The Nice Classification (2013) adopted congenital/acquired left ventricular inflow tract/outflow tract obstructive disease and congenital cardiomyopathy as subgroups of Group 2. Left ventricular inflow tract obstructive disease includes pulmonary vein stenosis, cor triatriatum, mitral stenosis, parachute mitral valve, stenosing supramitral ring, and cardiac tumor (acquired myxoma/liposarcoma). Left ventricular outflow tract obstructive disease includes hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, aortic valve stenosis (including the bicuspid valve), and subaortic/aortic/supraaortic valve stenosis (Williams syndrome, rubella syndrome).

At the Nice Conference, it was recommended to discontinue use of the expression “out of proportion PH” and to adopt a classification using the diastolic pulmonary pressure gradient (DPG; difference between PAWP and diastolic pulmonary artery pressure [diastolic PAP]) as an indicator associated with the presence/absence of pulmonary vascular lesions unlikely to be affected by pulmonary blood flow and pulmonary artery wedge pressure (PAWP). The normal range of DPG has been reported to be 1–2 mmHg and DPG apparently abnormal has been reported to be >5 mmHg. Therefore, the Conference proposed criteria for typing by which DPG <7 mmHg is rated as isolated post-capillary PH and DPG ≥7 mmHg as combined post-capillary PH and pre-capillary PH (Table 35).

c. Group 5 (Pulmonary Hypertension Due to Unclear Multifactorial Mechanisms)

The Nice Classification adopted segmental pulmonary hypertension as a subgroup of Group 5. Its underlying disease includes aortopulmonary collateral arteries (complicating the pulmonary artery atresia accompanied by ventricular septal defect [VSD]) and peripheral pulmonary artery stenosis.

d. PPHVD After Right-Sided Heart Bypass Surgery (Glenn or Fontan Operation)

In cases of complicated CHD for which biventricular repair is not possible, right-sided heart bypass surgery by cavopulmonary anastomosis is performed, and pulmonary circulation is improved by the transpulmonary pressure difference (TPG; difference between mean pulmonary artery pressure [mPAP] and mean left atrial pressure, corresponding to the driving pressure in pulmonary circulation) and the kinetic energy provided from the systemic ventricle. For this reason, even a slight increase in PVR may affect pulmonary circulation, leading to left-sided heart failure due to reduced preload. In analysis of postoperative lung biopsy data, early signs of PAH (e.g., tunica media/intima hypertrophy, muscularization of nonmuscular pulmonary arterioles, and thrombus formation) were noted, and enhanced endothelin expression and improved exercise tolerance following endothelin receptor antagonist treatment were observed.

In 2011, the PVRI Pediatric Taskforce found that special features of pediatric pulmonary hypertension (perinatal maladaptation, developmental disorders, lung hypoplasia) are closely associated with the epidemiology specific to children, and proposed the new Panama Classification consisting of 10 categories (Table 36). PPHVD after right-sided heart bypass surgery was allocated as a subcategory of Category 3 (secondary to cardiovascular lesions) in the Panama Classification and was defined as TPG >6 mmHg or pulmonary vascular resistance index (PVRI) >3 Wood Unit·m², regardless of the mPAP value.

### Table 36. Panama Classification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Prenatal or developmental pulmonary hypertensive vascular disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Perinatal pulmonary vascular maladaptation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Pediatric cardiovascular disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Bronchopulmonary dysplasia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Isolated pediatric pulmonary hypertensive vascular disease (isolated pediatric PAH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Multifactorial pulmonary hypertensive vascular disease in congenital malformation syndromes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Pediatric lung disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Pediatric thromboembolic disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Pediatric hypobaric hypoxic exposure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Pediatric pulmonary vascular disease associated with other system disorders</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Source: Cerro MJ, et al. 2011)
the presence of pulmonary hypertension is suspected. The most important disease for distinction is disease involving right ventricular overload due to complication by pulmonary artery stenosis. Stenosis in the right ventricle or the main pulmonary artery is easy to distinguish with echocardiography, but it tends to be mistaken as pulmonary hypertension. In infants during the first 3 months after birth, physiological pulmonary hypertension may be present and care needs to be taken to avoid misdiagnosing it as pathologic pulmonary hypertension without sufficient evaluation. Disease involving simple shunt (e.g., septal defect and patent ductus arteriosus) and left ventricular outflow tract obstructive disease (e.g., aortic stenosis) are relatively easy to distinguish with echocardiography, whereas anomalous origin of the right pulmonary artery from the ascending aorta and left ventricular inflow tract obstructive disease (e.g., pulmonary vein stenosis, cor triatriatum, and supravalvular stenosing ring) are difficult to distinguish also with echocardiography and may be mistaken as IPA/HPAH. For this reason, detailed differential diagnosis by not only careful observation by echocardiography but also other diagnostic imaging modalities is required.

For a definite diagnosis of CHD-PAH accompanied by significant left-to-right shunt requires cardiac catheterization before the start of treatment, except for severely sick children (Recommendation Class I, Evidence Level C). Cardiac catheterization for CHD allows measurement of the pressures such as right atrial pressure and the left atrial pressure, PAWP, calculation of pulmonary blood flow, systemic blood flow (cardiac output), pulmonary/systemic blood flow ratio, and PVRI by measurement of oxygen saturation in the blood sample collected during this procedure, and detailed evaluation of pulmonary hemodynamics. Because the physique differs greatly among individual children, the value of each parameter corrected for the body surface area is usually adopted for the purpose of standardization, and cardiac index (CI) instead of cardiac output and PVRI instead of PVR are used. When converted on the basis of adult body surface area (1.73 m²), PVRI 4 Wood Unit · m² corresponds to PVR 2.3 Wood Unit, and PVRI 8 Wood Unit · m² corresponds to PVR 4.6 Wood Unit, for example. PVR ≤ 2–3 Wood Unit (a normal range according to the guidelines in the USA) corresponds to

---

**Figure 21.** Criteria for surgical repair. (Source: Kozlik-Feldmann R, et al. 2016)
PVRI ≤1.2–1.7 Wood Unit · m² which is approximately consistent with the normal range we experience clinically (1 ≤ PVRI ≤ 2 Wood Unit · m²). Furthermore, acute vasoreactivity testing (AVT) and evaluation of dynamic indicators (e.g., response to targeting drug therapy) are also useful.

In Japan, Yamaki et al. devised in 1976 the index of pulmonary vascular disease (IPVD) as an indicator of peripheral pulmonary arteriole pathological findings associated with pulmonary hypertension severity level (an index differing from the Heath-Edward (HE) Classification) on the basis of observation of the pulmonary vascular lesions during autopsy of patients with complete transposition of the great arteries and ventricular septal defect. In 1987, they demonstrated the usefulness of IPVD determined from the biopsied lung tissue in evaluating the indication of radical surgery in patients with atrial septal defect accompanied by severe pulmonary hypertension. Still, at present, the judgment as to the indications of repair surgery in patients with CHD-PAH accompanied by severe pulmonary hypertension is often based on the pathological findings from the peripheral pulmonary arterioles sampled by lung biopsy.

### 6.2.4 Severity and Therapeutic Guidelines
Because most of the indicators of severity and their values were obtained from evaluation/analysis of children with IPAH, there is no need of using these indicators for evaluation of the severity of PH in children with CHD. However, if any indicator falls under the category of high risk, it is advisable to provide treatment with a goal of reducing the indicator to a range of low risk (a guide for treatment of children with pulmonary hypertension).

For the purpose of preventing pulmonary vascular lesions associated with pulmonary hypertension, it is best to perform surgery at an appropriate timing in cases of repairable CHD. In children with CHD, such as VSD (with considerable amounts of simple left-to-right shunt after the tricuspid valve) or patent ductus arteriosus (PDA), it is necessary to perform repair surgery or palliative surgery (by pulmonary artery banding) within 6 months after birth so that persistence of pulmonary hypertension may be avoided (Recommendation Class I, Evidence Level C) (Table 33). However, care needs to be taken of possible

---

**Table 37. Criteria for Evaluation of Acute Vasoreactivity Testing (AVT)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Recommendation Class</th>
<th>Evidence Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen therapy, mechanical ventilation and use of surfactants as needed to maintain preductal SpO₂ at 91–95% for PH management at NICU (Care needs to be taken to avoid lung overswelling, atelectasis, intermittent reduction of oxygen saturation to ≤85% due to pulmonary collapse, and hyperoxia with preductal SpO₂ &gt;87%)</td>
<td>IIa</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iNO therapy to improve oxygenation and avoid ECMO during treatment of PPHN in the newborn receiving mechanical ventilation (a) PaO₂ &lt;100 mmHg during 100% oxygen therapy (b) Oxygenation index (OI) &gt;25</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setting the target levels of carbon dioxide tension (pCO₂) 45–60 mmHg, lactate &lt;5 mmol/L and pH &gt;7.25 for newborns with acute PPHN immediately after birth (within hours after birth)</td>
<td>IIa</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of prostaglandin E₁ (PGE₁) or PGE₂ to keep the ductus arteriosus patent in newborns with right ventricular failure accompanied by severe PPHN and no post-tricuspid-unrestrictive shunt (e.g., without VSD)</td>
<td>IIa</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intratraheal surfactant treatment to achieve optimal mechanical ventilation in newborns with PPHN accompanied by impaired pulmonary diffusion function (excluding congenital diaphragmatic hernia) (e.g., newborns with meconium aspiration syndrome accompanied by PPHN)</td>
<td>IIa</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iNO therapy for PPHN in premature infants (associated with persistent premature rupture of the membrane or oligohydramnion)</td>
<td>IIa</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intravenous prostanoid therapy (via a dedicated central line) or inhalational iloprost therapy for PPHN</td>
<td>IIa</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intravenous milrinone therapy for PPHN in patients with left ventricular dysfunction</td>
<td>IIa</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment of severe PPHN may be extended to ECMO if other intensive care measures fail</td>
<td>IIa</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differential diagnosis of lung disease (e.g., ACD and surfactant protein anomaly) in cases of severe PPHN failing to respond to pulmonary vasodilator therapy, pulmonary recruitment and ECMO</td>
<td>IIa</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECMO can currently not be recommended for the preterm infant with severe PPHN if gestational age less than 34 weeks and/or body weight less than 2,000 g</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


---

**Table 38. Recommendation and Evidence Level Concerning Treatment of PPHN**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Recommendation Class</th>
<th>Evidence Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barst Criteria (1986)</td>
<td>mPAP reduced by ≥20% and CI unchanged or increased and PVR/SVRI reduced or unchanged</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rich Criteria (1992)</td>
<td>Both mPAP and PVR reduced by ≥20%</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sitbon Criteria (2005)</td>
<td>mPAP reduced by ≥10% and mPAP ≤40 mmHg and CO increased or unchanged</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVD Network Criteria (2016)</td>
<td>(1) IPAH/HPAH: Both mPAP and PVR/SVRI reduced by &gt;20% and CO unchanged or increased (2) CHD-PAH with pulmonary/systemic blood flow ratio &gt;1.5: Both PVR and PVRI &lt;6 Wood Unit · m² and PVRI/SVRI&lt;0.3</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

onset of pulmonary hypertension crisis during the perioperative period (Recommendation Class IIa, Evidence Level C). In addition, there is a report that 7.4% of adults with CHD have post-repair surgery PAH.284 Still at present, there is no clear-cut consensus view about the criteria for implementation of repair surgery to children with CHD-PAH accompanied by PVR elevation. Particularly in cases in which complex cardiac malformation is present, comprehensive evaluation of individual cases is important, including evaluation of the type of underlying heart disease, the location, and amount of shunt, age, disease history, complication, and presence/absence of gene mutation (Recommendation Class I, Evidence Level C). According to the Nice Classification (2013), shunt closure is possible in patients with PVRI <4 Wood Unit·m⁻² and not possible in patients with PVRI >8 Wood Unit·m⁻², whereas patients with 4≤PVRI<8 Wood Unit·m⁻² are borderline cases.524 Later, an algorithm for treatment of pediatric CHD-PAH incorporating basic variables for evaluation and AVT as a new indicator was published534,535 (Figure 21). According to this algorithm, children with PVRI <6 Wood Unit·m⁻² and PVRI/SVRI <0.3 are indicated for repair surgery and closure by intervention if no risk factor for repair surgery is present (Recommendation Class I, Evidence Level C). In patients with PVRI ≥6 Wood Unit·m⁻² and PVRI/SVRI ≥0.3, evaluation with AVT is needed (Recommendation Class I, Evidence Level C).

For AVT in children with pulmonary hypertension, inhalational nitrogen monoxide, oxygen, inhalational nitrogen monoxide+oxygen, or inhalational iloprost is used.534,536 AVT is not intended to predict long-term prognosis or determine absolute contraindications against repair surgery but is considered to be aimed at predicting short-term or long-term persistence of pulmonary hypertension after surgery.69 Criteria for judgment of the outcome of AVT have been proposed by Barst,537 Rich538 and Sitbon539 (Table 37). As the criteria for adult patients, the criteria proposed by Sitbon are now recommended as global guidelines. For pediatric cases, the criteria of Barst are used frequently, but there are both positive and negative views about the validity of these criteria when used for children with CHDs.539 In 2016, the European Paediatric Pulmonary Vascular Disease (PVD) Network revised the Barst criteria and proposed two different criteria (one for IPAH/HPAH and the other for CHD-PAH)538 (Table 37). When the latter criteria is used for shunt disease (pulmonary/systemic blood flow ratio >1.5), a judgment “positive” is made if both PVRI and PVRI/SVRI decrease to less than 20% and the requirements PVRI <6 Wood Unit·m⁻² and PVRI/SVRI <0.3 are satisfied. Patients with 6≤PVRI<8 Wood Unit·m⁻² and 0.3<PVRI/SVRI<0.5 are judged as gray zone cases.509,555

Treatment with targeting drugs before repair surgery in CHD-PAH cases is performed in the gray zone cases mentioned above, for the purpose of improving the condition to a level enabling repair surgery (“treat and repair”). However, there is no sufficient data concerning the long-term prognosis of such a therapeutic strategy, and repair surgery to create fenestration may also be considered in gray zone cases. Most of the past clinical studies on targeting drug therapy for CHD-PAG involved adults with Eisenmenger’s syndrome and the efficacy of bosentan was demonstrated in a randomized placebo-controlled study of adults.286 It is also possible to use pulmonary hypertension-targeting drugs alone or in combination to inoperable children with Eisenmenger’s syndrome (Recommendation Class IIa, Evidence Level C). A recently reported sub-group analysis of the data from PATENT Study revealed efficacy of riociguat in 35 postoperative children with CHD-PAH.540 The results of a global registry study (COMPERA-KIDS) planned to be reported before long are expected to clarify the efficacy of targeting drugs on CHD-PAH.

Regarding the hemodynamics before and after Fontan operation in children with univentricular heart, it is considered favorable to maintain the mean TPG ≤6mmHg as stated in the Section of Pathophysiology (Recommendation Class Ia, Evidence Level C). In children with failing Fontan circulation (TPG >6mmHg), use of pulmonary hypertension-targeting drugs to improve exercise tolerability should be considered (Recommendation Class IIa, Evidence Level C). Furthermore, sildenafil and bosentan have been shown to be effective in improving hemodynamics.541,542 In patients after Fontan operation, bosentan has been shown to improve exercise tolerability and oxygen saturation.543 and sildenafil has been reported to improve exercise tolerability and respiration efficiency.544 There is no sufficient data about the efficacy of other targeting drugs.

### 6.3 Persistent Pulmonary Hypertension of the Newborn (PPHN)

#### Summary

Persistent pulmonary hypertension of the newborn (PPHN) is a condition in which physiological neonatal circulation cannot be established due to failure of PVR reduction after birth, resulting in persistent PH and hypoxia. This disease is triggered by various factors. A basic strategy for its treatment includes correction of the aggravating factors and implementation of appropriate respiratory/circulatory control, with a goal set at alleviation of hypoxia. Inhaled nitric oxide (iNO) is useful as specific vasodilator therapy. In cases in which iNO is not available, use of phosphodiesterase type 5 (PDE5) inhibitors is considered. There is no established evidence for any other specific pulmonary vasodilator in patients with PPHN. If the disease is therapy-resistant, the newborn has been delivered at gestational age 34 weeks or more, the body weight is 2,000 g or more, and the oxygenation index (OI) remains at 40 or higher, introduction of extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) is considered. The recommendation about treatment of PPHN is shown in Table 38.

#### 6.3.1 Epidemiology/Prognosis

The incidence of PPHN has been estimated as 1.9 out of 1,000 births.545 This estimation is based on the data from newborns referred to NICU because they required mechanical ventilation or other intensive care. There is a report that early onset of acute PPHN is seen in up to 2% of all premature infants, with prolonged premature rupture of the membrane and oligohydramnios being risk factors.546 Severe PPHN requiring ECMO is more likely to develop in late premature infants and early-term infants than in full-term infants.550

In the past, when neither NO nor ECMO was used, the mortality rate of patients with PPHN exceeded 50%. Even after pulmonary vasodilator therapy (with iNO or other means) and ECMO became available with accurate diagnosis, the early mortality rate of patients with PPHN is still as high as 8–10%. It is also known that the incidence of neurodevelopmental impairment (mental retardation,
cerebral palsy, hearing loss, and blindness) is high late after PPHN (at 1 year and 6 months of age).\textsuperscript{551}

### 6.3.2 Pathophysiology

If the functional residual capacity of lung is established by the first respiration after birth, PVR begins to decrease sharply, and pulmonary blood flow increases up to 8–10 times that during the intrauterine period, thus establishing postnatal gas exchange. Such reduction in PVR is affected not only by increased oxygen tension and start of respiration but also by the formation of physiological pulmonary vasodilators (nitric oxide [NO] and prostacyclin [PGI\textsubscript{2}]) triggered by blood flow in the lungs. If such postnatal physiological adaptation is impaired by some factors, a pathologic condition (characterized by increases in both PVR and PAP and impaired oxygenation) develops, i.e., a state called “PPHN.” PPHN mostly develops immediately or within several days after birth, but a similar pathologic condition occurring within 30 days after birth is also called “PPHN.”\textsuperscript{530}

Known risk factors for onset of PPHN include cesarean section, meconium aspiration syndrome, severe respiratory distress syndrome and sepsis.\textsuperscript{552} PPHN can develop also in the absence of these risk factors, but there are cases in which the condition of CHD is modified by PPHN. There are reports suggesting the association of maternal drug...
intake during the third trimester of pregnancy (e.g., salicylic acid and serotonin reuptake inhibitors) with the onset of PPHN, but there is still discussion about this issue.\textsuperscript{553,554} PPHN often subsides as the underlying disease alleviates in several days after birth. If this condition shows no alleviation within 2 weeks after birth despite appropriate treatment and management and if chest CT scan of such cases indicates lung parenchymal lesions, it is necessary to evaluate lung disorders such as alveolar capillary dysplasia (ACD) or congenital anomalies of surfactant protein. In patients with ACD, mutation of the gene encoding FOX (ACD) or congenital anomalies of surfactant protein. In cases in which marked hypoxia persists, distinction from pulmonary vein stenosis should also be considered using cardiac catheterization and other modalities of diagnostic imaging (CT and cardiac MRI).

### 6.3.3 Diagnosis and Monitoring

In cases in which marked hypoxia persists despite appropriate oxygen therapy or mechanical ventilation, resulting in a difference in oxygen saturation between upper and lower extremities, differential diagnosis should be made, including CHD and PPHN as possible diseases. In cases showing greater need of oxygen, profound hypoxia, the need of higher levels of ventilator settings or clinical signs of right ventricular dysfunction, echocardiography should be performed for distinction from PPHN.

In children during the acute stage or recovery stage of pulmonary hypertension, it is advisable to carry out measurement of serum levels of brain natriuretic peptide (BNP) or N-terminal pro-BNP (NT-proBNP) in addition to echocardiography. During management of children with pulmonary hypertension, serum BNP and NT-proBNP levels are repeatedly measured for the purpose of monitoring or as prognosis-related factors.\textsuperscript{556} It needs to be considered that these levels can increase also in the presence of systemic blood pressure elevation, PDA, renal dysfunction, or compromised left ventricular function. If pulmonary hypertension persists, despite appropriate treatment of lung disease, it is necessary to carry out evaluation by cardiac catheterization before the start of pulmonary vasodilator treatment unless there is no clinical disadvantage expected from cardiac catheterization.

### 6.3.4 General Treatment for PPHN in Term Infants and Premature Infants

Figure 22 illustrates the algorithm for treatment and management of PPHN\textsuperscript{557} and Table 38 shows the recommendation of treatment for PPHN.\textsuperscript{508,557}

First, it is essential to minimize the PPHN-aggravating environmental factors (manual manipulation, tracheal aspiration, heel prick test).

A basic principle of respiration and circulation management in patients with PPHN is to maintain appropriate lung recruitment, alveolar ventilation, oxygen supply, and cardiac function. During mechanical ventilation, care needs to be taken to prevent pulmonary barotrauma and volutrauma by avoiding overinflation of lungs and high mean airway pressure (MAP). Adjustment should be made to keep preductal arterial oxygen saturation (SaO\textsubscript{2}) at 85–93% and arterial carbon dioxide tension (PaCO\textsubscript{2}) at 40–55 mmHg.\textsuperscript{508} High-concentration oxygen is often used, but it needs to be considered that adverse influence, such as lung damage, can arise if the inhaled oxygen concentration exceeds 60% (FiO\textsubscript{2} >0.6). If lungs cannot be sufficiently inflated, high-frequency ventilation is used, but care needs to be taken to avoid overinflation. In cases of PPHN due to meconium aspiration syndrome, administration of an artificial surfactant may improve alveolar ventilation, leading to improved condition and avoidance of ECMO.\textsuperscript{559} However, attention is needed to the possibility that acute airway obstruction can be caused by administration of an artificial surfactant.

Acidosis can cause pulmonary vasoconstriction and therefore requires treatment. To keep the blood gas pH 7.45–7.55 to control PVR, sodium bicarbonate is sometimes administered repeatedly, but care needs to be taken of adverse effects. Intentional induction of alkalosis by hyperventilation is sometimes used, but the long-term prognosis after this procedure is unknown.

Efforts should be made to keep systemic blood pressure in the physiological range for the age (gestational weeks) and to adjust the intravenous fluid volume and control cardiovascular agonists so that cardiac output can be preserved. Excessive increased blood pressure should be avoided because it cannot lower PVR although it appears to temporarily improve oxygenation.

Polycythemia needs to be corrected because it can cause increased PVR by increasing blood viscosity.

Simultaneously with the general treatment mentioned above, it is advisable to consider introduction of pulmonary vasodilator therapy (iNO, pulmonary vasodilators) or ECMO in PPHN presenting with persistent hypoxia and unstable hemodynamics.

### 6.3.5 iNO for PPHN

Infants with PPHN presenting with significant right-to-left shunt require pulmonary vasodilator therapy.

Because iNO has been shown to reduce the incidence of composite endpoint (death or ECMO introduction) and to improve the prognosis,\textsuperscript{560} iNO is first recommended as a means of specific pulmonary vasodilator therapy. About half of all PPHN patients with significant right-to-left shunt respond to iNO, resulting in improved oxygenation. Usually, 5–20 ppm iNO is used, at the initial concentration of 20 ppm in many cases. If its concentration exceeds 20 ppm, iNO does not further improve oxygenation or prognosis but can increase the risk for methemoglobinemia and other complications. In premature infants with respiratory disorders, routine use of iNO as a means of preventing the development of acute or chronic pulmonary hypertension is not always recommended.\textsuperscript{561} In patients with congenital diaphragmatic hernia (CDH), use of iNO as a bridge to introduction of ECMO (oxygen index: FiO\textsubscript{2}×100× MAP/arterial oxygen tension [PaO\textsubscript{2}] >20, discrepancy in oxygen saturation between upper and lower extremities >10%) is sometimes considered, but there is no evidence for its effectiveness.\textsuperscript{562}

There is no optimal procedure for iNO weaning. Once improvement of oxygenation has been achieved, the iNO dose level can be usually reduced relatively rapidly to 5 ppm and the use of iNO can be often discontinued within 5 days.\textsuperscript{563} After discontinuation of iNO, rebounding of PPHN is sometimes seen. In such cases, the iNO dose reduction procedure should be improved, e.g., by reducing the iNO dose level to 1 ppm before use of iNO is discontinued. If PPHN fails to show alleviation despite 5-day or longer treatment, distinction from underlying disease, such
as ACD, is needed.

### 6.3.6 ECMO for PPHN

ECMO is introduced for the purpose of alleviating right-sided heart failure by maintaining effective oxygenation and carbon dioxide elimination and reducing pulmonary barotrauma and volutrauma. The criteria for introduction of ECMO are given below.  
- Premaxillary $\text{SpO}_2 <85\%$ even when peak inspiratory pressure (PIP) $>28\text{cmH}_2\text{O}$ (MAP $>15\text{cmH}_2\text{O}$ during high frequency oscillation [HFO])  
- PPHN and circulatory failure resistant to appropriate treatment  
- Gestational age $>34$ weeks  
- Body weight $>2$ kg  

As additional criteria, consistent OI $\geq$ have also been listed.

### 6.3.7 Drugs for Treatment of PPHN

In cases of PPHN, the experience using pulmonary hypertension targeting drugs available at present is limited. If pulmonary hypertension targeting drugs with systemic effect are used, care needs to be taken of possible aggravation of hypoxia (due to ventilation-perfusion imbalance) and onset of hypotension. Because activation of PDE5 contributes to the pathophysiology of PPHN, effectiveness of PDE5 inhibitors, such as sildenafil, is suggested. In practice, tolerability of sildenafil in newborns with PPHN has been demonstrated, and this drug has been used by administration via a feeding tube in a starting dose of $0.5–1.0\text{mg/kg/dose}$ every 6 hours. Meta-analysis of the data from 3 clinical studies (involving 77 newborns with PPHN in total) demonstrated the possibility of sildenafil to improve oxygenation and reduce the mortality rate. Use of sildenafil for treatment of PPHN should be considered particularly when iNO is not available.

PGI: and its derivatives are also used, but only reports in a small number of cases or on short-term use are available. There is a report that inhaled prostacyclin can improve oxygenation in iNO-resistant cases of PPHN.

In newborns with PPHN, blood endothelin-$1$ level is high. Although there are case reports of alleviation of PPHN in response to bosentan treatment, evidence is not sufficient to allow extensive recommendation of this therapy. The results of FUTURE4 Study (bosentan treatment in PPHN cases) were negative, revealing a problem with absorption of bosentan via the intestine.

In cases accompanied by right ventricular dysfunction, attempts of reducing the right ventricular load by using PGE1 or maintaining the ductus arteriosus patent may be considered. However, such measures will reduce oxygen saturation in the lower extremities.

There are many open questions about the influence of each treatment for PPHN on the long-term prognosis. Prospective comparative studies will be needed.

### III. Definition of Pulmonary Hypertension Expert Referral Center

In Japan, the organization named “Pulmonary Hypertension Expert Referral Centre” has already been founded at several places, but the organization does not seem to have reached a level of functioning comparable to that of similar centers in Western countries. The ESC/ERS Guidelines for the Diagnosis and Treatment of Pulmonary Hypertension 2015 proposed to use the expression “pulmonary hypertension referral center” for qualified organization. To improve the outcome in pulmonary hypertension patients and from the medico-economic viewpoint, establishment of a group of experts in pulmonary hypertension has been necessary and, pulmonary hypertension referral centers have been established. Such movements have been supported by patient organizations as well. The purpose of establishing the pulmonary hypertension referral center is to accept all new patients with pulmonary hypertension, regardless of the etiological type, for providing evaluation and appropriate treatment specific to pulmonary hypertension. It is additionally aimed at facilitating routine sharing of information with affiliated healthcare professionals and promoting research and education in addition to clinical care.

The definition of pulmonary hypertension referral center proposed in the ESC/ERS Guidelines for the Diagnosis and Treatment of Pulmonary Hypertension 2015 is given below. The proposed definition covers what needs to be considered as goals, although it is an open question whether such goals fit the current situations in Japanese healthcare.

Pulmonary hypertension expert referral centers are:

1. It is recommended for expert referral centers to provide care by a multiprofessional team (cardiology and respiratory medicine physicians, clinical nurse specialist, radiologists, psychological and social work support, appropriate on-call expertise).
2. It is recommended for expert referral centers to have direct links and quick referral patterns to other services (such as CTD treatment, family planning, PEA, lung transplantation, adult congenital heart disease treatment).
3. It should be considered that an expert referral center follows at least 50 patients with PAH or CTEPH and should receive at least two new referrals per month with documented PAH or CTEPH.
4. It should be considered that an expert referral center performs at least 20 vasoreactivity tests in idiopathic PAH, drug-induced PAH or heritable PAH per year.
5. Expert referral centers should participate in collaborative clinical research in PAH, including phase II and phase III clinical trials.
IV. Pulmonary Hypertension Under the Measures Against Intractable Diseases

As for the diseases responsible for pulmonary hypertension, pulmonary arterial hypertension (No. 86), chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension (No. 88), and pulmonary veno-occlusive disease/pulmonary capillary hemangiomatosis (No. 87) are listed as intractable diseases according to the measures against intractable diseases. Patients with these diseases can receive public subsidy to healthcare expenses (listed intractable disease program) if the diagnosis is based in accordance with the official guidance and an application for the benefits is filed.

Details are given on the website of the Japan Intractable Diseases Information Center (http://www.nanbyou.or.jp) (information source: Respiratory Disease Investigation/Study Group [Intractable respiratory disease/pulmonary hypertension]).

The outline of this disease and part of its diagnostic criteria are presented below on the basis of the documents concerning the intractable diseases listed by the measures against intractable diseases (enforced on January 1, 2015) (Document 1, Document 2, Document 3).
Document 1 Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension (Listed Intractable Disease No. 86)

<Diagnostic Criteria>
Before pulmonary arterial hypertension is diagnosed, it is necessary to judge the association of pulmonary hypertension with the pulmonary artery by right heart catheterization, to make differential diagnosis based on clinical classification and to rule out other diseases that can cause pulmonary hypertension.

(1) Test Findings
   1) Right heart catheterization
      (a) Elevation in pulmonary artery pressure (mean pulmonary artery pressure at rest ≥25 mmHg, pulmonary vascular resistance ≥3 Wood Unit, 240 dyne·sec·cm⁻²)
      (b) Pulmonary artery wedge pressure (left atrial pressure) normal (≤15 mmHg)
   2) No segmental perfusion defect revealed by pulmonary perfusion scintigraphy (normal or signs of spotted perfusion defect in cases of idiopathic or hereditary pulmonary arterial hypertension).

(2) Reference Test Findings
   1) Echocardiographic findings of tricuspid systolic pressure gradient ≥40 mmHg, marked increase in estimated pulmonary artery pressure, and right ventricular dilatation
   2) Chest X-ray findings of pulmonary artery trunk dilatation and peripheral pulmonary vessel shadow narrowing
   3) Electrocardiographic finding of right ventricular hypertrophy

(3) Major Symptoms and Clinical Findings
   1) Shortness of breath on exertion
   2) Tendency to fatigue
   3) Syncope
   4) Auscultation signs of pulmonary hypertension (e.g., enhanced pulmonary artery element of second heart sound)

(4) Clinical Classification of Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension
   Differential diagnosis is made to determine the type of pulmonary arterial hypertension for which the following types are known.
   1) Idiopathic or heritable pulmonary arterial hypertension
   2) Pulmonary arterial hypertension associated with collagen disease
   3) Pulmonary arterial hypertension associated with congenital shunt-involving heart disease
   4) Pulmonary arterial hypertension associated with portal hypertension
   5) Pulmonary arterial hypertension associated with HIV infection
   6) Drug-induced pulmonary arterial hypertension
   7) Pulmonary arterial hypertension accompanying a respiratory disease
   However, the diagnosis of pulmonary arterial hypertension associated with congenital shunt-involving heart disease is limited to inoperable cases and cases presenting with pulmonary arterial hypertension persisting after operation. In cases in which this diagnosis is made, test data/findings (e.g., echocardiographic findings, findings from diagnostic imaging such as chest X-ray and CT) should be attached.

(5) Ruling Out of the Diseases Possibly Causing Pulmonary Hypertension
   The diseases listed below differ in pathophysiology from pulmonary arterial hypertension but can cause pulmonary hypertension, possibly leading to right ventricular hypertrophy. These diseases need to be ruled out.
   1) Pulmonary hypertension due to left heart disease
   2) Pulmonary hypertension due to respiratory diseases and/or hypoxia
   3) Chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension
   4) Pulmonary veno-occlusive disease/pulmonary capillary disease
   5) Other types of pulmonary hypertension (e.g., secondary pulmonary hypertension due to sarcoidosis, Langerhans cell histiocytosis, lymphangiomoyomatosis, aortitis syndrome, congenital pulmonary vascular anomaly, primary pulmonary artery sarcoma, and external compression of pulmonary vessels)
   Among cases of pulmonary hypertension due to respiratory diseases and/or hypoxia, there are cases presenting with marked pulmonary hypertension that cannot be explained by respiratory diseases and/or hypoxia alone. In such cases, it is acceptable to diagnosis complication by pulmonary arterial hypertension. Attachment of test data/findings (e.g., echocardiographic finding, findings from diagnostic imaging such as chest X-ray and CT, and respiratory function test data) is needed in such cases.

(6) Criteria for Official Registration
   All of the following requirements need to be satisfied.
   1) Satisfaction of the requirements as to test findings for diagnosis (findings from right heart catheterization and pulmonary perfusion scintigraphy)
   2) Can rule out all diseases listed as diseases to be ruled out
   3) Falling under any of the clinical types 1) to 7) of pulmonary arterial hypertension

<Severity Rating>
Stage 3 or advanced cases are covered.
### (New Registration)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Upon application for registration</th>
<th>Subjective symptoms</th>
<th>Mean pulmonary artery pressure (mPAP)</th>
<th>Cardiac index (CI)</th>
<th>Use of pulmonary vasodilators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stage 1</td>
<td>NYHA/WHO functional class I/II</td>
<td>40≥mPAP≥25mmHg</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 2</td>
<td>NYHA/WHO functional class I/II</td>
<td>mPAP ≥40mmHg</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 3</td>
<td>NYHA/WHO functional class I/II</td>
<td>mPAP ≥25mmHg</td>
<td></td>
<td>Used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NYHA/WHO functional class III/IV</td>
<td>mPAP ≥25mmHg</td>
<td>CI ≥2.5 L/min/m²</td>
<td>Regardless of use/non-use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 4</td>
<td>NYHA/WHO functional class III/IV</td>
<td>mPAP ≥25mmHg</td>
<td>CI &lt;2.5 L/min/m²</td>
<td>Regardless of use/non-use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 5</td>
<td>NYHA/WHO functional class IV</td>
<td>mPAP ≥40mmHg</td>
<td></td>
<td>Regardless of use/non-use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stage 5, regardless of subjective symptom severity and mPAP, if PGI2 serial intravenous infusion/continued subcutaneous injection is needed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The highest stage satisfying all subjective symptoms, mPAP, CI, and use of pulmonary vasodilators is selected.

### (Renewal of Registration)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Upon renewal</th>
<th>Subjective symptoms</th>
<th>Tricuspid regurgitation pressure gradient measured (TRPG) by echocardiography</th>
<th>Use of pulmonary vasodilators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stage 1</td>
<td>NYHA/WHO functional class I/II</td>
<td>TRPG &lt;40mmHg or no significant TR</td>
<td>Not used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 2</td>
<td>NYHA/WHO functional class I/II</td>
<td>TRPG ≥40mmHg</td>
<td>Not used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NYHA/WHO functional class I</td>
<td>TRPG &lt;40mmHg or no significant TR</td>
<td>Used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NYHA/WHO functional class II/III</td>
<td>TRPG ≥40mmHg</td>
<td>Used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 3</td>
<td>NYHA/WHO functional class III</td>
<td>TRPG ≥40mmHg</td>
<td>Not used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 4</td>
<td>NYHA/WHO functional class II/III</td>
<td>TRPG ≥60mmHg</td>
<td>Regardless of use/non-use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NYHA/WHO functional class IV</td>
<td>TRPG &lt;60mmHg</td>
<td>Regardless of use/non-use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 5</td>
<td>NYHA/WHO functional class IV</td>
<td>TRPG ≥60mmHg</td>
<td>Regardless of use/non-use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stage 5, regardless of WHO-PH classification and mPAP, if PGI2 serial intravenous infusion/continued subcutaneous injection is needed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The highest stage satisfying all subjective symptoms, TRPG, and use of pulmonary vasodilators is selected.

### (Reference information)

- In Stage 3 or more advanced cases, it is desirable to perform evaluation by cardiac catheterization at least once in 2 years. However, in patients at elevated risk involved in cardiac catheterization (e.g., children, elderly patients, and patients with multiple accompanying diseases), it is acceptable to perform echocardiographic evaluation depending on the conditions of individual cases.

- TRPG 40mmHg is equivalent to mPAP 25mmHg. TRPG 60mmHg is equivalent to mPAP 40mmHg.

*Precautions in performing the diagnostic criteria and severity rating

1. If the diagnostic criteria include no particular provision about the clinical symptoms, test findings to be used for disease diagnosis, the symptoms/findings obtained at any point of time may be used (although limited to clinical symptoms presenting the course of the illness concerned and possible to be confirmed).

2. In cases in which the severity rating is done after the start of treatment, the worst condition during the latest 6 months observed during treatment under appropriate medical management should be judged by the physician.

3. The public healthcare expense subsidy program also covers patients whose severity level does not fall under the preset level of the above-mentioned severity classification if continuation of high-cost clinical care is needed.
Document 2 Chronic Thromboembolic Pulmonary Hypertension (Listed Intractable Disease No. 88)

<Diagnostic Criteria>
Chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension involves chronic obstruction of the pulmonary artery due to organized thrombus, resulting in pulmonary hypertension and manifestation of dyspnea on exertion and other clinical symptoms. Before diagnosis of this disease, it is necessary to diagnose pulmonary hypertension by right heart catheterization and to rule out other diseases that can cause pulmonary hypertension.

(1) Test Findings
1) Right heart catheterization
   1. Increased pulmonary artery pressure (mean pulmonary artery pressure at rest ≥25 mmHg)
   2. Pulmonary artery wedge pressure (right atrial pressure) normal (≤15 mmHg)

2) Ventilation/perfusion lung scan
   Segmental perfusion defects (segmental defects), not accompanied by abnormal ventilation, remain unchanged or are estimated to remain unchanged for 6 months or more after thrombolytic therapy or anticoagulant therapy. In cases “estimated,” a check of unchanged segmental defects is needed 6 months after the therapy.

3) Pulmonary angiography
   At least one of 5 changes (1. pouch defects, 2. webs and bands, 3. intimal irregularities, 4. abrupt narrowing, 5. complete obstruction) is demonstrated as a change caused by chronic thrombosis.

4) Contrast-enhanced chest CT
   Contrast-enhanced CT reveals at least one of the 5 changes (1. mural defects, 2. webs and bands, 3. intimal irregularities, 4. abrupt narrowing, 5. complete obstruction) as a change caused by chronic thrombosis.

(2) Test Findings Valuable as Reference Information
1) Echocardiography
   1. Right ventricular dilatation and septum flattening
   2. Patterns characteristic of pulmonary hypertension or signs of high right ventricular systolic pressure (tricuspid regurgitation pressure gradient ≥40 mmHg) revealed by Doppler echocardiography
   3. Reduction of tricuspid annual plane systolic excursion (TAPSE)

2) Arterial blood gas data
   1. Hypoxia accompanied by hypocapnia (PaCO2 ≤35 Torr, PaO2 ≤70 Torr)
   2. AaDO2 enlargement (AaDO2 ≥30 Torr)

3) Chest X-ray
   1. Enlargement of pulmonary artery shadow at pulmonary hilum (protrusion of left second arch or dilatation of right pulmonary artery’s descending branch: maximum diameter ≥18 mm)
   2. Enlargement of cardiac shadow (CTR ≥50%)
   3. Local difference in lung field vascular shadow (between right/left or upper/lower lung fields)

4) Electrocardiography
   1. Right axis deviation and right atrium load
   2. R ≥5 mm or R/S >1 with V1, S ≥7 mm or R/S ≤1 with V5

(3) Major Symptoms and Clinical Findings
1) Shortness of breath on exertion
2) Clinical symptoms known of acute cases (e.g., sudden dyspnea, chest pain, and syncope), previously seen at least once
3) Clinical symptoms suggesting deep vein thrombosis of legs (leg swelling and pain), previously seen at least once

4) Pulmonary vascular murmur present in the lung field
5) Abnormality suggesting pulmonary hypertension (at least one of IIp (II) sound enhancement, III/VI sound, pulmonary valve regurgitation sound, and tricuspid regurgitation sound) revealed by chest auscultation

(4) Diseases to be Ruled Out
The following conditions, other than chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension, need to be ruled out because they can also cause pulmonary hypertension possibly leading to right ventricular hypertrophy and chronic cor pulmonale.
1. Idiopathic or heritable pulmonary arterial hypertension
2. Pulmonary arterial hypertension associated with collagen disease
3. Pulmonary arterial hypertension associated with shunt-involving heart disease
4. Pulmonary arterial hypertension associated with portal hypertension
5. Pulmonary arterial hypertension associated with HIV infection
6. Drug/toxin-induced pulmonary arterial hypertension
7. Pulmonary veno-occlusive disease, pulmonary capillary hemangiomatosis
8. Persistent pulmonary hypertension in the newborn
9. Pulmonary hypertension due to left heart disease
10. Pulmonary hypertension due to respiratory diseases and/or hypoxia
11. Other types of pulmonary hypertension (secondary pulmonary hypertension due to sarcoidosis, Langerhans cell histiocytosis, lymphangiomatomyositis, aortitis syndrome, congenital pulmonary vascular anomaly, primary pulmonary artery sarcoma, and external compression of pulmonary vessels)

(5) Criteria for Official Registration
All of the following requirements need to be satisfied.
1) Application for New Registration
   1. Satisfying the right heart catheterization findings listed in the test findings for diagnosis
2. Satisfying the ventilation/perfusion lung scan findings listed in the test findings for diagnosis
3. Satisfying the pulmonary angiography and/or contrast-enhanced chest CT findings listed in the test findings for diagnosis
4. Able to rule out all diseases that need to be ruled out
5. *Describing the month planned for surgery or BPA (PTPA) in cases in which such a procedure is planned

2) Application for Renewal of Registration
Cases are roughly divided into two groups, i.e., the group of operated cases and the group of cases having undergone BPA (PTPA).

1. Operated cases and cases having undergone BPA (PTPA)
   a) Describing the date of operation or first session of BPA
   b) Presenting any of the ventilation/perfusion lung scan findings, contrast-enhanced chest CT findings, or pulmonary angiography findings listed in the test findings for diagnosis (indispensable if the severity level is elevated from the previously registered level)
   c) Satisfying the right heart catheterization findings or the echocardiography findings (listed as the reference test findings)
   d) Able to rule out all diseases that need to be ruled out.
2. Non-operated cases
   Cases requiring continuation of treatment although pulmonary hypertension has become less mild or returned to normal as compared to the condition upon application for new registration thanks to treatment (e.g., pulmonary vasodilator therapy with riociguat).
   a) Presenting any of the ventilation/perfusion lung scan findings, contrast-enhanced chest CT findings, or pulmonary angiography findings listed in the test findings for diagnosis (indispensable if the severity level is elevated from the previously registered level)
   b) Satisfying the right heart catheterization findings or the echocardiography findings (listed as the reference test findings)
   c) Able to rule out all diseases that need to be ruled out.

<Severity Rating>
Official registration is accepted in Stage 2 or advanced cases rated in accordance with the Study Group’s severity classification based on NYHA Cardiac Function Classification and WHO Pulmonary Hypertension Functional Classification.

(New Registration)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Upon application for registration</th>
<th>Subjective symptoms</th>
<th>Mean pulmonary artery pressure (mPAP)</th>
<th>Pulmonary vascular resistance (PVR)</th>
<th>Resting/indoor air PaO₂ (Torr)</th>
<th>Use of pulmonary vasodilators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stage 1</td>
<td>NYHA/WHO functional class I</td>
<td>mPAP ≥25 mmHg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Regardless of use/non-use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 2</td>
<td>NYHA/WHO functional class II</td>
<td>mPAP ≥25 mmHg</td>
<td>PaO₂ ≥70 Torr</td>
<td></td>
<td>Regardless of use/non-use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 3</td>
<td>NYHA/WHO functional class II</td>
<td>mPAP ≥25 mmHg</td>
<td>PaO₂ &lt;70 Torr</td>
<td>Regardless of use/non-use</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NYHA/WHO functional class III/IV</td>
<td>mPAP ≥25 mmHg</td>
<td></td>
<td>Used</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 4</td>
<td>NYHA/WHO functional class III/IV</td>
<td>mPAP ≥30 mmHg</td>
<td></td>
<td>Regardless of use/non-use</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 5</td>
<td>NYHA/WHO functional class I/II/III/IV</td>
<td>mPAP ≥30 mmHg</td>
<td>PVR ≥1,000 dyne · s · cm⁻² (12.5 Wood Unit)</td>
<td>Regardless of use/non-use</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The highest stage satisfying all subjective symptoms, mPAP, PVR, resting/indoor air PaO₂, and use of pulmonary vasodilators is selected.
### Document 3 Pulmonary Veno-Occlusive Disease/Pulmonary Capillary Hemangiomatosis (Listed Intractable Disease No. 87)

#### <Criteria for Clinical Diagnosis>

**Major Requirements**

1. Satisfaction of the diagnostic criteria for pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) by right heart catheterization findings
   - Right heart catheterization findings upon application for new registration
     - Increased pulmonary artery pressure (mean pulmonary artery pressure at rest $\geq 25$ mmHg, pulmonary vascular resistance $\geq 3$ Wood Unit, 240 dyne·sec·cm⁻²)
     - Pulmonary artery wedge pressure (right atrial pressure) normal ($\leq 15$ mmHg)
2. Presenting high-resolution chest CT (HRCT) findings suggesting PVOD/PCH (interlobular septum hypertrophy, granular shadow, restiform shadow, ground glass opacity, mediastinal lymph node swelling) and able to rule out chronic lung disease (e.g., interstitial lung disease) and collagen disease
3. Lung congestion/edema induced by selective pulmonary vasodilators (ERA, PDE5 inhibitor, intravenous PGI₂).

**Secondary Requirements**

1. Reduction of arterial oxygen tension at rest ($\leq 70$ mmHg)
2. Lung function test: Marked reduction of pulmonary diffusing capability (%DLCO $<55\%$)
3. Pulmonary perfusion scintigraphy: Segmental perfusion defect revealed or no abnormality.

**Reference Findings**

1. Hemosiderin-laden macrophages found in bronchoalveolar lavage fluid
2. Seen more frequently in males
3. Seen more frequently in smokers

#### <Differential Diagnosis>

The following diseases need to be ruled out.

- Idiopathic PAH, heritable PAH, drug/toxin-induced PAH, PAH associated with various diseases (e.g., collagen disease, portal hypertension, congenital heart disease), PAH associated with respiratory diseases, chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension.
Categories for Official Registration of Listed Intractable Diseases>
Registration as listed intractable disease is permitted in “definitely diagnosed cases” and “clinically diagnosed cases” described below.

In “cases suspected of having PVOD/PCH,” the application should be made as cases of PAH, as a rule.

“Definitely diagnosed cases”
• Major requirement (1)(2)+pathologically diagnosed cases
“Clinically diagnosed cases”
Satisfying any of the following requirements
• Satisfying major requirement (1)(2)+major requirement (3)+two or more secondary requirements
• Satisfying major requirement (1)(2)+all secondary requirements
“Cases suspected of having PVOD/PCH”
• Satisfying major requirement (1)(2)+one secondary requirement

Pathological Findings>
PVOD: Diffuse and marked (affecting 30–90% of veins) occlusion visible in the peripheral lung veins (particularly interlobular veins)
PCH: Multi-layering and hyperplasia of alveolar wall capillary-like small vessels, occasionally accompanied by PVOD-like peripheral lung vein lesions.

Severity Rating>
Stage 3 or more advanced cases are covered.

(New Registration)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Upon application for new registration</th>
<th>Subjective symptoms</th>
<th>Mean pulmonary artery pressure (mPAP)</th>
<th>Cardiac index (CI)</th>
<th>Use of pulmonary vasodilators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stage 1</td>
<td>NYHA/WHO functional class I/II</td>
<td>40&gt;mPAP≥25 mmHg</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 2</td>
<td>NYHA/WHO functional class I/II</td>
<td>mPAP ≥40 mmHg</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 3</td>
<td>NYHA/WHO functional class I/II</td>
<td>mPAP ≥25 mmHg</td>
<td>CI ≥2.5 L/min/m²</td>
<td>Used (including past use)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NYHA/WHO functional class III/IV</td>
<td>mPAP ≥25 mmHg</td>
<td>CI &lt;2.5 L/min/m²</td>
<td>Regardless of use/non-use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 4</td>
<td>NYHA/WHO functional class III/IV</td>
<td>mPAP ≥25 mmHg</td>
<td>CI &lt;2.5 L/min/m²</td>
<td>Regardless of use/non-use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 5</td>
<td>NYHA/WHO functional class IV</td>
<td>mPAP ≥40 mmHg</td>
<td></td>
<td>Regardless of use/non-use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The highest stage satisfying all subjective symptoms, mPAP, CI, and use of pulmonary vasodilators is selected.
In cases in which the condition aggravated after use of selective pulmonary vasodilators, forcing the medication to be discontinued, Stage 3 or more advanced cases are covered even when no pulmonary vasodilator is being used (history of pulmonary vasodilator use needs to be described at the time of registration).
In Stage 3 or more advanced cases, it is desirable to perform evaluation by cardiac catheterization at least once in 2 years.

(Reference information)

- In Stage 3 or more advanced cases, it is desirable to perform evaluation by cardiac catheterization at least once in 2 years. However, in patients at elevated risk involved in cardiac catheterization (e.g., children, elderly patients, and patients with multiple accompanying diseases), it is acceptable to perform echocardiographic evaluation depending on the conditions of individual cases.
- TRPG 40 mmHg is equivalent to mPAP 25 mmHg. TRPG 60 mmHg is equivalent to mPAP 40 mmHg.

*Precautions in performing the diagnostic criteria and severity rating

1. If the diagnostic criteria include no particular provision about the clinical symptoms, or test findings to be used for disease diagnosis, the symptoms/findings obtained at any point of time may be used (although limited to clinical symptoms presenting the course of the illness concerned and possible to be confirmed).
2. In cases in which the severity rating is done after the start of treatment, the worst condition during the latest 6 months observed during treatment under appropriate medical management should be judged by the physician.
3. The public healthcare expense subsidy program also covers patients whose severity level does not fall under the preset level of the above-mentioned severity classification if continuation of high-cost clinical care is needed.
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